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ERP Software Selection Guide Glossary of Terms 
 
The glossary of terms defines the meaning of terms listed in the checklist and is cross-referenced to 
the reference number in the checklist. Reference codes have been used for each section plus item 
numbering within each section. 
 
The section reference codes and page numbers for each section are: 
General Features GEN 4-2 
Software Architecture SA 4-3 
System Control SC 4-5 
Item Master Data IM 4-6 
Bill of Materials BOM 4-9 
Job Estimating & Sales Quotations EST 4-11 
Sales Order Entry SOE 4-13 
Master Production Scheduling MPS 4-19 
Material Requirements Planning MRP 4-21 
Capacity Requirements Planning CRP 4-23 
Shop Floor Control & WIP SFC 4-24 
Purchasing PUR 4-28 
Distribution Resource & Reqts Planning DRP 4-32 
Project Management and Control PM 4-34 
Accounts Receivable AR 4-36 
Accounts Payable AP 4-44 
General Ledger GL 4-47 
Fixed Assets FA 4-51 
Product Costing PC 4-52 
Cost Management CM 4-53 
Quality Assurance QA 4-54 
Automatic Data Capture ADC 4-55 
E-Commerce EC 4-56 
Advanced Planning & Scheduling  APS 4-57 
Inventory Control IC 4-64 
Advanced Warehouse Management WMS 4-68 
Customer Relationship Management CRM 4-74 
Partner Products PP 4-77 
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GEN - GENERAL 
This section provides an opportunity to review the product's overall capabilities in respect of ERP type facilities and the 
types of manufacturing supported. 
1. Product Revision Level - The software revision level on which the checklist data is based. This revision should 

be currently available and installed in Australia. 
2. Multi Company capability - The ability to define a table of linkages of shared or common data. 
3. Multi language - The ability for users of the system to communicate in more than one language (typically 

English). 
4. Multi currency - Ability to handle many different currencies. 
5. VAT/GST support - Value-added Tax/Goods & Services Tax support. 
6. Exchange rates - Exchange rate computation and conversion. 
7. Multi-location, multi-warehouse stock control - Ability to control stock across a number of warehouses and in 

locations within warehouses. 
8. Multi Plant (company) capability - Multiple business units (companies or locations) that need to be consolidated 

under one system yet remain autonomous in operating data. 
9. Manufacturing modes - The types of manufacturing environment the software is designed to handle. 
10. Job Shop - A functional organisation whose departments or work centres are organised around particular types of 

equipment or operations, such as drilling, forging, spinning, or assembly. Products flow through departments in 
batches according to individual orders, which may be either stock orders or individual customer orders. 

11. Batch - Intermittent production in standard batch (lot) sizes, determined by market demand, container size, 
production efficiencies etc. 

12. Repetitive - Production of discrete units, planned and executed via a schedule, usually at relatively high speeds 
and volumes. Material tends to move in a sequential flow. eg white goods. 

13. Continuous Flow - Lotless production in which products flow continuously rather than being divided into 
batches. Production is by rate rather than by work orders. 

14. Project - Production in which each unit or small group of units is managed by a project team created especially 
for that purpose eg submarines, aircraft. 

15. Make to Stock - Product is shipped from finished goods, off the shelf and is finished prior to the customer's order 
arriving. 

16. Make to Order - Products are finished after receipt of the customer's order. 
17. Assemble to Order - A type of Make to Order manufacturing where standard options and sub assemblies are kept 

in stock in anticipation of orders that will require them. Product configuration from largely standard components 
may be a feature of this type of business. 

18. Engineer to Order - Products whose customer specifications require unique engineering design or significant 
customisation. Each order results in a unique set of part numbers, bills of material and routing. 

19. Discrete manufacturing - Production of distinct items such as cars, computers, fabricated metal products. 
20.   Process manufacturing - Production that adds value by mixing, separating, forming and/or performing chemical 

reactions. It may be performed in either batch or continuous mode. 
21. Local technical support in Australia - Applications software support personnel are resident in Australia. 
22. Local tech support in Asia-Pacific (outside Australia) - Applications software support personnel are resident in 

countries in the Asia Pacific outside Australia. 
23. Local technical support in Europe - Applications software support personnel are resident in Europe. 
24. Local technical support in USA - Applications software support personnel are resident in USA. 
25. Courses offered (on site and local office) 
26. Modification supported by vendor - Indicates if the software vendor is able to support customising of the 

software to meet specific requirements. 
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SA - SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE 
Applications software packages are built with a wide variety of different languages, tools and database managers and 
exist within various hardware and operating system frameworks. Although not directly obvious to the end user the 
software architecture has a direct impact on the flexibility, ease of use, and ease of maintenance of the overall system. 
1. Hardware/Operating Systems - Host/Server - The main hardware or operating system that is used to process the 

data associated with the system. 
2. Microsoft Windows NT/2000 
3.  IBM AS/400 
4.  UNIX platforms. 
5.  Hardware/Operating Systems - Client - The hardware or operating system that is used for clients (typically 

desktops). 
6.  Microsoft Windows 95/98 
7.  Microsoft Windows NT/2000 
8.  IBM AS/400 
9.  UNIX platforms 
10.  Multi user (system-wide) - Indicates whether the software package can be operated at more than one workstation 

at a time.  This allows more than one application and/or operator to be active simultaneously, inventory control 
and purchasing for instance. 

13. Maximum number of users in update mode - users/workstations that can operate simultaneously. 
14. Database manager (s) - A software program that manages the storage and retrieval of data.  A database oriented 

system is particularly useful as the size of the files and/or the variety of uses of shared data increases.  The 
database manager will be more efficient in this environment than other file handling approaches. 

13. Primary - refers to the primary database manager offered. 
14. Others supported - refers to other supported data base managers. 
15. ODBC (Open Data base Connectivity) 
16. Program language (s) - The main programming languages in which the product is written. 
17. Data import/export to external file format - The ability to interact with other software products, via import/export 

facilities. Products such as: 
18. MS Office 
19. Lotus 
20. ASCII 
21. Other (list) 
22. Seamless spreadsheet/ word processor integration - Provides seamless integration to popular spreadsheet and 

word processing products. 
23. Report writer (without exiting application) system-wide - A separate module which provides the ability to 

extract and format data contained in the system.  This is useful for displaying or manipulating data in user 
specified ways not provided for by the software vendors' standard reports. 

24. Non-technical ease of use - does not require a data processing orientation - may be used by "most users" 
extensively. 

25. Parameter driven - User-specified selection criteria from a table. 
26. Simulated screen/report layout - Provides the means to layout either a screen or report and test it without exiting 

the module or application. 
27. User defined sorts - User specified sort criteria. 
28. Print user headings on reports. 
29. Suppress headings. 
30. Define control breaks. 
31. Sub-total & total. 
32. Calculate statistical data. 
33. Data Dictionary reporting - System maintained data dictionary which facilitates ease of reporting and logic 

selection. 
34. User defined menus/screens - The ability for each user to define their own library of customised input formats 

and queries. 
35. Screen inputs - The pre-establishing of parameter information which allows data input and navigation to be more 

efficient and user friendly. Facilities: 
36. Defaults - Defaults can reduce repetitive keying of the same data. 
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37. Tables - Selection of standard data from tables. 
38. Other (list) 
39. User defined fields. 
40. Number reserved for users - Number of fields allocated for user definition. 
41. Dynamic - refers to non-technical addition without programming modification. 
42. Variety - refers to text, numeric, logic and date mix system-wide. 
43. Imaging Support - The ability to reduce, on an ad hoc basis, normally printed output into stored data for 

immediate on-line visual display. 
44. User defined forms - The ability for users to define the format for forms printing including:- 
45. Sales Order 
46. Change Sales Order 
47. Acknowledgment 
48. Invoice 
49. Debit/Credit Memo 
50. Purchase Order 
51. Receiver 
52. Receiver Traveller 
53. Material Order Release 
54. Shipper 
55. Bill of Lading 
56. Subcontract Order 
57. Purchase Requisition 
58. Return to Vendor 
59. Pick list (Manufacturing, Purchasing, & Sales). 
60. Other (list any others) 
61. User defined labels - The ability for users to specify label format, size, number to be printed, etc. 
62. Source document storage - Electronically storing an actual scanned picture of source documents. 
63. Integrated pictorials - The ability to freely draw, scan or otherwise provide pictorials on user specified 

documents eg. a copy of the custom product drawing on the shop traveller without access to CAD. 
64. Workflow capability – Workflow is the defined series of tasks within an organization to produce a final outcome. 

Workgroup computing applications allow you to define different workflows for different types of jobs. An 
engineering change document might be automatically routed from initiator  to approver  to production. At each 
stage in the workflow, one individual or group is responsible for a specific task. Once the task is complete, the 
workflow software ensures that the individuals responsible for the next task are notified and receive the data they 
need to execute their stage of the process.  

65. Rule-based triggers by business event - The feature whereby a user may dynamically specify rule-based triggers 
and realtime exceptions. 

66. Drill down queries - The ability to drill dynamically down for further levels of detail. 
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SC - SYSTEM CONTROL 
By its nature, an Enterprise Resource Planning system is accessible to many users within the enterprise. However, 
access and access privileges need to be controlled to ensure the system does not become corrupted intentionally or 
unintentionally and also sensitive information needs to be protected.  
1.  Security - This feature is very important as it allows control over access to the data in the system. 
2.  System level - Security administered at the system level allows or disallows entrance into the system as a whole. 
3.  Module level - Security administered at the module level indicates control is at the functional area level, eg. 

purchasing or accounts receivable. 
4.  Screen level - Security administered at the screen level permits control of specific functions, eg. issues of material 

to a work order or receipts to a purchase order. 
5.  Record level - Security administered at the record level refers to the ability to lock out access to data on a record 

by record basis. 
6.  Field level - Security administrated at the field level offers the greatest flexibility, as users can be authorised to 

enter or retrieve very specific pieces of data. 
7.  Tailoring parameters (all modules) - Parameters allowing individual preferences to be selected on how a 

business is planned and controlled.  Such items as planning horizon, and exception reporting tolerance limits are 
examples of these parameters. 

8.  Tailoring screens (all modules) - The ability for users to specify their own custom screens which is invoked at 
the point of application login. 

9.  Mass change (system-wide) - A change that should be affected in all records that contain the changed item. 
10.  Mass delete (system-wide) - A deletion that affects all records that contain the item. 
11.  Deferred/batch processing support - Batch processing allows repetitive jobs (i.e. reports or processes) to be run 

unattended by issuing simple commands, normally overnight, so that the system is free during the day for other 
activity. 

12.  Text - A feature that allows for formal communication within the system between all associated functions within 
an organisation.  Text is free form and should be able to be attached to various elements in the system, eg. shop 
orders, bill of material structures, etc.   

13.  Where used - A text where used function may be provided if common text can be added to multiple records. 
14.  On line help - Allows a user quick access to collateral information without physically leaving the application or 

referencing user manuals. 
15.  Field - At the field level, help indicates the possible values that may be entered into a field. 
16.  Function - Function level help provides explanations related to the input or inquiry screen on which the user is 

positioned. 
17.  Operating procedures pop-up - The ability to call user desk instructions, forms or flow procedures from word 

processing to the screen without exiting the application. 
18.  Navigation ease of use - The ability to move to any screen without going through the menu screen. 
19.  Custom function keys - Allows every user to develop their specific library of screens accessed by function keys. 
20.  Navigate without menu call - The ability to go directly to a screen, inside and outside the current module, 

without going through menu calls. 
21.  Remote diagnostic support - Technical remote support capability is easily handled for the user by the vendor. 
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IM - ITEM MASTER DATA 
This section contains information relating to the item master file. The ability of this file to accurately model the specific 
types of products and parts of an organisation is a key aspect of the suitability of the software package. 
1.  Length of item number (key) - The maximum size of the part number. 
2.  Length of description - Length of the descriptive identification of the part number. 
3.  Primary - First line of description. 
4.  Secondary. - Second line of description. 
5.  Item types - This field describes or classifies a part in terms of planning control. 
6.  Standard - A standard part is a part that is normally planned and issued. 
7.  Pseudo/Phantom - A pseudo or phantom part is one that is never stocked and is used only as an engineering or 

planning convenience. 
8.  Reference – A reference part is one that is not stocked or issued yet should be listed on documents for 

informational purposes, eg. a drawing. 
9.  Tooling - A part classified as tooling may be tools that are required in the manufacturing process. 
10.  Resource - A resource could be labour hours, dollars or other resource factors. This could be used for Rough Cut 

Capacity Planning. 
11.  By-product - A by-product is additional product resulting from the normal processing of the primary item but 

whose input is not planned. Often found in the process industry. 
12.  Co-product - A co-product is additional product resulting from the process who's input and output is planned. 
13.  Service - A service part is a part supplied for spares replenishment. 
14.  Maintenance - A maintenance part is used for equipment repair. 
15.  Unit of measure - The units in which items are controlled. 
16.  Stocking - As stocked (eg. each, pounds, feet). 
17.  Purchase -  As purchased. 
18.  Sales - As sold. 
19.  Shrinkage - Inflates the supply quantity of an item to allow for planned losses. 
20.  Yield - The theoretical net quantity, expressed as a percentage. The expectancy is that the quantity started in the 

manufacturing process will result in a fallout during the process.  This is used to plan for anticipated losses. 
21.  Procurement code (Make/Buy) - Also called the make/buy code, this field allows the specification of the normal 

mode of inventory replenishment. 
22.  Manufactured - Those items that are designed and fabricated in house. 
23.  Purchased - Those items that are bought from outside sources. 
24.  Subcontracted - Those items that are designed in house, the materials are supplied to the vendor, and the vendor 

would add value (labour) to the part. 
25. Service/Preventive Maintenance – These items finitely block out capacity so that MRP does not schedule the 

resource. 
26.  Number of user defined fields - The ability for users to specify their own descriptive fields provides a 

customising dimension to the system. 
27.  Length of field - Refers to the size of the user defined fields. 
28.  MRP control code - This field specifies whether or not the part is under MRP control when planning 

replenishment orders. 
29.  MRP planning policy code - Specifies how MRP will plan orders for replenishment of material.  Planning 

methods such as order point, lot for lot, period order point, etc. are usually included. 
30.  Order policy modifiers - The modifiers specify how the system should plan for the replenishment of material. 
31.  Minimum quantity - Specifies the smallest order quantity that will be planned by the system.   
32. Maximum quantity - The largest quantity that should be planned for any discrete order.   
33.  Multiple quantity - Specifies that material will be ordered in increments eg multiple pack sizes. 
34.  Minimum days supply - Specifies that the system will group the next "X" days of future requirements together 

when it plans for replenishment of the material. 
35.  Maximum days supply - Similar to minimum days in that an order should not be planned for more than the next 

"X" days of requirements. 
36. Safety stock quantity - Specifies that a certain amount of material should be always kept reserved in stock as a 

buffer against uncertainty of demand and supply. 
37.  Reorder point - The quantity at which the system will place an order (for the lot size quantity). 
38.  Item status code - The current status of an item, eg. active, inactive, pre-released, obsolete, etc. 
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39.  Drawing number reference - The engineering drawing number related to the item. 
40.  Drawing size reference - Specifies the physical size of the drawing document, to ease location. 
41.  Y-T-D values - Storing of cumulative values "year-to-date". 
42.  Purchased Y-T-D value 
43.  Sold Y-T-D value 
44.  Usage  Y-T-D value 
45.  Rejected  Y-T-D value 
46. ABC classification code - ABC classification stratifies items' value.  Typically, the classification is assigned by 

listing items in order of decreasing dollar value based upon usage (past or projected) or, alternatively, current 
inventory.  The items with the highest value are "A" items and therefore receive the most attention. 

47. Sales order policy – A value whereby a minimum amount must be met on any given sales order otherwise an 
exception is generated for supervisory approval. 

48. ABC analysis calculation based upon:- 
49.  Unit cost - Calculation result is based upon unit cost. 
50.  Total cost - Calculation result is based upon total cost. 
51.  Lead time - Calculation result is based upon amount of lead time. 
52.  % usage - Calculation result is based upon usage percentage. 
53.  Y-T-D usage - Calculation result is based upon year-to-date usage. 
54.  Automatic update - Refers to automatic systemic update of ABC classes after approval. 
55.  Exception codes - The means by which exceptions are managed within the system including:- 
56.  Planner code - The person responsible for planning the in-house activities for an item. 
57.  Buyer code - The person responsible for planning the procurement of materials or coordinating services for 

subcontracted items. 
58.  Sales administrator code - The person responsible for managing sales orders. 
59.  Cost analyst code - The person who manages costs for the item. 
60.  Product group code - A code grouping related materials together for analysis and efficient planning.  For 

example, finished goods or a category of raw material. 
61.  Commodity code - A code grouping related materials together for buying purposes.  For example, integrated 

circuits, resistors, forging, etc. 
62.  Substitute part number - The inclusion of a substitute part number which may be used if a shortage occurs. 
63.  Auto display with primary shortage - Auto display of substitute if primary part is short. 
64.  Substitution rules - Refers to the priority and table of rules for substitution.  This substitution logic applies to 

material planning, issuing, shipping, configuration control deviations, etc.  
65.  Substitution effectivity - Refers to the logic phase-in and phase-out. 
66.  Inventory (G/L) account number - The account number in the General Ledger that inventory would increment 

upon receipt and decrement upon issuance of the material. 
67.  Document number - The place holder which ties an end-item contract number to the item allowing for end item 

pegging 
68.  Associates jobs top to bottom (multi level pegging). 
69.  Lead time - The amount of time needed to make or buy a part.  There are various segments of lead time including: 
70.  Pick - Time to pull kits. 
71.  Setup - Time to setup equipment for the run. 
72.  Queue - Time waiting for work to be performed. 
73.  Run - Cumulative time actually working on making the part. 
74.  Wait - Wait time needed before moving eg while paint dries. 
75.  Move - Move time between work centres. 
76.  Lead time override - A fixed override to run time. 
77.  Dock to stock - Time to inspect and put away purchased parts. 
78.  Vendor - Time for vendor to make the part and ship it in. 
79.  Planner - Paperwork time 
80.  Buyer - Paperwork time 
81.  Reports - Information displayed in hard copy (paper) form. 
82.  Item master listing by item number - A display of the item master (part) file in item number sequence. 
83.  Item master listing by description - A display of the item master (part) file in item description sequence. 
84.  Missing data exceptions - A display of item numbers that are missing required data elements. 
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85.  Product lead time display - A pictorial display of cumulative lead time from this part level through all lower 
levels. 

86.  Parts catalogue - Displays every part with sales revenue or coded as a finished good or spares item. 
87.  Lead time review - A display of parts taking longer than or less than the stored lead time.  Parameters should 

include an acceptable user specified tolerance range. 
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BOM - BILL OF MATERIALS 
Contains information related to the structuring of a product. Different manufacturing modes and manufacturing 
methods will result in different requirements from the Bill of Materials software. 
1.  Number of levels supported - The maximum depth that any parent item can have components structured to it. 
2. Engineering change management - Managing the changes to product definition and related materials. 
3.  Date effectivity MRP planning logic - Engineering Change Control based on date. 
4.  Add in date/add out date - This feature specifies when component parts will be phased in and out of a specific 

bill of material as a result of an engineering change. 
5.  Use up effectivity MRP planning logic - This feature allows the user to specify that a component will be phased 

in when the inventory quantity of the part it replaces is used up. 
6.  Serial number effectivity MRP planning logic - This feature allows the user to specify that a component will be 

phased in when a specific serial number is reached. 
7.  Automatic revision maintenance (update) - The system automatically maintains the revision level field when 

the date of an effectivity change is reached. 
8.  Automatic history retention - The system automatically rolls configuration history onto tape based upon user 

defined on line retention period. 
9.  Approval routing - Date control of routing changes. 
10.  Implementation task sequencing (ECN) -The ability to control the implementation process and exception 

notification when task dates are missed. ECN - Engineering Change Notice. 
11.  Projected cost impact - Providing a cost of change impact analysis including future margin impact, residual 

inventory impact, expense budget charge entries, etc. 
12.  Configuration management - This indicates whether the system supports engineering change control discipline. 
13.  Manufacturing bill - Refers to the bill to be used for planning purposes. 
14.  Engineering bill - Refers to a configuration used as the engineering baseline and will not necessarily tie back to 

the manufacturing bill. 
15.  Current manufacturing level - The as released configuration of the product. 
16.  Current engineering level - The latest design configuration. 
17.  As built - The actual componentry configuration used in the manufacturing process. 
18. As planned - The planning baseline configuration. 
19.  Change implementation exception tracking - The monitoring of the documents related to engineering changes 

and effectivity exceptions. 
20.  History reporting - Allows display of changes on a product as maintained in a user defined on line period. 
21.  Find number reference - The find number, often referred to as a balloon or bubble number, is the reference 

number that appears on engineering drawings to point to (or find) the components. 
22.  Component types - This attribute allows the planning of the components of an assembly to occur in different 

ways. 
23.  Standard component - One that would be planned normally. 
24.  Pseudo (phantom) - A pseudo (also called phantom or blow-through) component - One that is not usually stocked 

and the requirements are planned by exploding through that level and creating demands for its components. 
25. Reference – A reference component is one which is listed on a bill of material but has no planning logic 

associated with it. An example is a schematic drawing. 
26.  By-product - A component listed on a bill of material as a by-product would not be issued from inventory to 

fabricate the parent item but rather would be received back into stores after the parent was completed as an 
incidental and normal result of the manufacturing process.   

27.  Co-product - A component listed on a bill of material as a co-product would not be issued from inventory to 
fabricate the parent item but rather would be received back into stores as a co-parent upon completion as a pro-
actively planned and expected result of the manufacturing process. 

28.  Optional - Optional components are planning bill components where the quantity represents a demand percentage 
expectation eg 50% red, 30% green, 20% black. 

29.  Resource - Resource components, such as hours, can be used to plan labour requirements or generate a rough cut 
capacity planning analysis. 

30.  Tooling - A component type specified as a tool would be used in the manufacture of the parent assembly. 
31. Reference designator  - A component type listed as a reference designator would be used to list the matrix and 

positioning of the component. 
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32. Component lead time offset - The lead time designation of components that are consumed later in the 
manufacturing process, rather than at the beginning. 

33.  Decimal quantities - This element specifies if the system is capable of maintaining component quantities that are 
not whole numbers. For example, it might require 1.2 pounds of a certain material to manufacture 1 parent 
assembly. 

34. Work centre/operation material consumption - A method of tying a BoM component to a specific route step for 
determining percent complete WIP costing. 

35. Scrap factor - The scrap factor inflates component demand to allow for planned losses in the manufacture of the 
specific parent assembly. 

36. Copy Bill of Material - Also referred to as "same as except" this function provides for the rapid creation of a new 
bill of materials using an existing product structure as a base line.  It provides for the addition and deletion of 
specific components. 

37. Mass change - This function, also referred to as "change all", allows the substitution of one part by another in all 
product structures it is used in. 

38.  Which fields? - Refers to those fields affected by the mass change logic. 
39.  Mass delete - This function allows the deletion of a given part in all product structures it is used in. 
40. Scaling factor - Process oriented bills of material may differ from standard quantity per lot logic.  Factors include: 
41.  Fixed  - uses a constant amount regardless of lot (batch) size. 
42.  Linear - increases proportional to lot size. 
43.  Range - scales to a variable range of values. 
44. As required - allows changes in amounts to rely upon the mixing room discretion. 
45. Length and width - The ability to store length and width  measurements per component and calculate a quantity 

per unit of the parent. 
46.  Group technology - A means to classify parts and routings using similarities, conformities and redundancies.  The 

ability to classify and encode these similarities helps improve ability to schedule, plan and execute. Facilitates a 
cellular layout (work cells). 

47. Inquiries - Information displayed on the terminal. 
48.  Single level/ Multi level BoM - A display of the product structure for one level/ through all levels. 
49.  Single/ Multi level where used - A display of the next level assemblies in which the part is used/ all next level 

assemblies the component is used as well as all higher level assemblies it is used in. 
50.  End item by contract - Display of end item pegging (active where used information). 
51.  Reports - Information Displayed in hard copy (paper) form. 
52. Single level/ Multi level BoM - A report of the product structure for one level/ through all levels. 
53.  Single/ Multi level where used - A report of the next level assemblies in which the part is used/ all next level 

assemblies the component is used as well as all higher level assemblies it is used in. 
54.  End item by contract - Report of end item pegging. 
55.  Summarised parts list - A report that lists all parts through all levels in the bill of material but only lists each 

component part once with its associated total quantity. 
56.  Pending engineering changes - A report that lists all engineering changes that will be implemented in future 

periods, based upon effectivity date.  This display may be broken into date ranges, eg. 1-5 days, 6-15 days. 
57.  Engineering change history - A display of ECN's going to history and out of active status. 
58.  Loose item exceptions - A display that lists all parts that have no relationship to other parts.  That is, parts that 

have no bill of material and are not a component in a bill of material (no where used). Used to help manage data 
integrity. 

59.  Dangling relationships exceptions - A display that lists all parts that are not coded as being end items and are not 
a component in a bill of material. Used to help manage data integrity. 

60.  User library report writer - The ability to store a complement of reports configured specially for the user. 
61.  Text (maximum lines/characters) - Indicates if a text field is available to describe the bill of material structure 

and its size. 
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EST - JOB ESTIMATING AND QUOTATIONS 
Estimating and quotation is an important aspect of make-to-order or engineer-to-order environments.  An estimating 
function facilitates timely estimates and retains information for subsequent conversion to shop orders. 
1.  Estimate/Quotation life cycle - The ability to establish: 
2.  Quote date. 
3.  Expiration date. 
4.  Quote follow-up points. 
5.  Estimate customer data - The ability to log customer: 
6.  Name 
7.  Address 
8. Phone 
9. e-mail address 
10.  Terms 
11.  Credit Rating 
12.  All data electronically transferable to customer file - Data can be easily transferred (does not have to be re-

entered) to the customer file upon award of the job. 
13.  Multiple line items - Each quotation can have an assortment of products and/or deliveries. 
14. Same as except simulation - The quotation can draw from standard product data, existing or former job, existing 

or former estimate, bill of materials, routings, standards tables, purchase orders (existing and history) and cost 
with dynamic add and subtract functionality.   

15.  Audit trailer record - Each change is retained as a part of the estimate with the change information staying as an 
audit trailer record for reconstructive purposes.  As each change is made the impact can be viewed as it impacts 
structure, routing, cost (setup, run, material, outside processing, tooling, fixtures, overhead absorption and other 
user defined cost elements), capacity, impact upon master schedule and marginal volume. 

16.  Markup percent - Same as except for this aspect. 
17.  Flat rate - Same as except for this aspect. 
18.  Family group percent - Same as except for this aspect. 
19.  Marginal revenue  - Same as except for this aspect. 
20.  Standard pricing formula - To determine pricing - Same as except for this aspect. 
21.  Volume breaks - Provides the ability to provide cost build up and pricing based upon a series of quantity breaks. 
22.  User defined breaks - Refers to the flexibility of providing ranges. 
23.  Number of breaks - Refers to the flexibility of providing for a number of ranges. 
24.  Estimate scheduling - The ability to simulate the effect that this estimate would have on existing backlog, 

backlog plus forecast, forecast only and/or master schedule. 
25.  Estimate converted to Customer Order - The ability to convert an estimate into a customer profile and customer 

order automatically and real time. 
26.  Estimate converted to Work Order - The ability to convert an estimate into a work order automatically and real 

time. 
27.  Estimate order dependent records - The ability to maintain estimate specific routings, bill of materials, outside 

processes, tooling, fixtures, resource allocations, absorption pools and tie to real customer orders, work orders and 
purchase orders at point of award. 

28.  Estimate to actual job tracking - The ability to progressively track actual job performance to estimate and 
identify variances. 

29.  Projected variances - Refers to the ability to anticipate and compute: 
30.  Estimate to complete 
31.  Material usage 
32.  Design configuration variance 
33.  Purchase price variance. 
34.  Material substitution variance. 
35.  Labour variance. 
36.  Scrap variance. 
37.  Yield variance. 
38.  Overhead absorption variance - On a percentage to complete basis. 
39.  User defined Tolerances - Refers to the ability for users to define tolerances for each of the projected variances. 
40.  Reports - Information displayed in hard copy (paper) form. 
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41.  Estimate worksheet - A display of an estimate including costs, broken down by element, routings, bill of 
material, resources, etc. 

42.  Customer specification - A display of customer specifications in the form of tech data sheets. 
43.  Estimate work order - A display of an estimate work order 
44.  Router schedule by operation - A display of an estimate specific routing with standards and assumption noted. 
45.  Estimate bill of material - A display of the bill of material specific to the job. 
46.  Single level - Refers to a single level explosion or implosion of the estimate bill. 
47.  Multiple level - Refers to a multilevel explosion or implosion of the estimate bill of material. 
48.  Costed bill of material - Refers to a single/multiple level explosion/implosion costed by cost element. 
49.  Other (list) 
50.  Estimate status - A display of all open estimates. 
51.  Profit margin stratification - A display of all open estimates sorted in descending profit margins. 
52.  Probability of award - A display of all open estimates sorted in descending order by probability of award percent. 
53.  Estimate visual load - A graphical display of the load by work centre. 
54.  Impact of load - Refers to the ability to display (in a different colour) the incremental resource add that this 

estimate work affect by work centre. 
55.  Estimate source documents - The calculations, formulas and assumptions, stored in text, by departmental 

estimate input.  Documenting source development notes assists in assessing variance if estimate is over/under run. 
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SOE - SALES ORDER ENTRY 
Used to create and maintain customer sales orders and may provide a means to administer policies related to credit 
processing and commissioning. A number of other functions may be integrated with sales order entry to provide high 
levels of customer services and efficient operations. 
1.  Sales order number (key) - Indicates the number of characters that can be entered to identify a sales order. 
2.  Auto assignment of SO# - Allows the user to choose whether to assign a sales order number or let the system do 

it.  This should be parameter controlled on a selective contract administrator basis. 
3.  Multiple ship dates per line item - Allows multiple releases. 
4.  Ship from multiple inventories - Allows inventory from multiple locations to be relieved upon shipment of a 

customer order. 
5.  Ship from multiple warehouse per line item - Refers to the ability to select separate warehouses and locations 

for each line item. 
6.  Enter freight at time of shipping - Prevents redundant transaction processing at a later time. 
7.  Customer returns - Transaction and logic associated with handling of product returns from the customer. 
8.  Return material authorisation (RMA) - Provides predetermined destination controls prior to receipt of goods. 
9.  Exchange tracking - Tracks product exchanges made. 
10.  Service parts numbers. 
11.  Service assignment and scheduling - For repairable items. 
12.  Listing of quality criteria - For feedback to QA based on the condition of the return. 
13.  Control by number, by lot or serial number. 
14.  Calculates credit to salesperson commission - When appropriate. 
15.  Product Configurator options selection - The selecting of customer requirements by choosing from a menu of 

options.  In most cases, the options fall into the categories of standard, required, and optional.  A standard item is a 
base feature used in all configurations of the product.  A required item specifies that a selection must be made 
from this category.  An optional item can be included or excluded based upon customer needs. 

16.  Parts not required to be on the item master - Allows the item to exist for the life of the sales order and can be 
created real time without leaving the sales order module, it can track purchases and work order against it yet does 
not have to conform to the rigours of normal item maintenance. 

17.  Rules-based - Refers to advanced features like compatibility, pricing, Boolean-logic, margining, etc. 
18.  Gross profit margin calculation - The ability to calculate margins based upon the configured product. 
19.  Configuration finite load - The ability to calculate the earliest ship date of the selected configuration based upon 

an explosion through all bill of material levels, netting against available inventory, vendor lead time and capacity 
and scheduling the earliest ship date, without compromising prior commitments. 

20.  Project cost by configuration - Refers to the ability to track actual costs to specific configurations and report 
variances to quote as they occur and against which option. 

21.  Continuity checking - The means of flagging restrictions or options exclusions.   
22.  Auto generation of BoM, routings and costs - Automatically refers to the result of the configuration process 

whereby the structure records and costs are generated based upon the selected configuration. 
23.  Access prior/similar configuration - Refers to the dynamic tabling of all past sold configurations and ready 

access to the history database to call up deleted configurations for "same-as-except" or re-activation of the record. 
24.  Serial number tracking - The ability to track shipments by serial number. 
25.  Sales order detail line types - Controlling the processing function by order line type. Line item exclusion 

(include/exclude from inventory update), sales tax application, pick list/invoice printing, sales analysis inclusion 
are specific line types. 

26.  User defined types - Provides the users with ability to include/exclude additional elements and are controlled by 
parameter tables. 

27.  Sales order copy - The ability to copy an existing sales order to use in a "same as except" mode for ease of input. 
28.  Tax status by line item - The ability to indicate whether an individual sales line item is taxable or not. 
29.  Committed parts availability tracking - The system maintained tracking of commitments booked versus MPS 

availability. 
30.  Commission splitting - Handling multiple salespersons per order (or per line item per order). 
31.  Multiple tiered splitting - Allows a many on many relationship of sharing commissions (eg., different 

salespersons, different managers, different territories, different regions, etc.). 
32.  Commission rates by item - Allows a differential scale of commission to be defined by SKU which facilitates 

promotions, slow moving incentives, etc. 
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33.  Commission by gross profit, % of sales, and Fixed amount - Refers to a table of commission rates by item to be 
selected. 

34.  Credit checking (realtime) - This allows specification of a credit limit for a customer and then the verification 
upon placing an order that the limit has not been exceeded.  Many systems allow a manual override, usually by a 
supervisor. 

35.  Credit review  - Inquiry specifying credit status. 
36.  Credit limit warning - Appears at the time an order is entered. 
37.  Credit security - Limits the access to credit information. 
38.  Real time checking - Refers to immediate notification of hold condition while order is being entered. 
39.  Various hold categories - Refers to the ability to differentiate hold conditions (eg. beyond credit limit, COD, 

awaiting payment, build but don't ship, split order, etc.) 
40.  Flexible price schedules - The ability to maintain pricing data in a number of different ways.  An example may be 

maintaining a general price list by item, individual customer price lists, or the application of discounts by 
customer. 

41.  Type codes - Specify the table to obtain pricing information. 
42.  Volume pricing. 
43.  Line item discounts. 
44.  Trade discounts. 
45.  Override prices. 
46.  Promotional pricing. 
47.  Contract pricing. 
48.  Quantity breaks - Indicates the price discounting based upon quantity buys. 
49.  Product line - Refers to the pricing schema whereby discounting occurs within a line of products selected. 
50.  Key customer encoding - Useful for special pricing promotions, reporting, etc.  Other pricing drivers include: 
51.  Order revenue total 
52.  Order quantity total 
53.  Order weight 
54.  Gross sales 
55.  Net sales 
56.  Price book - A listing of all pricing information, schedules and tables stored in the system.  It may be presented by 

geographical, product line, OEM or other criteria. 
57.  Price book by customer - Allows a different pricing strategy to be defined and price book loaded for each 

customer. 
58.  LIFO/FIFO supported - (Last In First Out/ First In First Out) . 
59.  Available-To-Promise (real-time) - The netting of available inventory to aid the order promising function.  The 

computed available to promise (ATP) is, in most cases, associated with data from the Master Production 
Scheduling function. 

60.  ATP - Multiple level material checking - Refers to computing ATP based upon availability of multiple level 
components. 

61.  ATP - Multiple level finite capacity checking - Refers to computing an earliest date based upon a finite load 
which checks existing orders and/or master schedule. 

62.  ATP - Soft allocation of finished goods - Relates to keeping track of total commitments but not reserving 
inventory to a specific order. 

63.  ATP - Hard allocation of finished goods - Reserves stock to a specific customer order (and may reserve by 
lot/serial number anticipated off the line).  Due to the importance of maintaining integrity of ship dates, timing is 
essential. 

64.  ATP - Real time reservations - The ability to reserve product against sales order and account numbers. 
65.  Real-time ATP integration with - Depending upon the method of computing ATP, there is a need to have real-

time integration of ATP with: 
66.  Inventory 
67.  Master scheduling 
68.  Sales forecasting 
69.  Real time integration to - This refers to the architecture of the software as to whether updating occurs real time 

to: 
70.  Inventory file 
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71.  Master Scheduling . 
72.  Sales Forecasting. 
73.  Accounts Receivable. 
74.  General Ledger. 
75.  Customer ID number (key) - Allows the entering of the customers purchase order reference number. 
76.  Customer item number cross reference - Allows the maintenance of a cross reference between the company part 

numbers and the customer part numbers. 
77.  Number of characters - Refers to the size of the field. 
78.  Unit of measure and conversion factor 
79.  Contract price 
80.  Pricing effectivity 
81.  Y-T-D sales 
82.  Quotes by quantity break 
83.  Number of quantity breaks 
84.  Proposal tracking - Allows the entering and monitoring of proposals to customers. 
85.  Customer quotes management - Refers to the ability to keep issued quotes on file for a user specified length of 

time (for a given proposal) and in a library to use as a baseline for future quotes/proposals. 
86.  Multiple currency invoicing - The ability to accept orders and invoice based upon the currency specific to the 

customer. 
87.  Shipping table and cost calculation - The ability to maintain a table of shipping costs and automatically calculate 

costs, at order entry, based upon FOB and mode specified by customer. FOB (Free on Board) is the terms of sale 
that identify where title passes to the buyer. 

88.  Ship-to logic - The maintaining of one or more ship-to addresses specific to the order or the line-item of the order. 
89.  Number of ship-to's - Refers to the maximum number of ship-to's per customer. 
90.  Trailer record fixed format for sorting - Refers to the ability for users to define a series of fields (such as 10 

contact names) for every ship-to location.  (Note:  Due to the need to fix format, text or comment lines are not 
appropriate here). 

91.  Pick list backflush - The ability to automatically record inventory transactions at the point of shipping the 
product. 

92.  Auto pick routing - The system queues shipments for a user specified period and develops a location routing 
sheet. 

93.  Auto pack list generation - The system generates the necessary shipping documents automatically once the 
shipper is generated. 

94.  Input analyst audit - A quality and volume audit based upon input analyst data. 
95.  Backorder capability - The ability to permit backorders to be booked.  This may be selected by customer, line-

item, order, credit rating or other specified criteria. 
96.  Sales tax auto calculation - The system automatically computes tax at time of order entry based upon tax tables, 

taxable/non taxable status and location of the customer. 
97.  Interface to VISA/MC/AMEX authorisation - The ability for the software to automatically call and receive 

Visa, Master Charge and American Express purchase authorisation during order entry (this is similar to realtime 
credit checking and should be transparent to the order entry screen and not requiring any type of off-line 
processes). 

98.  Duplicate customer PO warning - If a customer specifies a PO number already on file, a warning is flashed to 
the order entry administrator. 

99.  Customer data - The repository of customer information. Various data items include: 
100. Name 
101. Address 
102. Phone 
103. FAX 
104. e-mail address 
105. Salesperson 
106. Terms table 
107. Ship via table 
108. Tax code table 
109. Statement cycle 
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110. Finance charges 
111. Sales Y-T-D 
112. Sales Period-To Date 
113. Days sales outstanding 
114. Communications log 
115. Order template by customer - If recurring customers tend to order the same items, a template defining the 

normal order makes order entry easy. 
116. Buying profiles by customer - This provides the means to define a buying catalogue by key customer which 

should reduce the search and data entry effort. 
117. Customer blanket order - The ability to provide a blanket customer order. 
118. Order line releases - Refers to the ability to have multiple deliveries per line item. 
119. Pricing effectivity by customer - The ability to phase-in and phase-out promotional, seasonal or replacement 

pricing. 
120. Margin hold over processing - The ability to prevent excessive reductions in margins and requires an electronic 

management approval to release hold status. 
121. Pre-billing - The ability to pre-bill customers. 
122. Bill-to logic - The maintaining of one or more bill-to addresses specific to the order or the line-item of the order. 
123. Maximum amount per order - Refers to the maximum number of bill-to's per customer. 
124. Individual line items - Refers to the maximum number of line items per order. 
125. Maximum amount per customer - Refers to the maximum number of bill to's per customer. 
126. Trailer record fixed format for sorting - Refers to the ability for users to define a series of fields (such as 10 

contact names) for every bill-to location.  (Note:  Due to the need to fix format, text or comment lines are not 
appropriate here). 

127. Bill of lading generation - The ability to handle the generation of shipping paper.  There is frequently logic 
associated with the BoL including: 

128. Pool/stop - A BoL pool refers to consolidating at a particular delivery location (EG DRP site.  A STOP refers to 
the ability to offload any given shipment at multiple locations. This primarily refers to company trucks who make 
multiple stops along a given Supply Chain. 

129. Several shipments - Refers to DRP type operations servicing various entities in the Supply Chain. Several 
shipments refers to consolidating nested shipments within a single BoL. 

130. Several destinations - Refers to DRP type operations servicing various entities in the Supply Chain, consolidating 
nested shipment locations within a single BoL. 

131. Distribution - Refers to DRP type operations servicing various entities in the Supply Chain. Distribution refers to 
consolidating nested shipments within a single BoL for either pick up or disbursement.  Mostly refers to company-
owned truck as compared to Common Carrier mode. 

132. Text - Indicates if a text field is available to describe the: 
133. Customer 
134. Sales order and sales order line item 
135. Customer item number 
136. Invoice 
137. Credit notes. 
138. Selling scripts - The ability to define customer prompting scripts which indicate such things as promotional items, 

upcoming pricing changes, etc. 
139. Effectivity scripts  - Refers to the ability to assign script effectivity dates, either by analyst profile, customer 

profile, product, product line, geographical, sale rep, sales region or other user defined parameters. 
140. Demand projecting by customer - Refers to the ability to calculate "potential customer shortage alert" based 

upon the customer's past usage profile (this value-added dynamic not only potentially increases order value but 
may be an early warning for your customer which possibly prevents eroding of customer's "customer service 
level"). 

141. Inquiries - Information displayed on the terminal.:- 
142. Customer master by name - This display lists customer related data sorted by customer name. 
143. Customer master by number - This display lists customer related data sorted by customer identification number. 
144. Customer inquiry by parameter - The ability to query customers by fields such as: 
145. PO# 
146. Post code 
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147. Serial number 
148. Invoice 
149. Sales order number 
150. Credit - The ability to inquiry the credit status of a customer. 
151. Credit warning exception - The red flagging of credit at time customer record accessed. 
152. Cash receipts - The ability to status cash receipts. 
153. Reports - Information displayed in hard copy (paper) form:- 
154. Sales order document - The document specifying the customer requirements.  It usually includes product related 

data, customer related data, and sales related data. 
155. Sales order change document - Document produced when a customer order undergoes a modification. 
156. Sales analysis - An analysis of historical data related to the sales of products.  This data can be summarised by: 
157. By product 
158. By product line 
159. By customer 
160. By salesperson 
161. By territory 
162. By profit margin 
163. History reporting - An analysis of historical data related to the backlog or customer orders.  This data can be 

summarised by: 
164. By customer 
165. By product 
166. By salesperson 
167. By territory 
168. By region 
169. By country 
170. By product line. 
171. By profit margin. 
172. Actual vs forecast. 
173. Customer master by name - This display lists customer related data sorted by customer name. 
174. Customer master by number - This display lists customer related data sorted by customer identification number. 
175. Backlog by customer - This display lists outstanding customer orders sorted by customer identification number. 
176. Backlog by product - This display lists outstanding customer orders sorted by item number. 
177. Backlog by product family - This display lists outstanding customer orders sorted by product family grouping.  
178. Shipped to date by customer and item - This display lists prior shipment quantities by customer or by part 

number. 
179. Backorders by customer - A listing of backorders. 
180. Backorders by item - A listing of backorders. 
181. Order book by item - A listing of bookings. 
182. Order book by date - A listing of bookings. 
183. Order book by range - A listing of bookings. 
184. Order book by customer - A listing of bookings. 
185. Orders on hold - a listing of credit hold items by customer. 
186. Picked not packed - A listing of orders awaiting packing. 
187. Packed not shipped - A listing of orders to be shipped. 
188. Tables maintained - The ability for users to specify parameter control tables including: 
189. Customer type. 
190. Order processing - Handling customer procedure guideline. 
191. Terms 
192. Finance Charges. 
193. Taxes 
194. Freight class (fixed, incremental and collect). 
195. FOB - Free on Board - The terms of sale that identify where title passes to the buyer. 
196. Ship via 
197. Sales rep - Independent, captive and partner. 
198. State 
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199. County 
200. Territory 
201. Printing: Forms generated - Documents produced by the system. 
202. Picklist - The item(s) that must be issued from a stockroom to be shipped against a customer order.  It is the 

authorisation to pick for the stockroom. 
203. Invoice - The generation of customer invoicing documents. 
204. Credit memo - A credit document to the customer, usually due to pricing changes or customer returns. 
205. Shipping documents: 
206. Labels 
207. Bill of lading 
208. Pack list 
209. International shipping documents - Refers to whether these special documents are system generated. 
210. Others (list) 
211. Invoice reprinting - The ability to reprint an invoice without having to follow the entire invoice generation 

process. 
212. Customer order acknowledgment - Printing a customer order acknowledgment document. 
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MPS - MASTER PRODUCTION SCHEDULING 
The Master Production Schedule maintains the transformation of company goals and constraints into a viable 
manufacturing plan.  Some of the inputs to this planning process are forecast, customer orders, inventory policy, 
capacity and vendor constraints. The MPS is the anticipated build schedule. 
1.  Planning bill of material - A technique by which like items, usually based upon product family groups, are 

artificially structured together for planning purposes. 
2.  Single level planning bill. 
3.  Multi level planning bill. 
4.  Other - Phantom, contract, etc. planning bill levels. 
5.  Master schedule at any level - Any item, independent of level in the bill of materials, may be designated a 

Master Scheduled item.  For instance, if a particular raw material is a constraining item it might be planned outside 
of MRP control.  Likewise, end items should be able to be Master Scheduled and controlled manually by factors 
outside of the planning system. 

6. Consolidated master scheduling -  
7. Shop calendar horizon - The shop calendar specifies the days that are available for work, holidays and weekends.  

The horizon limits how far in the future customer orders, manufacturing orders, etc. can be entered and planned.  
"UNLIMITED" indicates greater than 99 year calendar supported. 

8. Liquidity Planning - The ability to analyse the financial implication of the master schedule and resource plan.  
The analysis considers cash flow, current backlog, forecasted sales, inventory levels, purchase commitments and 
planned commitments, ECN's, distribution requirements, JIT drop schedules, capital acquisition strategy and 
impact on the P&L, balance sheet and sources and uses of funds. 

9.  Integrated with Material Planning and Sales Order Entry - Integration specifies that the plan developed in the 
Master Scheduling module is directly acted on in the MRP and Sales Order Entry sub-systems without the 
necessity for re-entering any data. 

10.  Real time Available-to-Promise - The ability to compute customer delivery dates and quote availability in a real 
time mode instigated from Sales Order Entry and compared to the Master Schedule. 

11.  Schedules - Schedules supported: 
12.  Build schedule - Allows the generation of a schedule of top level (end item) work orders to be completed. 
13.  Ship schedule - Allows the generation of a schedule of top level (end item) shipments to be made. 
14.  Spares management - Provides for the planning of spare parts independent demand. 
15.  Combined schedule - Allows the generation of a schedule combining planned shipments and build with a running 

net quantity. 
16.  Weeks of supply planning - Calculating the Master Schedule based upon weeks of forward periods of supply 

coverage. 
17.  Rate based schedules - The ability to generate a schedule using flow rates rather than discrete work order 

quantities. 
18.  Seasonal planning - The ability to compute a Master Schedule which skews the spread of values based upon 

seasonal peaks and valleys. 
19.  Customer order pegging - Allows the identification of customer order associated with a manufacturing work 

order. 
20.  Automatic customer order consumption - Ability to consume the Master Schedule with order bookings. 
21.  Planning family consumption - Refers to consumption of a grouping of products. 
22.  Product consumption - Consumes against a specific item only. 
23.  Time fences - The ability to define the point when acceptance of add-ons or changes becomes infeasible (the point 

where you force stability). 
24.  Demand Time Fence - Only firm orders exist up to this point of time. Refers to acceptance of customer order 

changes/deletions. 
25.  Planning Time Fence - Only forecasts exist beyond this time fence (a mixture of orders and forecasts exist 

between the Demand and Planning Time Fences). 
26.  Projected available balance logic - The method used to determine source of demand when calculating projected 

available balance:- 
27.  Forecast only - Only the forecast is used. 
28.  Customer orders only. 
29.  Greater of forecast and customer orders. 
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30.  Production/S&OP planning - The disaggregation of the business plan into rates of production.  This may be 
accomplished by higher level planning such as: 

31.  S&OP planning family (planning family of products) 
32.  Reconciliation  of business plan to MPS to S&OP plan. 
33.  Effect of change on profit margin reporting - Identifies the cost (and associated profit erosion/gain) associated 

with changes in the Master Production Schedule. 
34.  Cash flow projections - Simulates cash flow based upon sales prices and cost of goods through the MPS. 
35.  New product introduction - The ability to schedule new products including engineering and other resources. 
36.  Cumulative lead time display - Calculates the multiple level lead times and pictorially displaying by indenture 

level. 
37.  Simulation capability - The capability of performing "what if...?" scenarios without these alternative plans 

directly affecting MRP, without having to maintain separate databases (one for each alternative) and without 
having to perform extensive data maintenance.   

38.  Based upon resource constraints - Simulation is needed to determine viable alternatives to consider based upon 
resource constraints, including:- 

39.  Available components - Simulation based on available components. 
40.  Available resources - Simulation based on available resources. 
41.  Graphing - This is a means of expressing various master scheduling module features graphically. 
42.  Forecast versus MPS – Graphically illustrates the performance of MPS to the forecast. 
43.  Booked versus forecast - Graphically illustrates the performance of bookings to the forecast. 
44.  Booked versus MPS  - Graphically illustrates the performance of bookings to the MPS. 
45.  Rough cut capacity planning - A summarised analysis of capacity constraints based upon the Master Production 

Schedule and resource load information.  This analysis is usually applied to critical work centres.  The product of 
the analysis can be expressed in terms of dollars, manpower, machinery, or any other resource which might be a 
constraint. 

46.  Forecasting logic - The user is able to enter and maintain a forecast of demand.  Specific features enhancing the 
forecast retention include: 

47.  Forecast consumption - Logic used to consume forecast at point of booking. 
48.  Forecast unit of measure - Facilitating a unit of measure different than master scheduling units. 
49.  Advanced modelling - Providing models such as exponential smoothing, trend analysis, etc. 
50.  Forecast modelling interface - Allows for an external forecasting system to be used as input to the MPS. 
51.  Reports - Information displayed in hard copy (paper) form. 
52.  Master schedule report - A display of the schedule of orders of master scheduled items.  
53.  Costed master schedule - A display of the master schedule extended with cost amounts. 
54.  Master schedule exceptions - A display of exceptions such as over consumed master schedule. 
55.  Report totals - Indicates if the system provides a summary on appropriate reports.  
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MRP - MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS PLANNING 
The Material Requirements Planning process is designed to take the Master Production Schedule replenishment 
quantities, "explode" through the bill of materials to create component requirements which are netted against on-hand 
and on-order, level by level.  It is a time phased process whereby the planned orders are driven by actual requirements 
by date. 
1.  Requirements generation mode - The data processing method the system uses to replan items on file. 
2.  Regenerative - Specifies that all items will be replanned by the system. 
3.  Net change  - Means that only those items that have had some form of activity, eg. stock transaction, orders, etc., 

will be replanned. 
4.  Asynchronous - Refers to multilevel background processing. 
5.  Realtime net change (all levels) - Refers to processing (multilevel) of MRP without taking the database off-line 

(batch).  The net change mode is more efficient from a data processing viewpoint as it only acts on a subset of the 
items in the system. 

6.  Simulated mode to predict "what can be built" – This is a capability which allows the planner to determine 
what products, included in the master schedule, can be built based upon material availability checking through all 
levels (it assumes infinite capacity). 

7.  Transaction Triggered MRP - Specifies that with every transaction processed, MRP is initiated for all levels. 
8.  Top to bottom planning - The system will plan from the top of the product structure (shippable end items) 

through to the bottom (raw materials). 
9.  Level by level planning - This feature selectively gives the system the ability to plan MRP one level of the 

product structure at a time rather that all levels in a given processing cycle.  Changes in a top level Master 
Production Schedule, for instance, can be evaluated against supply on the next level without causing changes in all 
levels. 

10.  Bucketless - The system plans on the basis of individual days, not buckets of weeks or months. 
11.  Real time cumulative lead time generator - The ability to compute cumulative lead time values based upon 

planned and released scheduling plans. 
12.  Lead time offsets - The ability to offset, by days, component requirements. 
13.  Full level pegging (MRP by contract) - The ability to identify the source (through all levels) of requirements that 

appear associated with a part and maintain a peg from top-to-bottom. 
14.  Engineering change based - The system uses the effectivity dates of the components from the bill of materials to 

generate component demand and provide time phased in/out requirements when changes are scheduled. 
15.  MRP policy - A replenishment logic which determines how MRP will lot size orders. 
16.  Discrete - Refers to lot for lot planning policy. 
17.  Period order quantity - Refers to grouping together requirements for a specified period and placing a single 

replenishment order. 
18.  Least unit cost - Refers to optimising logic based on the lot size giving the minimum unit cost. 
19.  Least total cost - Refers to optimising logic which attempts to balance setup and run costs. 
20.  Order point logic - Refers to a replenishment order in an amount equal to the lot size normally when the on-hand 

plus on-order quantity falls below a certain level (the reorder point quantity). 
21.  Supply/demand analysis - A method of analysing projected inventory balance quantity based upon the time 

phased netting of previous balance plus planned supply quantity minus planned demand (required) quantity. 
22.  On line pegging of supplies/demands - The ability to trace a supply (replenishment) or demand (requirement) 

record back to its source. 
23.  By-product logic - A by-product is a part that is replenished into stock as a result of a process completing for a 

separate part. 
24.  Frozen order logic - The ability to protect orders from automatic MRP actions. 
25.  Scheduling workbench - A user defined parameter driven capability which displays planned and released order 

status useful for developing the operational plans. 
26.  Feasibility management - Provides the means to explode through all bill of material levels and check material 

requirements availability and capacity feasibility before quoting a delivery date.  
27.  Auto reschedule - Based upon actions in response to MRP exceptions, the system automatically reschedules and 

synchronises the plan through all affected levels and orders. 
28.  Cost of impact – This is a system generated management report which projects impact of change upon operations 

margins, schedule, work centre productivity and material consumption.  This projection is calculated and used as a 
basis for the planner to determine if auto reschedule is to be executed. 
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29.  Rate based scheduling logic (work-orderless) - The ability to specify a schedule based upon flow rates rather 
than a discrete work order quantity. 

30.  Firm planned orders - The ability to override MRP rescheduling logic by allowing the planner to control the 
supply. 

31.  MRP outputs - The output of MRP generation. 
32.  Vertical MRP format - The system output is in vertical style. 
33.  Horizontal format - The user specifies bucketing techniques and system output is horizontal in style. 
34.  Costed MRP output - The system output is costed. 
35.  Projected actions - An "expert system" assessment for highlighting previous problem areas and an assessment as 

to the probability of recurrence in the future.  This technique attempts to flag habitual problems as it relates to past 
performance. 

36.  Paperless MRP - The ability to generate exception notices without generating paper. 
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CRP - CAPACITY REQUIREMENTS PLANNING 
Capacity Requirements Planning combines the planned load resulting from the MRP process and the released load from 
the WIP data, merges these together to compare to available capacity.  It is usually stated in terms of daily or weekly 
load per work centre. 
1.  Flexible period definition - Specifies how the requirements are grouped, i.e. daily, weekly, etc. 
2.  Planned and firm load - On a capacity requirements report, this feature separates planned load from firm load. 

Planned load is not yet approved while firm load results from orders already approved/released. 
3.  Backward load scheduling - A technique that takes the output from MRP and schedules from completion date 

backwards to start date based upon lead times and without regard to capacity (infinite). 
4.  Forward load scheduling - A technique that takes the output (start date) from the backward load schedule and 

schedules on a forward basis up to the level of capacity only (finite).  
5.  Resource analysis by labour code - A summation of requirements by type of labour to provide a tool to aid in 

planning manpower requirements. 
6.  Overload exception reporting - Reporting capability for identifying areas where there is a requirement for 

additional resources to meet planned loads. 
7.  Project jeopardy reporting - A scheduling tool that uses a Critical Path Method (CPM) approach to analysing the 

status of a project based upon completions recorded to date. 
8.  Reports - Information displayed with hard copy (paper) form:- 
9.  Capacity requirements plan - A display of the planned, firmed and released work load requirements by time 

period. 
10.  Excess load report - A display of exceptions where the load exceeds the capacity for a time period. 
11.  Short interval forward schedule - A display of load based upon the Forward Load scheduling technique. 
12.  Report totals - Indicates if the system provides a summary on appropriate reports. 
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SFC - SHOP FLOOR CONTROL AND WIP 
Shop Floor Control provides the means to track material and labour applied to manufacturing work orders.  This 
module is significant to firms who have a large percent of the direct cost of their products attributable to labour or 
whose work orders remain on their shop floor for long periods of time (job shop environment).   
The three following sections of Routing, Work Centre Data and Work In Process cover the major functions of Shop 
Floor Control. 
1. Routings: 
2.  Master routings - A model routing which will ease data entry by providing a "same as except" capability.  
3.  Length of operation number field (key) - Number of characters that identify the specific operation to be 

performed on an item. 
4.  Alternate operations - The storing of pre-approved secondary operation routings, i.e. less desirable or non 

standard operations. 
5.  Operation unit of measure - Provide the means to have a routing step with a unit of measure different from the 

stocking (completed part) unit of measure. 
6.  Length of operation description field - The number of characters used for descriptive text of an operation. 
7.  Number of extended operation description fields - The level of depth a given routing step's descriptive 

information contains. 
8.  Length of tool number field - The number of characters available to identify a tool specified on a routing or 

operation step. 
9.  Cost by operation (tied to bill of material) - A means to bridge a given route step to the bill of material 

component for the purpose of determining "percent complete" when conducting a WIP inventory. 
10.  Labour hours - The "standard", or theoretical, hours of direct labour necessary to complete an operation for an 

item.  It is used for scheduling and loading of work centres. 
11.  Operations labour scale - The ability to specify whether labour hours is specified in units (hours per piece), 

pieces per hour or fixed amount (eg., time per hundred, etc.). 
12.  Setup hours - The standard hours of time to setup an operation or order for an item. 
13.  Inspection hours - The standard hours of time to inspect the quality level of an order for an item. 
14.  Queue time - The standard time that orders or lots of material wait to be worked on at a work centre. 
15.  Outside processing cost tied to a purchase order - The standard cost associated with an outside operation. 
16.  Routing effectivity - The ability to assign phase-in and phase-out dates for operational changes which may be tied 

to Bill of Material, equipment and/or process changes. 
17.  Reports - Information displayed in hard copy (paper) form. 
18.  Route sheet - A display of the operations required to be performed upon a part in the manufacturing process. 
19.  Text - Indicates if a text field is available to describe the routing listing. 
20. Work Centre Data: 
21.  Length of work centre field (key) - The number of characters used to specifically identify a work centre. 
22.  Length of work centre description - The number of characters used to describe the work centre, eg. "Main 

assembly", "Packaging", etc. 
23.  Capacity - The amount of capacity available for the work centre, usually expressed in hours.  The capacity could 

be specified daily, weekly, etc. 
24.  Yield analysis - An accumulation of shop floor data to indicate actual yield rates on parts.   
25.  By shift - Yield analysis by shift. 
26.  By product - Yield analysis by product. 
27.  Product line - Yield analysis by product line. 
28.  By machine - Yield analysis by machine. 
29.  By resource - Yield analysis by resource. 
30.  Efficiency factor - A factor used to adjust the planned capacity to a level equivalent to the actual performance 

level. 
31.  Department number field - The department associated with a work centre. 
32.  Alternate work centre field - The specification of pre-approved secondary work centres that would, presumably, 

have similar capability to the primary work centre. 
33.  Crew size - The assigned number of operators for this work centre. 
34.  Cross train pool - The ability to add to and draw from a pool when excess capacity/load occurs. 
35.  Labour rate - The average rate of pay associated with a work centre for production labour. 
36.  Setup rate - The average rate of pay associated with a work centre for the setup labour type. 
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37.  Overhead factor - A discrete overhead or burden associated with a work centre. It is normally expressed as a 
percent of labour dollars. 

38.  Reports - Information displayed in hard copy (paper) form. 
39.  Work centre listing - A display of the work centres with all associated data such as planned efficiency factors, 

theoretical capacity, etc.  
40.  Report writer - Indicates if a report writer is available for data in this module. 
41.  Text - Indicates if a text field is available to describe the work centre. 
42.  Work In Process 
43.  Order dependent bill of materials - The ability to modify the standard parts list (exploded bill of materials) for 

particular requirements of an order.  This WIP structure represents the "as built" configuration of the order.  
Structural deviations may result from the recent incorporation of engineering changes or the granting of a 
substitution (an engineering variance) due to shortages. 

44.  Order dependent routings - The ability to modify the standard operation routing for the particular requirements 
of an order. This may result from a change in the available capacity in the primary work centre, a machine failure, 
scheduled preventative maintenance, etc. 

45.  Real time material availability checking - Allows a user to verify component availability on line prior to firming 
up a supply order for a specified quantity based upon current on hand status (and frequently upon on order status). 

46.  Scheduling techniques: 
47.  Automatic job back scheduling - This feature back schedules based upon due date all preceding operations.  

Provides the operations associated start and completion dates based upon specified lead time elements. 
48.  Forward scheduling - This technique schedules based upon the start date and calculates completion date using 

lead times. 
49.  Infinite loading - This method does not consider constrained capacity and the logic expects infinite capacity. 
50.  Finite loading - This method recognised constrained capacity and does not schedule work beyond the capacity 

tolerance. 
51.  Material scheduling by operation - The ability to logically tie the material consumption to the operation 

sequence number. 
52.  Overlapping operation control - Allows for the scheduling of operations based upon a flow of material from one 

work centre to another instead of discrete movement by lots. 
53.  Optional interoperation control - Specifies the degree of transaction control.  The value chosen determines 

whether movement of material from operation to operation is performed by both a completion of the sending 
operation and the receipt of the material at the receiving operation (interoperation control), or just the completion 
of the sending operation (no interoperation control).  In the first case, material in queue between operations can be 
tracked.  In the latter case, material is assumed to be available at the next operation upon completion of the 
preceding operation. 

54.  Preventive maintenance scheduling - Allows the scheduling of down time of machine centres for preventative 
maintenance (PM). 

55.  PM schedule tied to MRP scheduling - Indicates that the system will not consider time scheduled for PM 
available for work. 

56.  Tool and machine definitions - Maintained in the system. 
57.  Tool consumption/return scheduling - Allows for scheduling requirements for tooling.  
58.  Tool/machine/resource repair analysis - Allows for the determination of actual expenditures relative to or 

planned for machine repairs. 
59.  Other (list) 
60.  Yield by operation - The ability to plan a loss (fallout) of the product during manufacturing on an operation step 

basis.  The sum total of the loss of all operations should approximately total the shrinkage/yield specified for the 
part in the item master.  Cost accounting can value the loss and properly charge the appropriate work centre. 

61.  Quality assurance - The accumulation of data related to quality (eg. scrap). 
62.  Resource centre reject analysis - Summarises rejected material usage by work centre. 
63.  User defined reject analysis - Allows the flexible definition of how to summarise the data. 
64.  Part number reject analysis - Summarises rejection data by part number. 
65.  Reject code analysis - Summarises rejection data by cause. 
66.  Critical ratio scheduling - This is a technique whereby jobs are scheduled based upon relative priority of work 

remaining to time remaining to finish the job. 
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67.  Picklist by operation - The ability to define a  specific pick list on a more detailed operation basis rather than a 
part basis. 

68.  Picklist scheduling - The ability to automatically trigger the pick list in pick lead time before the operation is to 
commence.  The auto pick list goes directly to the warehouse and is sorted by FIFO, Lot and Location. 

69.  Queue analysis - Comparison of actual work centre backlog data to planned backlog data. 
70.  Input/output control - The analysis of planned to actual data of work order starts and completions through a 

work centre including comparison of planned and actual backlog (queue). 
71.  Pay point definition - The identification of points of control where material and labour production credit will be 

generated. 
72.  Resource allocation - Enables the system to automatically allocate credit based upon selected definitions.   
73.  Rate based scheduling - Allows the monitoring of schedules that are tracked by flow rate, and are typically work-

orderless, compared to discrete work orders requiring a specified amount on a date. 
74.  Work order cost/yield analysis - Analyses closed work orders for variances to planned levels of cost. 
75.  Projected material usage/shop activity variances - Based upon actual shop activity reporting, the system 

predicts potential unfavourable variances as an early warning notice. 
76.  User defined dynamics - Provides the filters, control points and milestone reporting parameters.   
77.  Optimised sequencing - The logic used by the system to recommend optimised alternate routings based upon 

latest dynamic shop floor activity, setup and run costs, work centre capacity and current loads (optimises cost and 
schedule).  If the planner accepts the recommendation, the system automatically updates the WIP record, capacity 
plan and schedule and synchronises activities. 

78.  Quick work order grouping generator -  The ability to group, sequence or resequence work to optimise setups.   
79.  Discrete work order tracking - The monitoring of work order associated material as it moves from operation to 

operation. 
80.  Actual cost by job - Status and valuation tracked by actual cost by job. 
81.  Actual cost by contract (multi level) - Tracking. 
82.  Job copy - Copying a given WIP record for tying to a split job. 
83. Job-to-job transfer (single transaction) - Moves hours and costs from one job to another with a single 

transaction and without having to go through a stockroom. 
84.  Model work plans - The use of Master Work Orders to ease the work order development process. 
85.  Custom work order - The ability to attach specifications, tooling and other instructions easily to the work order 

and template is the means to view the customised work order before releasing. 
86.  Process work order tracking - Allows the monitoring of material schedules that are tracked by rate as opposed to 

a discrete work order. 
87.  Subcontract orders tied to the purchase order - Allows the association of a work order operation with a 

purchase order for subcontract labour.  Receipts can go directly to the job. 
88.  Project budgeting - Project oriented manufacturing companies are interested in maintaining costs by project.  

They are frequently interested in establishing a budget by project and tracking performance to budget. 
89.  Multiple accounts - Permits the tracking by sub-ledger account code. 
90.  Variance analysis - Calculates actual cost deviations from budget. 
91.  Shortage tracking - A primary control objective is to ensure that work is not issued to the floor short.  However, 

there are periodic times when this objective must be deviated or when the order goes to the floor and there is a 
rejection causing a shortage on the shop floor.  Tracking shortages is essential to integrity of schedule 
completions. 

92.  By job - Shortage tracking by job. 
93.  By component - Shortage tracking by component. 
94.  By planner - Shortage tracking by planner. 
95.  Backflush by operation - The ability to deduct material at the completion of the operation. 
96.  Reports - Information displayed in hard copy (paper) form. 
97.  Pick (Material) list - A display indicating which components are needed, in what quantities, and from what 

locations to satisfy an individual order. 
98.  Re-print upon request - Ability to re-print pick list on request 
99.  Special instructions to pick on the pick list - Ability to insert special instructions. 
100. Consolidated pick list - A display that groups the component requirements for multiple orders together for more 

efficient use of the stock clerk's resource.  
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101. Simulated pick - A display of a trial kit and a listing of the shortages impacted if actual pick list were to be 
generated. 

102.  Work order status - A display that shows where any order is in the order life cycle.  Orders usually progress 
from; planned, to firmed, to released, to in process, to completed. 

103. Work order exceptions - Displays exception conditions associated with a WO (eg. operation past due). 
104. Work order dispatch - Displays those work orders which are awaiting release to the shop floor in the next time 

period.  It prioritizes work based upon completion date. 
105. Work centre schedule detail - A display listing all work orders and the associated load by work centre. 
106. Work centre schedule summary - A summary of the load placed on a work centre by all released orders assigned 

to that work centre. 
107. WIP valuation - The cost expended to date by job and by work centre for the period and total to-date. 
108. Efficiency/productivity - A display indicating the performance to standard that a work centre, operation, 

employee, or machine has performed or completed. 
109. Throughput - A shop floor performance measurement which looks at converting inventory into sales dollars by 

continuous improvement by removing: bottlenecks, delays, errors, inventory. 
110. Closed order variance reporting - The identification of variances to standards and reporting the variances at 

point of closure status.  This variance reporting allows the planner to make corrections and reconciliation prior to 
allowing the order to go to history.   

111. Variance tracking by order. 
112. Variance tracking by work centre. 
113. Work order history - An integral part of configuration control is determining the "as built" configuration and 

being able to recall at a later time. 
114. Payroll distribution reconciliation - A display of all labour data for purposes of reconciliation with the payroll 

expenditures. 
115. Consolidated cost - A display of actual cost cumulated from bottom-to-top of the project. 
116. Work order yield by operation status - A display of yield by operation status and flagging of out of tolerance 

conditions. 
117. Work order transfer reconciliation - A display of transfer activity and exceptions resulting from the activity. 
118. Cost variance - Work order transfer reconciliation exceptions. 
119. Outstanding shortages - Work order transfer reconciliation exceptions. 
120. Customer service jeopardy - Work order transfer reconciliation exceptions. 
121. Profit margin impact - Work order transfer reconciliation exceptions. 
122. Projected cost to complete - Display of projection of cost to complete within user specified tolerance parameters. 
123. At this level - Refers to a given work order. 
124. Cumulative - Builds the cost from all lower level work orders tied to multilevel peg or project. 
125. Actual to estimate comparison - Shows variances from estimate and probability of completion within budget 

(conservative, optimistic, most likely). 
126. Report totals - Indicates if the system provides a summary on appropriate reports. 
127. Ticket generation - The system can generate tickets or cards that travel with the parts on the shop floor to provide 

a convenient place to record shop floor data. Tickets generated may include: 
128. Move tickets - These tickets record the completions of material by operation. 
129. Setup tickets - These tickets record the completions of setup labour by operation. 
130. Labour tickets - These tickets record the application of labour by operation. 
131. Machine tickets 
132. Preventive maintenance schedule ticket - An authorisation to bring equipment, tool, etc. down for scheduled 

maintenance and serves as a turnaround document to report down time hours. 
133. Indirect labour tickets - These tickets record the applicable indirect labour. 
134. Shop traveller - Automatic generation of documentation to be included in the shop order. Including:- 
135. User definable cover sheet - Front page of the shop packet. 
136. Process sheets - Detailed manufacturing instructions (specifications, speeds, tools, fixtures etc). 
137. Operations tracker - Feedback of operation completions. 
138. Inspection tracker - Feedback of inspection completions. 
139. Drawings for shop order part revision - For order specific modifications. 
140. Outside processing router. 
141. Wiring diagrams. 
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PURCHASING 
Handles the creating, printing and follow up of purchase orders.  The purchase orders may apply to inventoried or non 
inventoried materials.  Also maintained is vendor related data, such as name, address, contact, and items purchased. 
1.  Purchase Order Number (key) - Indicates the number of characters that can be entered to identify the purchase 

order number. 
2.  Number of line items per PO - The maximum number of line items that can be attached to a PO. 
3.  Maximum deliveries per line - Refers to the number of deliveries allotted to each line item. 
4.  Order types - This specifies the categories of purchase orders handled: 
5.  Purchase requisition -  A notification of a material requirement which is given to the purchasing department, 

usually from the planning department, authorising a buy be made.  
6.  Blanket order - An order that may have multiple delivery dates, or releases. 
7.  One time purchase - An order that specifies a quantity of an item to be bought and delivered on a single date. 
8.  Quotation - A request to vendors for pricing information. 
9.  Inventoried item - Purchase orders specify that the goods are being bought to inventory, which should update 

stocking information. 
10.  Non-inventoried item - Purchase orders are charged to an expense account, eg. items such as desks, or supplies. 
11.  Services only purchase orders -  For services that are not physically received through the receiving function but 

you must account for the commitment. 
12. A subcontract purchase order - For items where the material is supplied from in-house stock and the labour is 

purchased outside. 
15. Consolidated purchasing - Within a Multi Plant (company) environment. 
14.  Number of PO change notices - The limit to the number of modifications to a purchase that can be made and 

printed. May be unlimited. 
15.  Quotes management - The triggering, storage and management of quotes. 
16.  PO copy - The ability to copy an existing purchase order to use in a "same as except" mode for ease of input. 
17.  Buyer action orientation - Notification to the buyer of actions he must perform.  Examples might be, notification 

to place a purchase order, or to follow up on a late delivery. 
18.  Buying group support - Provides for certain pre-determined items to be grouped together for leveraging a buy on 

a family of products.  This is also referred to as line buying. 
19.  Tax status by line item - The ability to state whether taxable or not on an individual line item basis rather than 

entire PO. 
20.  QC Inspection by line item - The ability to state whether the item requires inspection on an individual line item 

basis rather than entire PO. 
21.  Follow up messages - Notification of the buyer "X" days prior to the anticipated receipt date that an order is due 

for follow up. 
22.  PO tracking by due date and actual receipt date - The ability to determine vendor/buyer performance on a due 

date to actual receipt date basis. 
23.  Separate dock and stock dates - Maintains separate dates to properly identify the cause of material late to stock, 

i.e. vendor delivery or slow receiving/inspection. 
24.  Inspection tracking by lot - Allows the following of material from receipt to stockroom. 
25.  Approved vendor/manufacturing list - Allows the buyer to maintain a listing of pre-approved vendors and/or 

manufacturers for purchasing items. 
26.  Unit of measure conversion - Allows the buyer to place an order in the vendor's unit of measure and upon receipt 

the stock balance is incremented by the stocking unit of measure.  For example, the receipt of 10 (dozen) eggs 
increases inventory by 120 (each). 

27.  Receipts integrated with the inventory/payables module -This feature eliminates the need for duplicate data 
entry.  When material is received, the purchase order balance is reduced, payables record is updated and the 
inventory balance increased. 

28.  Drop shipments - The ability to track shipments made from one vendor directly to one or more other vendors 
without being physically received at the initiators dock.  Drop ship to data is maintained and the number of drop 
ship to's allowed per vendor. 

29.  Vendor code (key) - Size of the vendor key field. Vendor data:- 
30.  Name - Vendor company name. 
31.  Address - Vendor address. 
32.  Purchasing contact. 
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33.  Accounts payable contact. 
34.  Vendor phone number. 
35.  FAX number. 
36. e-mail address 
37.  Remit to. 
38.  Terms table. 
39.  FOB. 
40.  Ship via code table. 
41.  Y-T-D purchases. 
42.  Y-T-D discounts and payments. 
43.  Number of vendor ship from's. 
44.  Sales rep. 
45.  Expediter. 
46.  Credit allowed notes. 
47.  Ship from/remit to/ purchase from vendor data - Allows separate data on a vendor for purchasing as compared 

to accounts payable. 
48.  Vendor/ Item data - The cross reference of the vendors' product identification to your item number. 
49.  Length of vendor item number - The maximum number of characters which may be entered to reference the 

vendor's item. 
50.  Vendor unit of measure - Converts from the vendor's selling unit of measure to the in-house stocking unit of 

measure. 
51.  Vendor lead time override. 
52.  Last lead time. 
53.  Average lead time. 
54.  Average lateness. 
55.  Rank - Ranking of the vendor based on performance, price etc. 
56.  Quote quantity break - Recent quantity break discount information. 
57.  Interface to G/L to flag over budgeted expense items - For use prior to purchase. 
58.  Flag PO to calculate use tax - The ability to flag a PO record whenever the calculation of use tax is required.  
59.  History - The ability to store and retrieve historical information which includes:- 
60.  Rejects by vendor. 
61.  Rejects by part. 
62.  By type of reject. 
63.  Purchases. 
64.  Lead time performance. 
65.  Last price. 
66.  Requisition tracking - The ability to track the status of requisitions through status levels including: 
67.  Rejected. 
68.  Suggested. 
69.  Firm planned. 
70.  Approved. 
71.  Placed. 
72.  Bypassed - Where the requisition travels directly from firmed to placed bypassing the buyer/planner. 
73.  Cascading receipts - The ability to automatically distribute receipts across multiple line items/deliveries. 
74.  Return material authorisation - The ability to assign an RMA number to material slotted for return to vendor.  

The system treats this material as not available for MRP netting purposes and disposition replacement properly 
tracks vendor performance (based on original due date). 

75.  Foreign currency - The ability to store PO's and pay invoices using foreign currency.  Features include:   
76.  Current exchange rate - The ability to modify/maintain most current rate of exchange of a fluctuating foreign 

currency. 
77.  Average exchange rate - The ability to average fluctuating foreign currencies over a specified period of time as 

the different rates are being maintained. 
78.  Historical exchange rate - Retention of exchange rates as they have been maintained over a period of time. 
79.  Automatic translation to current - Recalculation of a foreign currency exchange rate from a previous time 

period to the current. 
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80. Supports EDI - Electronic Data Interchange. 
81.  Pegged to work order or customer order - A PO may be pegged directly to a work order and/or customer order. 
82.  Multiple plant shipments - The ability to specify multiple plant releases or warehouse deliveries by line item. 
83.  Backflush invoice payment - The ability for just in time vendors to be paid based upon your completing 

manufacture of product. 
84.  Post receipts directly to Work Order or Customer Order - The ability to post receipts directly to a subcontract 

work order or issue directly to a customer order. 
85.  Inquiries - Information displayed on the terminal. 
86.  Purchase order - The purchase order inquiry allows follow up with vendors on the status of orders. 
87.  Receipt history - A display of receipt history.   
88.  Vendor - A display of stored vendor data. 
89.  Open requisitions - A listing of all open requisitions and aging by buyer and planner. 
90.  Reports/Print Tickets - Information displayed in hard copy (paper) form. 
91.  Purchase order - This document specifies the items ordered, the vendor ordered from, the price, and the delivery 

date(s). 
92.  Text on header - Refers to the ability to attach a text message to a PO header record. 
93.  Text on line item - Refers to the ability to attach text to individual line items. 
94.  Change notice - The document produced as a result of a change in conditions, status, or terms on a purchase 

order. 
95.  Debit memo - The document authorising the return of material to a vendor and the debiting of accounts payable. 
96.  Receiver document - The document produced upon receipt of an item.  It frequently travels with the items for 

identification of the material. 
97.  Daily receiving report - A display of all receipts posted the prior day. 
98.  Pick list - Authorises, in conjunction with a subcontract purchase order, the issuance of material from the 

stockroom to a vendor. 
99.  History - A display of history for past purchases and receipts. 
100. QC Status - The receiving inspection status of received not released lots. 
101. QC Load - The ability to determine receipts expected and their load versus available capacity of inspection 

resources. 
102. Rejected material value report - An accumulation of rejection data with extended price for analysing vendors 

performance. 
103. Vendor performance reports - Reports delivery, price, and quality performance. 
104. Buyer performance reports - Reports activity of buyer relative to P.O. placement, follow up and pricing. 
105. Excess/ shortage to requisition to buy - Variance analysis. 
106. Actual PO versus requisition analysis - Displays the variances between material requested through the planning 

function and material purchased. 
107. Order action by buyer - A listing of exception conditions sorted by user defined sensitivity filters and include 

past due dock, past due placed, etc. actions. 
108. Purchase decision worksheet - A display to be used as a placement worksheet and includes buying group trigger 

(a listing of all uncommitted requirements for all items within the buying group), alternate or split sources along 
with split percentages. 

109. Report totals - Indicates if the system provides a summary on appropriate reports.  
110. Purchase price variance report - Displays the difference between standard cost of parts received and actual P.O. 

cost extended by the quantity received. 
111. PO commitment - The dollar commitments open and Y-T-D to a given vendor. 
112. Forms generated - Documents produced by the system:- 
113. Purchase order - This document specifies the items ordered, the vendor ordered from, the price, and the delivery 

date(s). 
114. Change notice - The document produced as a result of a change in conditions, status, or terms on a purchase 

order. 
115. Receipt traveller - The document produced upon receipt of an item.  It frequently travels with the items for 

identification of the material. 
116. Debit memo - The document authorising the return of material to a vendor and the debiting of accounts payable. 
117. Shipper (subcontract) - For subcontract parts, the document used to pick the parts from stock and ship them to 

the vendor. 
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118. Inspection router - A listing of inspection operations that need to occur on a part. 
119. Vendor communication tracking log - A means to record all vendor communications.  This allows the buyer to 

note commitments and status dialogues.  
120. Standard clause library - The ability to record standard clauses into a library for easy access and attachment to 

needed orders. 
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DRP - DISTRIBUTION RESOURCE & REQUIREMENTS PLANNING 
Distribution Requirements Planning (sometimes known as DRPI) and Distribution Resource Planning (sometimes 
known as DRPII) assist with the replenishment of inventory at branch warehouses. DRPII has a broader scope than 
DRPI as defined below. These techniques are not essential for all distributed inventories but can be very powerful and 
effective tools for managing large distribution networks. 
1.  Distribution Requirements Planning - DRPI - determines the need to replenish inventory at branch warehouses. 

A time phased order point approach is often used (similar to MRP logic) whereby the planned orders are driven by 
actual requirements by date. The overall intent of DRP is to schedule inventory replenishments to meet demand at 
branch warehouses within the customer service guidelines and inventory levels specified by management policies. 
DRP is a push system managed from a central location. Some companies may prefer to use decentralised decision 
making at each warehouse, replenishing stock based on warehouse orders using local re-order points. 

2.  Distribution Resource Planning - DRP II - A planning philosophy which permits the planning of all resources 
within a distribution firm including business planning, marketing/sales, procurement, logistics, distribution 
requirements and financials.  The system logic provides the means to define a business plan, a marketing plan, a 
forecast and a master delivery schedule (master schedule) and focus resources upon a common game plan and 
related performance measurements. DRPI and DRPII have a similar relationship for managing distribution 
operations as MRPI and MRPII have for managing manufacturing resources. 

3.  Rough cut resource requirements planning - A summarised analysis of logistics capacity constraints based 
upon the Master Delivery Schedule and resource load information.  This analysis is usually applied to critical job 
centres.  The product of the analysis can be expressed in terms of dollars, manpower, equipment, or any other 
resource which might be a constraint. 

4.  Resource requirements planning - A detailed analysis of logistics capacity constraints based upon the 
Distribution Requirements Plan and resource load information. Critical resources may be critical to the distribution 
execution process or constrained and include: fixed; not dependent upon quantity, constant; volume is the same 
every day and variable; is distributed across the number of days needed to meet the total quantity of the order. 
Phase-in/phase-out refers to the ability to change resource availability levels over time. 

5.  Forecasting logic - The user is able to enter and maintain a forecast of demand. 
6.  Disaggregate planning - The disaggregation of the business plan into rates of assembly or distribution.  This may 

be accomplished by higher level planning such as network demand planning family (planning of family of 
products to meet network needs) and requires a reconciliation between planning levels. 

7.  Forecasting logic - Specific features enhancing the forecast retention include: 
8.  Forecast consumption - Logic used to consume forecast at point of booking. 
9.  Forecast unit of measure  - Facilitates a unit of measure different than master delivery schedule units. 
10.  Advanced modelling  - Provides models such as exponential smoothing, trend analysis, etc. 
11.  Forecast interface - External forecasting system may be used as input to the Master Delivery Schedule. 
12.  Logistics management - The logistics optimisation capability which considers a variety of modelling, space and 

cost management capability. 
13.  Transportation logic - An algorithm determining which distributed location to most economically ship from.   

Other characteristics affecting DRP include the loading of vehicles.  Specific features of interest include: weight 
distribution, size, modelling, fragility and set picking sequencing. 

14.  Least cost routing - An optimising routine which ensures that the lowest cost shipping mode is selected given 
parameters such as time constraints, etc. 

15.  Finished goods separate from other inventory - Ignores finished goods from DRP consumption logic. 
16.  Hard allocation - allocation of goods to a specific requirement locking out availability to other requirements. 
17.  Commit by location logic - Permits the lockout by the user on a specific distribution centre or physical location 

basis. 
18.  Push supply capability - Automatically replenishes branch inventory once demand fall below specified supply 

levels.  Replenishment is based upon order policy. 
19.  Recommended replenishment - an alternative to push where the demand is recognised and flagged but not 

automatically generating supply. 
20.  DRP outputs - The output of DRP generation. 
21.  Vertical DRP format - The output is in vertical style. 
22.  Horizontal format - The user specifies bucketing techniques and output is horizontal in style. 
23.  Costed DRP output - The output is costed. 
24.  Order action exceptions - System identified potential shortage, late and effectivity exceptions. 
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25.  Projected actions - An "expert system" assessment for highlighting previous problem areas and an assessment as 
to the probability of recurrence in the future.  This technique attempts to flag habitual problems as it relates to past 
performance. 

26.  Paperless DRP - The ability to generate exception notices without generating paper. 
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PM - PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL 
Project Management Software may be used in a Project Manufacturing environment for production scheduling or in a 
variety of one off projects throughout all types of organisation.. For Project Manufacturing, the ERP system would be 
expected to handle the special types of project costing and progress reporting, maybe in co-operation with a specialised 
CPM or PERT type partner package for the Critical Path networking capability. 
1.  Project definition - The narrative section which defines the project including, project code (ID), project 

description, project administrator, date project opened, scheduled start date and project remarks.  This section 
usually has both header information and subproject detail lines.  The subproject area includes budget, actual costs, 
schedule dates, lead times, PERT data and other project line item data. 

2.  Project entity - A resource, task or any other element associated with a project. Defining the project, tasks and 
sub-jobs is essential to communicating to various organisational units.  To assist in clearly defining the projects, 
the following (and other) definitions assist in communicating with various levels within the organisation.  This 
section permits clear definition of goals, objectives, priorities, budgets and constraints to help ensure that the 
business concerns are defined and tracked effectively. Tools may include: 

3.  Project scope. 
4.  Project list. 
5.  Project calendar. 
6.  Project preferences - Project preferences. Some projects have a higher priority than other projects.  A Preference 

is a means to identify priority or distinguish it from other projects. 
7.  Resource definition - Allows the specification of skills, tools, machines, etc. necessary to complete the project. 
8.  Resource table - Defines the various types of resources. 
9.  Resource type - Defines the resource labour type (technical, group, etc.) whether it is material, dollars, 

equipment, facilities, information or other. 
10.  Resource activity schedule - Defines vacations, work schedule, capacity, outsourcing, etc. of a specific resource. 
11.  Resource template - Defines the resource capacity, duration of resource availability, units per, cost, etc. 
12.  Resource breakdown structure - Used to sort, filter or graphically represent resources. 
13.  Resource efficiency code - Allows the increasing or decreasing of resource effectiveness (percentage, fixed or 

formula) based upon demonstrated performance.  These may include learning curve adjustments, overtime 
differentials, penalties, etc. 

14.  Automatic resource levelling - A scheduling technique which permits rescheduling based upon: 
15.  Overallocations. 
16.  Constraint optimisation. 
17.  Cost optimisation. 
18.  User defined - User defined calculation basis. 
19.  Network analysis (PERT, etc) - Allows for the scheduling of the project.  This section includes preceding and 

succeeding event codes, lead times, completion dates, early and late completion dates.  With this data, the project 
analysis will compute slack time and identify the critical path.  PERT, CPM or other critical path algorithms are 
used to compute network constraints.  Network jobs may be defined as: 

20.  Critical path jobs. 
21.  Non-critical path jobs. 
22.  Milestones. 
23.  Group dependent. 
24.  Job dependencies - Define preferences, predecessors, lead and lag (shifting forward and backward based upon 

start/complete lead time), schedule option (ASAP - as soon as possible, ALAP - as late as possible, hammock - no 
explicit duration), status, etc. Nodes may be displayed by Job Number, WBS (work breakdown structure), OBS 
(organisation breakdown structure), variety of job names, start/complete, complete/start, resource, constraint, 
duration. 

25.  Network boundaries - Determines whether to display the entire network or a selected section of the network.   
Various reports are the product of this analysis. 

26.  Critical path analysis - Allows for the simulation and reallocation of resources to determine viable alternatives or 
roadblocks without affecting the original analysis. 

27.  Tree Structure - Provides a graphical representation of the hierarchical relationships between jobs within a 
project. 

28.  Job durations - The ability to estimate the amount of time to complete the project.  Specific capabilities include: 
29.  Manual - Knowing, with certainty, the time it takes. 
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30.  Weighted average (PERT) - A calculated weighted average of various estimates. 
31.  Actual start/completion dates - Specified dates.   
32.  Duration by: - Duration estimates may be factored by various elements including: 
33.  Optimistic time. 
34.  Most likely time. 
35.  Pessimistic time. 
36.  Optimistic weighting factor. 
37.  Most likely weighting factor. 
38.  Pessimistic weighting factor. 
39.  Optimise specific resource. 
40.  Optimise constraints. 
41.  Optimise specified dependencies.  
42.  Project updating - Allows for the input of project status completion dates, resources consumed and then 

calculates the percentage complete for reporting.  This data may then be used to extract and analyse resource 
utilisation and variance to baseline. 

43.  Project history - Allows for the retrieval of already completed subprojects tasks and provides a means to review 
entire project at the completion of the project. 

44.  Project cost history - Allows for the tracking of material, labour, hours or other units charged to the project to 
determine total cost of the project at any given time or at completion of the project. 

45.  Project reporting - There are various methods of reporting project status.  Specific methods include: 
46.  Resource histogram - Pictorial representation of resource requirements. 
47.  Project cost graph - Displays cost requirements over time. 
48.  Gantt chart - Pictorial representation of the tasks. 
49.  Baseline - Pictorial representation of the original plan. 
50.  Baseline retention - Various software products allow numerous baseline retention displays to differentiate the 

original plan compared to various project review points and current status. 
51.  Cost deployment charts - Display computed projections of time/resource/dollars based upon current status 

compared to baseline. 
52.  Projected variances - Represents calculated variance impact upon project throughput. 
53.  Bar annotation - Provides means to place notes beside the Gantt Bars either on the left, right, top or bottom. 
54.  Notes - The notes feature permits attaching unlimited text to key fields, bars, and other user specified data sources 

to allow detailed review of project data. 
55.  Filtering - Permits the user to specify criteria for selective project status display. 
56.  Summarisation - Permits the user to view:- 
57.  Entire project. 
58.  Type (OBS, WBS, resource). 
59.  Overview. 
60.  Constraint. 
61.  Colour display - Provides the user with the means to colour code all output. 
62.  Project change management - The ability to interactively change cost, schedule and resource data.  Specific 

change data points include: 
63.  Duration. 
64.  Gantt schedule. 
65.  Start/completion dates. 
66.  Resource. 
67.  Delay. 
68.  Float. 
69.  Navigation tools - This defines the operating methodology such as: 
70.  Windows compatible. 
71.  Realtime update. 
72.  Import/export - Import/export data to and from other applications or systems. 
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AR - ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 
Performs the functions of maintaining customer account information, the generation of customer invoices and periodic 
statements, and the application of payments received.  A means is usually provided to monitor the aging of account 
balances, as well as the maintenance of customer credit limit data. 
1.  Automatic invoice loading - Shipment activity would systematically create invoices that would automatically be 

transferred to Accounts Receivable. 
2.  Automatic calculation and assignment of invoice number - The system will track and maintain an invoice 

numbering scheme.  This is useful to avoid number duplication or omission. 
3.  Cash receipts - Applies cash receipts to specific invoices or to customer accounts. 
4.  Manual invoice entry - Manual invoices can be entered and tracked within the system. 
5.  Invoice adjustments - Allows modification of invoices entered, either due to data entry errors or negotiated 

contract changes. 
6.  User defined codes - Allows for the free definition of coding schemes. 
7.  Total Number - Total number of codes that can be used. 
8.  Tax rates. 
9.  Salesperson - Identifiers. 
10.  Customer classifications. 
11.  Other (list). 
12.  Automatic recurring invoices - Allows for the systematic creation of invoices for such items as rents received 

and royalties. 
13.  Aged and projected receivables - The ability to age accounts receivable data and to project receivables based 

upon the sales/shipment plan from Order Entry/Forecasting. 
14.  Variable time period aging - Allows the flexible definition of periods for use in the aging of accounts receivable 

data. 
15.  Split distribution processing - Allows for the manual specification of multiple G/L accounts and amounts for 

posting cash application. 
16.  Cheque and credit memo processing. 
17.  Multiple bank account tracking (number) - Allows the maintenance to and posting of cash receipts to more than 

one bank account. 
18.  Calculation of service charges/late fees - The calculation of service and late fees per the conditions specified on 

each sales order. 
19.  Enter freight by exception before invoicing - The ability to enter freight amounts before triggering and printing 

invoice. 
20.  Integrated with - Refers to the real time updating with other modules: 
21.  General ledger - The accounts receivable module will link directly to the general ledger module so that any 

activity posted in the accounts receivable system will automatically post to the general ledger in the proper 
accounts. 

22.  Inventory - The accounts receivable module will interface with the inventory module so that any sales/sales 
returns posted in the accounts receivable system will properly update the inventory on hand. 

23.  Sales order entry - Sales entries posted through sales order entry will automatically post to the customer files in 
the accounts receivable module. 

24.  Accounts payable - Customers with negative receivable balances will reflect as liabilities within the accounts 
payable module. 

25.  Custom messages - User created messages that will print on invoices, customer statements, etc...  This is useful 
when advertising special offers, new product lines, etc. 

26.  Regular orders - The ability to create and maintain messages on regular sales orders. 
27.  Special orders - The ability to create and maintain messages for special sales orders. 
28.  Debit and credit memos - The ability to create and maintain messages for debit memos and credit memos. 
29.  Invoicing of drop ship orders triggered by - Refers to the ability to track and invoice drop shipment orders. 
30.  Vendor shipment notification - The system will automatically generate a custom invoice on a drop shipped order 

when notified by the vendor that the order has been shipped. 
31.  Customer notification of delivery receipt - The system will automatically generate a custom invoice on a drop 

shipped order when notified by the customer that the order has been received. 
32.  Stores and reports future dated invoices - The system will allow customer invoice data entry and printing for 

dates beyond the current accounting date. 
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33.  Maintains tax and sales amounts separately: 
34.  Handles geographic tax requirement differences - Ability to calculate sales tax amounts in accordance with 

state and local requirements and post activity separate from the normal sales accounts. 
35.  Inhibits deletion of customers with open orders - The system will not permit a customer to be deleted if there is 

open activity in the customer file. 
36.  Allows discounts entered on a payment to override - The system will accept and properly account for customer 

payment discounts. 
37.  Audit exception logged - System will maintain and print customer payment discount activity. 
38.  Allows input from more than one period - Transactions may be recorded in the system for periods other than the 

current accounting period. 
39.  Permits processing multiple periods simultaneously - Transactions recorded in periods other than the current 

accounting period are updated and posted to the proper ledgers respective of their accounting periods. 
40.  Automatic match and post credit memos to single and multiple invoices - Credit memos entered into the 

system will automatically be applied to either a single or multiple invoices. 
41.  Reports reflect all payments and changes to accounts receivable by type:- 
42.  Discounts - Customer payment discounts are tracked and maintained separately in each customer account. 
43.  Adjustments - Invoice and other activity adjustments are tracked and maintained separately in each customer 

account. 
44.  Bad debt - Accounts receivable written off to bad debt expense are tracked in the individual customer accounts. 
45.  Cash receipts - Cash receipts are posted to the individual customer accounts as well as the proper general ledger 

accounts. 
46.  Permits cash application credit write-offs - Cash is properly matched to invoices for each customer account. 
47.  Generate bill-backs for unauthorised deductions - When customer cash receipts reflect unauthorised deductions 

from the total invoice amount, the partial payment is applied and a customer bill is generated for the remaining 
balance due on the invoice. 

48.  Manual invoice entry - Customer invoices may be entered and recorded in the system but not printed.  This is 
useful for invoice adjustments and verbal sales agreements. 

49.  Realtime invoice generation - Invoices are created, printed and posted to the customer accounts automatically 
upon initiation. 

50.  Void cheque routine - When customer cheques are voided or returned, cash is properly reduced and the amount is 
re-posted as a receivable in the customer account. 

51.  Foreign currency statements - For Customer accounts maintained in currencies other than the primary operating 
currency, statements are created reflecting current status and activity within the account in the appropriate foreign 
currency. 

52.  Dunning notices - Based upon age and/or amount of customer receivable balances, custom "reminder" messages 
are printed on the period end account statements and on invoices. 

53.  Finance charge flexibility - Finance charges posted in customer accounts are recorded, written-off etc...in 
accordance with management policies. 

54.  Manual override of general ledger distribution of payment (security controlled) - Default distribution of 
entries may be manually changed to reflect the proper general ledger account distribution for cash receipts.  It is 
often necessary to limit the accounts or certain individuals' ability to perform such functions. 

55.  Single cheque applied to multiple customers - An individual cheque may be applied to more than one customer 
account.  This is useful when a customer with multiple divisions is maintained and bills different customer 
accounts per division, yet a single cheque is received for all divisions. 

56.  Forced discounts allowed - For customers who use payment discounts outside of payment discount terms, their 
discounted payment may be accepted and full payment for invoices applied. 

57.  Posts - The ability to post receivables such as: 
58.  Partial payments - Where cash is properly applied to invoices not paid in full, yet remaining balances are 

maintained in the customer accounts with partial payment activity properly reflected. 
59.  Over-payments - Where customer cash receipts in excess of amounts due are properly maintained in customer 

accounts as negative receivables, that is, liabilities. 
60.  Non-sufficient funds - Where customer cash receipts returned from the bank for non-sufficient funds, are re-

posted to cash and customer accounts with proper service charges applied when applicable. 
61.  Late payments - Where customer cash receipts received after the invoice due date are posted will finance charges 

(if applicable) in the proper accounting period. 
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62.  Permits posting non-accounts receivable cash receipts - The system will accept cash receipts for funds other 
than trade accounts receivable (such as capital contributions). 

63.  Payment processing/adjustments posted real time - Customer cash receipts and adjustments are posted to the 
customer account and appropriate general ledger accounts as they are being entered into the system. 

64.  Generates monthly/fiscal review of billings (parameters driven) - Based upon criteria specified, customer 
billings are analysed by pre-defined parameters. 

65.  Total billings for the period - Based upon criteria specified, total customer billings for the period are analysed by 
pre-defined parameters. 

66.  Special billings - Based upon criteria specified, special customer billings for the period are analysed by pre-
defined parameters. 

67.  Customer capability - The ability to retain customer information including:- 
68.  Customer data - Individual information retained on a customer. 
69.  Invoices - Invoice information and detail are retained in the system by individual customers. 
70.  Receipts - Cash receipts and applications are retained in the system by individual customers. 
71.  Historical data - Purchase history, invoice and cash receipt information from prior periods are retained and are 

accessible within the system. 
72.  User defined - Customer data and transaction histories are retained in the system based upon criteria established 

by user options. 
73.  Notifies delinquency charges with override ability - The ability to retain and trigger delinquency charges yet be 

overridden upon request:- 
74.  Recommended percent to charge - Recommend percentage to charge customer for delinquent accounts.  This 

percentage may be overridden by the user with limitations applied as specified. 
75.  No charge indicator - Flag may be set in the customer file noting that customer is not subject to finance charges.  

This is useful for "Special Arrangement" customers. 
76.  Customer Data Fields - The following fields are maintained:- 
77.  Customer name - Ability to retain and maintain customer name information. 
78.  Address - Ability to retain and maintain billing address information as well as multiple shipping addresses. 
79.  Total amount due - The ability to calculate and store the total current amount due by each customer. 
80.  Multiple customer contact names - Maintenance of multiple customer contact names such as purchasing 

representative, accounts payable department, etc. 
81.  Multiple contact telephone and text - Maintenance of multiple customer contact telephone numbers and memo 

fields. 
82.  Customer Credit rating - Maintenance of customer credit rating. 
83.  Date of Credit rating - Effective date of customer credit rating. 
84.  Open item indicator - Maintenance and display of any open sales orders, shipping orders or invoices for the 

customer. 
85.  Balance forward indicator - Maintenance and display of current customer balance due. 
86.  Customer billing address - Maintenance of customer billing address in addition to location and shipping 

addresses. 
87.  Unapplied cash - Customer cash receipts entered but not yet applied to specific invoices are properly reflected in 

the individual customer accounts. 
88.  Customer credit limit/hold indicator - Credit limits are maintained for individual customers.  When credit limits 

are exceeded, an optional hold indicator prevents an order from being processed. 
89.  Credit limit review date - Based upon specified criteria, customer credit limits are reviewed as of selected dates. 
90.  Date/amount of last payment - Retention and maintenance of the date and amount of the last payment made by 

each customer. 
91.  Applicable customer tax indicators - Indicator used for each customer distinguishing sales tax status, whether or 

not the customer is subject to state and/or local sales taxes. 
92.  Multiple customer types - Sort fields within customer maintenance to categorise customers. 
93.  Number of ship-to addresses - Retention and maintenance of multiple customer shipping addresses. 
94.  Statement flag - Indicator used to determine whether or not a customer is to receive monthly/period statements of 

account. 
95.  Freight flag - Indicator used to determine whether or not a customer is to be charged for freight on delivery. 
96.  Back orders allowed flag - Indicator as to whether or not specific items are allowed to be ordered when they are 

not in stock. 
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97.  VAT/GST tax - Maintain for individual customers value added tax information. 
98.  Customer status code - Current activity status of customer as current, temporary, on hold. 
99.  Credit code - Code assigned to customer based upon credit risk as determined by credit history, etc. 
100. Finance charge code - Option to charge or not to assess finance charges on past due balances. 
101. Finance charge percent - Option to modify default finance charge percentage for individual customers. 
102. Default terms - Automatic terms set for new customers. Defaults may be modified at user's option. 
103. Days late and still accept discount - Number of days allowed after payment discount terms expiration to accept 

discounted remittance as payment in full. 
104. Invoice data fields - The following fields are maintained:- 
105. Customer number - Unique number assigned to each customer for inquiry and cross reference. 
106. Customer name - Name of customer to be billed for order. 
107. Invoice creation date - Actual date invoice was entered/printed within the system as opposed to the transaction 

date. 
108. Invoice date - Accounting date transaction occurred as opposed to the date the invoice was entered into the 

system. 
109. Sales order date - Date the order was received from the customer and entered into the system, as opposed to ship 

date or invoice date. 
110. Customer discount code - Code to indicate which payment discount terms are offered to the customer. 
111. Freight amount - Default freight amount charged to the customer for shipments. 
112. Sales tax - Sales tax charged to the customer. 
113. VAT/GST tax - Value added tax charged to the customer 
114. Cost - Seller's cost of merchandise/service ordered by the customer.  Used for cost of sales calculation. 
115. Type of sale - Type of order/sales placed by customer. 
116. Ship-to - Address specified to ship customer's order. How many - maximum allowed. 
117. Salesperson - Name of salesperson responsible for customers purchase.  Field also used for sales commission 

information. 
118. Order desk analyst - Specify order clerk responsible for input/review of customer's order. 
119. Credit analyst - Specify person responsible for credit approval and/or maintenance. 
120. Adjustment - Adjustment to purchase subsequent to original order. 
121. Comments (How much?) - Additional text fields to write comments, order instructions, etc. 
122. Contract number - Number referring to customer contract agreement.  Used for fixed price contracts, etc. 
123. Late fees - Additional charge for late payment of previous orders. 
124. Closed items indicator - Determines if there is still an open item in the three way matching process.  That is, if 

the order, shipping and/or invoice is still open. 
125. Net amount due - Total amount of invoice less payment discounts, order quantity price breaks, etc. 
126. Special handling instructions - Text fields used to print special instructions for the order. 
127. Special payment instructions - Text fields used to print payment instructions such as "75% due upon receipt of 

goods, balance due 30 days". 
128. Remit to data - Instructions printed on invoice where payment of invoice is to be sent. 
129. Discount terms - Description of conditions for discount on order price based upon early payment. 
130. Follow-up date - Date specified for order follow-up.  Used for confirming acceptance, payment, etc. 
131. Line item detail of invoice/credit memo - Description of items, quantity and price of each item in customer's 

order. 
132. Foreign currency type and amount - Field used to indicate foreign currency type and amount when customer's 

cash receipt is expected to be in a currency other than the primary operating currency. 
133. Data fields maintained for each receipt - The following fields are maintained:- 
134. Customer number - Unique number assigned to each customer for system cross reference. 
135. Receipt number/amount - Numerical series used to account for customer receipts and total cash deposit amount. 
136. Receipt date - Accounting date used to post cash receipt and credit customer's account. 
137. Cheque number and amount - Field used to enter customer's cheque number and cheque amount. 
138. Cheque generation date - Date of the customer's cheque as opposed to the date the cheque was received. 
139. Bank name and data - Name and reference number of bank from which customer's cheque is drawn. 
140. Payment method - Field used to specify method of customer's payment such as cash, cheque, bank draft, etc. 
141. Data Fields Maintained or Historical Matched Invoice/Receipt - The following fields are maintained:- 
142. Customer number - Unique number assigned to each customer for system cross reference. 
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143. Invoice number/amount - Number and date of sales invoice is retained in the system. 
144. Invoice date - Date of the Sales order retained in the system. 
145. Receipt number/amount - Numerical series used to account for customer receipts and specify cash receipt 

amount retained in the system. 
146. Receipt date - Accounting date used to post cash receipts and distribute to customers' accounts. 
147. Cheque number - Customer's cheque number on payment of invoice retained in the system. 
148. Cheque generation date - Date of the customer's cheque as opposed to the date the cheque was received. 
149. Bank name/data - Name and reference number of bank from which customer's cheque is drawn. 
150. Match date - System date noted when customer's cash receipt was applied to outstanding invoices. 
151. Payment method - Customers' method of payment on previously paid invoices retained in the system such as 

cheques, wire transfers, etc. 
152. Inputs/validates employee receivables - Control used for sales to company employees.  The system will not 

allow an individual to sell a product to himself.  Usually a supervisor approval would be required to enter/review 
all orders to employees. 

153. Multiple addresses for a customer - Retention and maintenance of multiple customer billing and shipping 
addresses. How many ? 

154. User defined fields - Additional fields maintained in the customer files to retain additional data.  This is useful 
when customers are categorised for further analysis. How many fields ? 

155. Matching/application of receipts to invoices - Customers' cash receipts are matched and applied to outstanding 
invoices. 

156. Full validation of all fields regardless of errors - Omission of a particular field will not terminate order entry.  
Fields not validated or that are in error must be corrected prior to processing as opposed to input. 

157. Maintains user table of general ledger and account receivable codes for validation - Pre-defined fields 
requiring input for valid order entry. 

158. Defaults to customer master data upon entering invoices. 
159. Multiple distributions on cash receipts or A/R invoice. 
160. Automatic application of cash receipts to receivables - The ability to automatically apply cash receipts to 

receivables without analyst involvement.  Application of data to include:- 
161. Customer number - Once the pertinent customer cheque information has been entered into the system and a 

customer number is selected, the payment will automatically apply to the oldest invoice. 
162. Customer name - Once the necessary customer cheque information has been entered into the system and a 

customer name is selected, the payment will automatically apply to the oldest invoice. 
163. Invoice number - Once the necessary customer cheque information has been entered into the system and the 

invoice number the payment is related to is selected, the payment will automatically apply to the proper invoice 
number. 

164. Adjustment entry allowed with security - An invoice previously entered and updated into the system or 
customer account balance may be adjusted to reflect changes in the order/billing when properly authorised. 

165. Applies debit/credit memo (non-invoice) to overall balance - Debit memos and credit memos may be applied to 
a customer's file without specific application to open invoices and/or open orders. 

166. Debit/credit memos reference original invoice - Debit memos and credit memos issued to a customer reference 
and apply to the original order from which is was generated. 

167. Reason codes for debit/credit memo - Codes used to simplify explanations of debit memo and credit memo 
issuances.  This is useful when large number of debit and credit memos are issued for a small number of similar 
reasons. 

168. Recalculates applicable taxes for debit/credit memo - When merchandise orders are adjusted, the appropriate 
sales tax accounts are also adjusted to properly reflect the effect of the order change. 

169. Recurring entries for multiple accounting periods - Used when an order is constant from accounting period to 
accounting period.  An example of a recurring order would be a customer who orders the same quantity at the 
same price on the same date every month. 

170. Accounts receivable zero balance invoices purged upon prior months history - When a customer's balance is 
zero for a user defined period of time, the detail transaction history for that customer is purged from the system.  
Future reference of the customers activity would be accomplished by access to printed reports. 

171. User definable aging buckets (how many?) - Different users may create different specifications for aging of 
customer accounts. 
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172. Historical revenue data retrievable for comparison - Customer revenue from prior periods is retained and 
retrievable in the system for comparison to information in current periods. 

173. Closed items remain intact for user definable periods - Once the order matching process is completed, the 
information detail is deleted from the system as specified by the user. 

174. Multiple companies maintained with inter-company transactions - When multiple companies are posting 
inter-company transactions, those transactions are identified as such for future inter-company eliminations.  

175. Accounts for the following revenue:- 
176. Cash receipts - Total cash receipts are automatically reconciled to changes in receivable accounts, cash accounts, 

etc...this is useful to detect errors or irregularities in cash receipts postings 
177. Revenue earned and billed - System will reconcile differences between revenues earned and customer billings.  

This is useful to detect errors or irregularities in cash receipts postings 
178. Revenue earned and not billed - System will reconcile differences between revenues earned and customer 

billings. This is useful to detect errors or irregularities in shipments made but not invoiced. 
179. Reconciles daily posting to customer accounts versus cash received - Additional proof of cash reconciliation to 

insure the integrity of cash receipt postings.  This is also useful for detection of errors and irregularities. 
180. Customer statements: 
181. Supports cycle statement processing - Customer account status and periodic activity is created and sent to 

customers specifying beginning balance, current period activity and net balance due 
182. Specifies cut off date for items included in statement - Specification of accounting dates used to account for 

transactions included in the current period statements. 
183. Only open items included in statement - A detail listing of all open items in the customer's account as of a 

specified date. 
184. Suppresses statement generation by customer - The ability to override the monthly printing of a periodic 

statement for selected customers. 
185. Displays accounts receivable balance with transaction detail - In addition to the customer's current balance 

due, the statement also reflects account transaction activity detail since the last statement date. 
186. Monthly sub-ledger listing - Monthly detail listing of customer accounts receivable detail and ending balance to 

be reconciled to the general ledger account. 
187. Auto generation of journal entries for interfaces - When integrated to other applications, the application will 

automatically post activity entries to the interfaced system modules. 
188. Reports - Information displayed in hard copy (paper) form:- 
189. Aging reports - Grouping receivable dollars into aging periods aids in controlling the amount of outstanding 

receivables.  Customer payment history may be displayed by credit personnel in customer follow up 
communications. 

190. Tax registers - A display of all taxes collected to facilitate governmental reporting requirements. 
191. Daily cash receipts - Detail report listing cash receipts activity and summary postings on a daily basis. 
192. Consolidated reporting at division, company and corporate - Consolidation of multiple business entities for 

reporting purposes.  
193. Open item report - Listing by either invoice number, customer data, date, etc... of all open orders and invoices as 

of a particular date.  
194. Customer statements - A display of a customers current status and recent activity for a period of time, usually a 

month.  This includes current receivable status and perhaps on-order condition. 
195. Finance charge register - Detailed report of finance charge activity for a specified period. 
196. Summary aged trial balance by customer - Report listing each customer, aging of customers' net amount due as 

well as summary listing (net change) for a specified period of time. 
197. Cash discounts granted summary - Summary listing of total customer payment discounts taken for a specified 

period of time. 
198. Cash receipts/adjustments register - Detail listing of cash receipts/adjustments for a specified period of time. 
199. Customer master by code/name - Detail listing of customer master file cross referenced by customer code and 

customer name. 
200. Customer exceeding credit limit exceptions - Report of all customers whose outstanding balance due exceeds 

established credit limit. 
201. Invoice register - Numerical listing of invoices and invoice detail for a specified period of time. 
202. Receipt application control - Reports summarising cash receipt applications. 
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203. Receipt forecast report - Summary of cash expected from current receivables and estimated sales, extended over 
a specified period of time. 

204. Customer cash payment turnaround - Analysis of time between order shipment and customer cash receipt. 
205. Audit trails - Reference and cross reference of postings from the source documents to the general ledger. 
206. Exceptions - Exceptions reporting includes:- 
207. Excess/less than invoice - Amount of total cash received in excess of or less than invoices generated for a 

specified period of time. 
208. Employee receivable - Report detailing total amount of employee receivables as of a given date. 
209. Daily cash receipts - Report of daily cash receipts posted to accounts other than customer accounts receivable. 
210. Daily condition report - Listing of customers whose receivables balances exceed standard Days Sales 

Outstanding parameters. 
211. Shipped not billed - Listing of shipments made where billing has not been performed. 
212. General ledger distribution - Summary listing of the general ledger account distribution for transactions over a 

specified period of time. 
213. Separate transaction reports based upon transaction types - Special report generated from a sort of specified 

transactions types. 
214. Sales tax billed register - Detailed report of sales taxes billed to customers used to reconcile and prepare period 

sales tax filings and remittances. 
215. Statements by credit region - Use of customer credit tracking by region. This is particularly useful when a 

customer places orders from multiple regions. 
216. Customer search by - Scanning the Customer, Sales Order and invoice files for key data including:- 
217. Partial customer number - Ability to search/inquire customer information using only a partial customer number. 
218. Partial customer name - Ability to search/inquire customer information using only a partial customer name. 
219. Invoice number - Ability to search/inquire customer information using only an invoice number. 
220. Sales order number -Ability to search/inquire customer information using only an sales order number. 
221. Customer purchase order number - Ability to search/inquire customer information using only a customer 

purchase order number. 
222. Supports collection tracking system - System of tracking progress on collection efforts, such as, days called, 

payment promised, etc. 
223. Statements list transactions in - Refers to the generation of customer statements sort order including:- 
224. Invoice date order -A a listing of customer transactions over a specified period of time compiled in invoice date 

order. 
225. Due date order - A listing of customer transactions over a specified period of time compiled in invoice due date 

order. 
226. Statements reflect run date - Statements printed list the actual date and time the statement was printed.  This is 

useful to ascertain most current report when multiple reruns are necessary. 
227. Customer credit history - The customer credit history is retained and includes the following data fields:- 
228. Due dates - System retention and maintenance of customer's previous payment history against due dates. 
229. Terms - System retention and maintenance of payment terms utilised by the customer. 
230. Last payment date - System retention and maintenance of the customer's most recent payment remittance. 
231. Performance to payment schedule - System retention and maintenance of customer payment agreements to 

actual payment history.  Useful to track special payment agreements, contracts, etc. 
232. Date account opened - System retention and maintenance of the date of the customer's first order. 
233. Date of last order - Retention and maintenance of last order date. 
234. Past due exceptions/aging - Cumulates the number of past due exceptions by customer and how long they remain 

past due. 
235. Times credit rating request received - Cumulates the frequency of credit rating requested, which may indicate 

credit worthiness. 
236. Average purchases per month in prior year - Calculates the average buys per month by customer, which may 

influence credit line. 
237. Accounts receivable screen displays - Warning messages appearing on the screen to flag analyst include:- 
238. Account has been deleted - Indicates that the customer number has been deleted from the current active database. 
239. Unshipped order in suspense exception - Refers to pending revenue awaiting resolve of credit or other problem. 
240. Return authorisation in file - Indicates that the customer has a product return in process. 
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241. Single customer master shared by several companies - A capstone or corporate customer file listing which is 
shared by multiple operating units. 

242. Report totals - Reports being generated have capability to generate totals at the user initiation. 
243. Report writer - A report writer is accessible to accounts receivable information. 
244. Print - The ability to print various receivable forms including:- 
245. Invoice - The billing invoice may be generated in company specified format. 
246. Reprint invoice - Based upon security, the ability to reprint the invoice as frequently as needed. 
247. Customer statements - The ability to print customer statements in user definable manner. 
248. Report totals - Indicates if the system provides a summary on appropriate reports. 
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AP- ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 
Handles the functions of vendor invoice processing, payment approval, and cheque printing. Usually reports data 
captured through the receiving process, is capable of printing checks and allows for the entering of manually generated 
cheques and reconciliations. 
1.  3-way matching - The bringing together of the purchase order, receiving transaction and vendor invoice for 

reconciliation purposes. 
2.  Automatic distribution to G/L - The distribution of invoice amounts to the proper General Ledger accounts.  

Provision should be made to override the default distributions. 
3.  Manual distribution override - ability to override auto distribution and manually apportion. 
4.  Adjustments - The ability to make adjustments to existing invoices.  This is useful for making corrections and 

applying changes in negotiated prices. 
5.  Multiple cash accounts - More than one cash account (bank account) can be maintained and invoices may be paid 

from any specified account. 
6.  Automatic discount application - Performing the necessary calculations to apply discounts, if any, based upon 

payment scheduling.  
7.  Function of discount date not invoice date - for determining discounts. 
8.  User defined codes - Allows the creation of a coding scheme to identify various charges. 
9.  Total number - total number that can be defined. 
10.  Tax rates. 
11.  Freight rates. 
12.  Discount or surcharge. 
13.  Others (list) 
14.  Aged and projected payables - The ability to age accounts payable data and to project payables based upon the 

procurement plan from Purchasing. 
15.  Recurring payments - Allows for the systematic creation of payments, such as leases, that are recurring in nature. 
16.  Commitment control - Allows for limits to be placed upon expenditures and provides a means to analyse 

variances between required versus authorised payments. 
17.  Early receipt exception reporting - Displays receipts posted where they occurred earlier than the requested 

delivery date.  Allows for tracking of items that would create a liability earlier than necessary. 
18.  Filters (days and quantity) - Filters for early receipt exception reporting based upon number of days received 

early and/or quantity received early, to focus attention on larger discrepancies. 
19.  Foreign currency - Currencies other than the primary operating currencies:- 
20.  Automatic translation - The automatic calculation and application of foreign exchange rates from one currency 

to another. 
21.  Calculate unrealised gain & loss - The ability to calculate a gain or loss resulting from the conversion of foreign 

currencies and changes in foreign currencies exchange rates prior to the actual conversion.  
22.  Aging payable by currency - The categorisation, by date, of liabilities sorted by individual currencies.   
23.  Re-valuing for month-end reporting The calculation and conversion of the most current exchange rate applied to 

balances on month end reports. 
24.  Generate cheques in different currency - The ability to print and issue cheques for payment of foreign liabilities 

in currencies other than the primary operating currency. 
25.  Payment processing - Selection of invoices for payment within the system:- 
26.  Select bank - An option to select different banks from which to draw cheques. 
27.  Select company - From which the invoices are to be paid and the cheques are to be drawn.  
28.  Select range of/or vendors - Option to select either a single vendor or a range of vendors based upon user defined 

criteria. 
29.  Select marked/selected vouchers - Option to select for payment particular vouchers for specified vendors based 

upon defined criteria. 
30.  Select pay through date - Option to select for payment all invoices due prior to a specific date. 
31.  Select discounts outstanding - Option to select and calculate only those invoices with payment discounts 

available at a particular date. 
32.  Take discounts - Option to calculate and utilise payment discounts on invoices. 
33.  Partially pay invoices - Ability to not pay the entire amount of an invoice; the unpaid balance remains as a 

liability to the vendor.  This is useful when items on an invoice are in dispute or not yet received. 
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34.  Reverse distribution upon voiding of cheque - When a cheque is voided, the vendor and cash accounts which 
the cheque originated from is automatically reversed to the status of the invoices prior to issuance of the cheque. 

35.  Match cheque numbers with pre-printed cheques - The system will identify and maintain the same cheque 
number series as the actual cheques being printed. 

36.  Cheque overflow - If while processing, the funds in a cash account have been depleted, the system will 
automatically draw the cheques against another account. 

37.  Print cheques - The ability to print and issue cheques out of the system. 
38.  Manual cheque entry - The ability to enter into the system, with the proper distributions, a cheque issued outside 

of the system, that is, handwritten. 
39.  Cheque reconciliation - The ability to balance the cheques issued, deposits and adjustments recorded in the 

system to the statement of account received from the bank. 
40.  Vendor data - Information retained in the system about a vendor:- 
41. Name & address which conforms to International standards - Ability to maintain and display all the necessary 

address information for vendors that conform to proper mailing information requirements. 
42.  Accounts payable contact - Option within each vendor maintenance file to display the name and telephone 

number of the accounts payable contact person. 
43.  Y-T-D payments - Ongoing maintenance of the detailed information regarding each payment made, to each 

vendor, during the year. 
44.  Last year payments - Retention and display within the system of all payments made to the vendor during the 

prior year. 
45.  Y-T-D discounts - Ongoing maintenance of the total year-to-date payment discounts taken during the year. 
46.  Last year discounts - Retention within the system of all payment discounts taken in the prior year. 
47.  Y-T-D discounts lost - Ongoing maintenance of the total year-to-date payment discounts not taken (that is, lost) 

during the year. 
48.  Last year discounts lost - The retention and display within the system of all payment discounts not taken (that is, 

lost) in the prior year.  
49.  Amount due - The total amount owed to a particular vendor at a particular date. 
50.  Number of purchase orders, Y-T-D - Ongoing tabulation of the total number of purchase orders placed with a 

vendor during the current year. 
51.  Last cheque number & amount - Option to display the cheque number and amount of the most recent payment 

made to a particular vendor. 
52.  Grace days on taking discounts - Maximum number of days prior/subsequent to discount due date allowed to 

process payments of invoices with payment discounts offered. 
53.  Default account distributions - Account automatically selected to distribute invoice amount upon selection of the 

vendor during invoice data entry. 
54.  Default carrier - Freight carrier account automatically identified upon selection of the vendor during invoice data 

entry. 
55.  Default FOB - Automatic determination of shipping terms identified upon selection of the vendor during invoice 

data entry. 
56.  Default terms - Automatic determination of payment terms (such as, net 30 days, etc...) identified upon selection 

of the vendor during invoice data entry. 
57.  Multiple vendor hold categories - Established conditions used to hold payments to specified vendors. This is 

useful to avoid payment of disputed invoices or paying invoices prior to due dates. 
58.  Invoices/Vouchers - The retention of detailed invoice and voucher data:- 
59.  Trap duplicates real time - Automatic warning sent to the user if an invoice is being entered into the system that 

already exists. 
60.  Cancel invoice before paying & auto reversal - Prior to payment, an invoice may be cancelled and reversed so 

that the expense and liability account are automatically reversed. 
61.  Modify invoice prior to payment - Option to adjust the amount being paid on the invoice while the invoice is 

being processed for payment.  The unpaid balance of the invoice is still reflected as a liability in the vendor's 
account. 

62.  Partially pay invoices - Ability to not pay the entire amount of an invoice; the unpaid balance remains as a 
liability to the vendor.  This is useful when items on an invoice are in dispute or not yet received. 

63.  Automatic distribution based upon PO - When a purchase order is converted to an invoice, the account 
distribution specified on the purchase order follows to the invoice so that the proper accounts are charged as such:- 
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64.  Override capabilities - The automatic distribution based upon a purchase order, which may be modified when the 
purchase order is being converted to an invoice (used primarily to adjust changes such as freight, etc.). 

65.  Only charge open work orders - Subcontract charges must be applied against open work orders. If the work 
order is already closed, an exception is indicated. 

66.  Ability to correct distribution after invoice entry - After an invoice has been entered and updated in the system, 
the original distribution recorded on that invoice may be modified.  The original distribution would be 
subsequently reversed. 

67.  Automatically setup for invoicing/payment cheque voided - Distribution is automatically setup for invoicing 
purposes and if the charge is voided, it automatically reverses. 

68.  Handles debit memos - When purchased merchandise is returned to the vendor and is entered into the system as 
such, the system will properly relieve the liability account (applied to the original invoice) and reduce the purchase 
account for merchandise returns. 

69.  Handles credit memos - When an adjustment to an invoice is recorded in the system, the purchase account is 
increased and the vendor liability account is adjusted (transaction applied to the original invoice). 

70.  Age debit/credit memos by invoice & transaction date - The ability to age debit/credit memos by the invoice 
date and transaction processing date. 

71.  Handles purchase order & non-purchase order invoices - Invoices may be entered into the system and 
distributed to the proper accounts with or without a purchase order. 

72.  Automatic due date and discount calculations - During invoice data entry, the invoice due date, discount date 
and calculation is automatically applied to the invoice based upon the payment terms applied to each vendor. 

73.  Redistributions - Change the account application of an invoice after invoice data entry. 
74.  Across multiple companies - Ability to redistribute amounts across multiple companies (shipped from) locations. 
75.  Inter-company offsets automatically - Inter-company charges are offset properly automatically. 
76.  Voucher for future periods & age to month-end balance - The ability to reserve for future payment, yet age 

into current amount dues. 
77.  Maximum Lines/Invoice - Refers to the maximum lines per invoice which may be redistributed. 
78.  Project tracking interface to G/L - Allows payable data to be tracked by project and automatically sent to the 

General Ledger for posting. 
79.  Reports - Information displayed in hard copy (paper) form:-  
80.  Cash requirements - This display is used to project future cash needed to pay open invoices or, alternatively, 

open purchase order commitments. 
81.  Cheque register - A display of all cheques processed. 
82.  Unvouchered receipts - Lists the receipts at the dock awaiting an invoice from which to apply the receipts. 
83.  Report totals - Indicates if the system provides a summary of appropriate reports. 
84.  Returns not debited - A listing of customer returns which are awaiting return authorisation processing and have 

not yet been debited nor revenue credited. 
85.  Aging by - Reporting payable liabilities over time:- 
86. Due date - Aging of accounts payable invoices based upon invoice due date. 
87.  Invoice date - Aging of accounts payable invoices based upon invoice date. 
88.  Period ending date - Aging of accounts payable invoices based upon the period end date that the invoice is due. 
89.  Currency - Aging of accounts payable sorted by like currency. 
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GL - GENERAL LEDGER 
The general ledger classifies and summarises all financial activity and provides the ability for financial reporting. 
1.  Length of account number (key) - The maximum length of the general ledger account number. 
2.  Account number is free format - The user specifies the format (i.e. embedded hyphenation, etc.). 
3.  Variable accounting periods - The user specifies the accounting cycle on which the organisation works  

(i.e. 12 or 13 periods per annum). 
4.  Prior period posting - Allows the prior period to be kept open while posting to the current period.  This is 

normally an important feature for maintaining timely update:- 
5.  Prior year - Allows posting to the prior year whilst posting to current. 
6.  Posting new month before close of old month. 
7.  Posting new year before close of old year. 
8.  Financial report writer - A tool allowing simple structuring of unique financial reports with little or no 

programming experience. Features of a report writer include:- 
9.  Print user headings - Allows custom headings to be created and printed on custom reports.  This is useful when 

specific information is required in the report headings. 
10.  Suppress headings - The ability to not print a heading on specific reports and/or pages.  This is useful for multi 

page reports where headings are not desired after the first page. 
11. Define control breaks - The ability to specify the logical end of a page within a report.  This is useful when the 

report length is such that a normal page break would not be suitable.  It is also used when the report requires 
printing on different forms. 

12.  Sub-total & Total - The ability to subtotal and/or total columns within the report.  This is useful for sub-totalling 
and totalling common numbers and page breaks. 

13.  Calculate statistical data - The ability to summarise and compute statistical results from stored data. 
14.  Prototype display - The ability to simulate the output directly to the screen as opposed to printing.  This is useful 

when investigating the effects of changes within the report without reprinting the entire report. 
15.  Copy macro for modification - Once a macro is created, it may be copied and modified to simplify similar 

procedures.  This is useful when multiple steps are being performed with minor variances. 
16.  Manual journal entries - The manual posting of journal entries. 
17.  Recurring journals (parameter driven) - The journal entry account numbers, descriptions, and amounts remain 

constant from period to period.  These are useful for entries such as depreciation and amortisation:- 
18.  Recurring journal - ability to handle accruals. 
19.  Recurring journal - ability to handle reversals. 
20.  Skeleton/template journals - Journal entries where the account numbers and journal entry descriptions remain 

constant but the amounts vary from period to period. An example of such entry would be a weekly payroll entry. 
21.  Cross charged journals trigger inter-company entry - The ability to accumulate charges from one company and 

trigger the application of charges within one or more inter-company accounts. 
22.  Data elements maintained - The following fields are maintained:- 
23.  Journal voucher number - Source Journal reference number used as an audit trail. 
24.  Journal entry - Refers to journal entry source. 
25.  Account number - GL account number where journal activity is to be posted. 
26.  Company - Company and/or companies to post journal entry. 
27.  Responsibility centre - The individual assigned in the system responsible for managing the integrity of 

transactions. 
28.  Journal description - Supplement to the journal entry to describe purpose and source of the entry.  The 

description prints on the general journal only. 
29.  Line entry description - Description used when the journal entry is posted to the general ledger.  Provides general 

ledger user with basic concept of the entry without referencing the general journal. 
30.  Batch number - Signifies the batch from which the entry was created.  This is useful when investigating source 

documents supporting the journal entry. 
31.  Source number - Source journal reference number where the journal entry was created.  Provides an easily 

distinguished audit trail for the entry. 
32.  Transaction date - Account date used when the entry is posted to the general ledger to identify the accounting 

period when the transaction occurred. 
33.  Accounting periods - Accounting dates used to separate/distinguish timing of transactions.  For example, "For 

The Six Months Ended June 31, 199X". 
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34.  Entry date - The actual date the entry was physically entered into the system as opposed to the accounting date 
the transactions occurred. 

35.  Maintain accounts in foreign currency - Posting, tracking and identification of accounts in currencies other than 
Australian Dollars.  For example, Japanese Yen, American Dollars or Deutschemark.  This is useful when a 
company has business operations in a foreign country. 

36.  Maintain different currencies concurrently - Posting, tracking and identification of multiple currencies at the 
same time.  This is useful when transactions occur concurrently in more than one country. 

37.  Foreign Currency Conversion - The ability to convert foreign currencies into dollars.  Features include:- 
38.  Current exchange rate - The ability to modify/maintain most current rate of exchange of a fluctuating foreign 

currency. 
39.  Average exchange rate - The ability to average fluctuating foreign currencies over a specified period of time as 

the different rates are being maintained. 
40.  Historical exchange rate - Retention of exch. rates as they have been maintained over a period of time. 
41.  Automatic translation to current - Recalculation of a foreign currency exchange rate from a previous time 

period to the current. 
42.  Foreign Currency Consolidation into base currency - The ability to automatically consolidate into financials 

using base currency as standard. 
43.  Report financial in domestic and foreign currencies - Conversion, calculation and reporting of financial 

information from one currency to an other concurrently. 
44.  Cash basis system - Recording of revenues and expenses according to actual cash flow (when revenues are 

received and expenses are paid) as opposed to accrual basis accounting where revenues are recognised when 
earned and expenses are recognised when incurred. 

45.  Realtime reversing entries - Future date specified to automatically reverse a journal entry without intervention.  
This is useful when period end closing entries are entered and subsequently reversed at the beginning of the next 
period. 

46.  Delete and re-enter journals - The ability to delete and/or re-enter a journal entry after the entry has been posted 
to the system. 

47.  User defined entry description - Used to describe the journal entry in the general ledger (may expand on the 
general journal description):- 

48.  Maximum size of description - Refers to the max. characters allowed for the journal entry description. 
49.  Source referencing by journal entry - Posting to the journal entry source in the general ledger. References the 

source journal for additional information. 
50.  Budget maintenance:  period - Budgets are created and maintained based upon an activity from an actual period.  

This is useful when the expense should not vary from period to period. 
51.  Budget maintenance:  average - Budgets are created and maintained based upon an activity averaged over 

defined periods.  This is useful when expenses are cyclical or vary from period to period. 
52.  Advanced budget capability - There are various advanced budget features including:- 
53.  Multiple account budgets. 
54.  Weighted average - Budgets are created and maintained based upon weighted average calculations. 
55.  Variety of project budgets maintained. 
56.  Compare actual to budget. 
57.  User defined compare budget to budget. 
58.  Number of open budget versions - Number of versions that may be outstanding at any given time. 
59.  Fixed asset tracking - Maintenance of property, plant and equipment items including depreciation expense and 

accumulated depreciation for each fixed asset item. 
60.  Capital asset depreciation - Calculation of depreciation expense (the ability to write down an asset over a period 

of time for financial and tax reporting) for capital asset items. 
61.  Cash transaction history - Detailed history of cash transactions, including cheques issued, deposits received, 

cash account transfers, etc... 
62.  Manufacturing account allocation - Apportioning amounts from one account to a number of specified accounts 

based upon pre-defined parameters. 
63.  Project tracking - Allows the accumulation of revenues and expenses by project. May also allow the maintenance 

of and comparison to a project budget:- 
64.  Integration with Accounts Payable - The ability to update, in real time mode, the project costs to accounts 

payable module. 
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65.  Integration with Accounts Receivable - The ability to update, in real time mode, the project costs to the accounts 
receivable module. 

66.  Integration with Purchasing - Ability to update, in real time, project costs to the purchasing module. 
67.  Integration with Inventory - Ability to update, in real time,  project costs to the inventory module. 
68.  Integration with Sales Order Entry - The ability to update, in real time mode, the project costs to the sales order 

entry module. 
69.  Multiple companies (number handled) - Allows the separate control and tracking over more that one company 

and the consolidation into a corporate statement:- 
70.  Multi receivable accounts - Separate accounts receivable data for revenue. 
71. (summarised into one corporate account). 
72.  Multi accounts payable - Separate accounts payable data for expenses. 
73.  (summarised into one corporate account). 
74.  International vs Domestic. 
75.  Eliminating entries for consolidation -  Performs the eliminating entries when consolidating. 
76.  Automatic month end closing - Allows the establishment of automated procedures to be executed at month end 

to facilitate the closing of the accounting period. 
77.  Ledgers:- 
78.  Maintain statistical data - Maintenance of account information with application of formulae applied to the data.  

Examples of such statistical data would be financial ratios, budget to actual comparisons, year-to-date 
accumulations, etc... 

79.  Number of statistical data fields - The initiation of user defined fields which can be used to accumulate data used 
for subsequent reporting.  Samples include, month-to-date or year-to-date fields. 

80.  Report operating statistics - Statistical information derived from financial report data used to analyse operations, 
such as, current ratios, quick ratios, etc... 

81.  Multiple years balances - Maintenance and comparison of current balances to those of the prior year(s). 
82.  Purge balances under user control - Deleting specific historical data no longer required within the system.  This 

is often necessary for efficient use of computer space for information that has been hard copied. 
83.  Account balance data - The ability to retain detailed account information:- 
84.  Company - Refers to specific company which the account balance information is related. 
85.  Account - The specific account to which the account balance information is related. 
86.  Responsibility - The resource centre responsible for maintaining the integrity of the account.   
87.  Accounting year - Refers to accounting dates the account balance information is derived from. 
88.  Monthly ending balances - Applies to specific month end balances of accounts. 
89.  Y-T-D balances/activity - Equates to Y-T-D balances and/or activity of accounts throughout the year. 
90.  Prior year ending balances - Retention of prior year balances of accounts. 
91.  Prior year Y-T-D balances - Balances and/or activity retained in the system through the end of the subsequent 

year. 
92.  Foreign currency ledger - The retention of a ledger specified in one or more foreign currencies. 
93.  Re-value foreign currency - Calculation and application through the system of a re-valuation of foreign exchange 

rate. 
94.  Amount field size - Maximum number of characters allowed in the field.  Example of such would be a 9 character 

field which would retain amounts up to $9,999,999.99. 
95.  Number of years prior history - Number of years summary and detailed information is retained and accessible in 

the system. 
96.  Maximum periods of real time access - Maximum number of periods information may be accessed, maintained 

and updated within the system on a routine basis. 
97.  Mass maintenance on accounts - Provides ability to mass change a user specified parameter. 
98.  Reports - Information displayed in hard copy (paper) form:- 
99.  Income statements - Statement of Revenues and Expenses for a specified period of time compiled on an accrual 

basis. 
100. Consolidating by company - Combined income statement of more than one company with the elimination of 

inter-company activity. 
101. Consolidated - Combined income statement of more than one business entity with the elimination of inter-

company activity. 
102. Income statement comparatives - Compares income statement to previous statement and budget. 
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103. Balance sheet - Statement of assets, liabilities and capital at a particular point in time. 
104. Consolidating by company - Combined balance sheet more than one company with the elimination of inter-

company debt and investments. 
105. Consolidated - Combined balance sheet of more than one business entity with the elimination of inter-company 

debt and investments. 
106. Funds statement - Statement of cash flows identifying cash used and/or provided by operating activities, 

investing and financing activities (also referred to as the Statement of Sources and Uses). 
107. Budget versus Actual income statement - Statement of revenues earned and expenses incurred during a 

specified period of time compared to a previously prepared budget for the detailed items. 
108. Report totals - Groupings of individual general ledger balances for financial statement presentation.  Further, 

report subtotals such as total current assets, net sales, etc. are identified. 
109. Trial balance - Identification of each general ledger account, listing the account ending balance at a particular 

date. 
110. Profit & Loss - Statement presenting net income or loss from operations before non-cash items (depreciation and 

amortisation). 
111. General Ledger detail - Transaction history for each account during a specified period of time. 
112. Spreadsheet format reports (14 columns) - Reports generated by the system with detail and column information 

capable of being displayed on, or down loaded into, a spreadsheet program for additional processing with a 
minimum of 14 columns. 

113. Statistical reporting - Reports providing statistical information such as operating ratios, liquidity ratios and 
various other analysis. 

114. Y-T-D periods - Year-to-date balances by period for general ledger accounts. 
115. Account consolidation relationships - Reports account consolidation affects:- 
116. By detailed G/L account. 
117. By trial balance. 
118. By transaction impact. 
119. Sort options. 
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FA - FIXED ASSETS 
Provides for the maintenance of property, plant, equipment and other depreciable items. Also manages depreciation 
expense and accumulated depreciation schedules. 
1.  Capital asset depreciation types- Calculation of depreciation expense (the ability to write down an asset over a 

period of time for financial and tax reporting) for capital asset items.  Rate types include:- 
2.  ACRS (Accelerated Cost Recovery System). 
3.  Straight line. 
4.  Declining balance. 
5.  Fixed %, 125%, 150% and 200%. 
6.  Sum of years digits. 
7.  Remaining life. 
8.  MACRS (Modified Accelerated Recovery System),. 
9.  Units of production. 
10.  Custom depreciation - The ability to build customised depreciation methods and apply them to assets. 
11.  Separate depreciation books - Permits maintaining various depreciation schedules for every asset:- 
12.  Total number - Refers to the number of depreciation books which may be maintained for every asset. 
13.  Ledgers may be developed for alternative minimum and:- 
14.  Earnings and profits calculations. 
15.  Depreciation modelling - The ability to forecast future depreciation for assets. 
16.  What-if simulation - Determines the impact on the financials of existing or potential purchased assets.   
17.  Component depreciation -  The ability to disaggregate asset groups into individual component levels.  
18.  Asset elements -  The asset master file contains the following information:- 
19.  Asset description. 
20.  P.O. number. 
21.  Custodian. 
22.  Class. 
23.  Location. 
24.  Warranty date. 
25.  Acquisition date. 
26.  Property tag or asset no. 
27.  Manufacturer's name & number. 
28.  Property type (personal, real). 
29.  Sale price. 
30.  Disposal method. 
31.  Disposal amount. 
32.  Recapture amount. 
33.  Disposal period. 
34.  Basis & amount. 
35.  Cost basis. 
36.  Useful life. 
37.  Depreciation. 
38.  Currency baseline. 
39.  Disposal analysis - The classification of the method for disposal such as trade-in, sale or disposal.  Disposal 

timing provides the means to dispose of singularly or in mass. 
40.  Responsibility reporting - The immediate access, by responsibility centre, for budgeting purposes. 
41.  Vehicle license renewal - The ability to track and prepare reports for property and vehicles. 
42.  Reporting - There are a variety of government compliance and management reports which should be produced.  

The following is a partial listing of reports. 
43.  Fixed asset summary and detail. 
44.  Depreciation for period ending. 
45.  Fixed asset retirement listing. 
46.  Net value listing. 
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PC - PRODUCT COSTING 
The ability to maintain and calculate appropriate cost data relating to the business. May include the ability to handle 
weighted costs, standard product cost, actual cost, activity based cost. 
1.  Cost elements - The various elements of product cost that can be maintained: 
2.  Material - The purchased cost of the material. 
3.  Labour - The labour content, or value added, of the product. 
4.  Outside processing - The cost for outside purchased labour. 
5.  Material overhead - Cost applied to the material portion of product costs to reflect overhead application. 
6.  Labour overhead - Cost applied to the labour portion of product costs to reflect overhead application. 
7.  Value added this level - All costs for processing the component parts to make a parent assembly without 

including the cost of the components. 
8.  Total cost - The cost of the parent assembly including the cost of the components and the cost of manufacturing 

the parent. 
9.  Number of cost types - The number of discrete types of cost maintained:- 
10.  Standard cost (system maintained). 
11.  Actual cost (system maintained). 
12.  Average cost (system maintained). 
13.  Flexible budget - costs change based upon production volume. 
14.  Activity based costing - The ability to collect and report on costs related to cost drivers  This allows costs to be 

tracked on a volume of usage basis rather than apportioning overhead cost evenly across all resource centres based 
on direct labour. 

15.  Current engineering - Reflects costs based upon the current engineering released structure. 
16.  Current manufacturing  - Reflects costs based on current manufacturing configuration. 
17.  User defined/parameter driven cost - Allows the user to maintain their own cost type (eg. last year cost). 
18.  Cost generation modes - The processing that occurs in the product costing programs:- 
19.  Regenerative processing - All item costs on file are recalculated. 
20.  Selective processing - Allows for the costing of individual items, usually upon request. 
21.  Optional inclusion of:- 
22.  Scrap - The user selects whether or not scrap factors are included as an inflator in generating costs. 
23.  Yield - The user selects whether or not yield factors are included as an inflator in generating costs. 
24.  Shrinkage - The user selects whether or not shrinkage factors are included as an inflator. 
25.  Roll-up selectable by cost type - The user selectively rolls up cost based upon cost type. 
26.  Roll-up selectable by part number - The user selectively rolls up cost based upon part number. 
27.  Rollover selectable by cost type - The user selectively rolls costs from a specified cost type to any other cost 

type.  An example might be to roll this year's current costs to the new standard cost at the end of the year to 
establish the next years standard cost. 

28.  Reports - Information displayed in hard copy (paper) form:- 
29.  Costed single level bill of material (BoM) - Shows all components through one level along with associated cost 

elements. 
30.  Costed multi level BoM - Shows all components through all levels along with associated cost elements. 
31.  Cost summary - A display of cost elements associated with the parent items.  Usually, it would include both value 

added and total cost elements. 
32.  Cost comparison - A display of two or more cost types for an item.  It is useful in performing a comparison of 

different costs, eg. current to standard.  
33.  Product cost sheet - A display of the detailed costs used to build up part costs. 
34.  Cost change report - Produced when cost changes occur showing before and after view of the cost data. 
35.  Cost analysis exceptions - A display summarising costing problems by part.  Examples of cost exceptions are 

manufactured items without labour cost, and purchased items without material cost. 
36.  Cost generation exceptions - A display summarising cost build up problems such as an overflow in a cost 

element field due to multiplying a quantity and unit cost where the result is larger than the maximum size of a 
value allowed to be stored in the field. 

37.  Item cost data - A display of costing data by part number. 
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CM - COST MANAGEMENT 
Other aspects of costing relating to Cost Management including close off procedures, variance reporting. 
1.  Transaction register encoding - Allows the assignment of reason codes to be used when recording data to 

provide a basis for analysis at a later date. 
2.  Inventory re-evaluation - Allows for the systematic maintenance of a specified cost type, such as current 

manufacturing, based upon actual cost incurred. 
3.  Order to order transfer - Allows for the assignment of accumulated costs to date from one order to another as 

material is reassigned.  This may occur when order quantities are split. 
4.  Order close procedure - Allows for cost evaluation of orders prior to having the costs posted. 
5.  Automatic month end close procedure - Allows for the creation of a procedure to be executed to post 

accumulated costs at month end. 
6.  Automatic year end close procedure - Allows for the creation of a procedure to be executed to post accumulated 

costs at year end. 
7.  Number of cost types supported - This capability relates to the product costing module capability where cost are 

stored by a number of cost types.  The variance reporting against various cost type is the issue being supported 
with this feature. 

8.  Labour distribution reporting - The ability to tie labour transactions directly to the General Ledger:- 
9.  Standard labour cost - Refers to the ability to report and reconcile standard labour. 
10.  Activity based costing  - Refers to distribute labour using cost drivers. 
11.  Vacation/sick reporting - Also ties to the General Ledger. 
12.  Variance reporting - A display of work order cost variances between the standard cost and the actual cost 

incurred by order:- 
13.  Material usage - The difference between planned and actual issue quantities. 
14.  Material substitution - Occurs when components are substituted for the order. 
15.  Purchase price variance - The difference between planned and actual purchase prices for the components. 
16.  Design configuration - Occurs when bill of material changes have occurred since establishing a standard. 
17.  Component scrap - Occurs when component material is scrapped from the order. 
18.  Shrinkage - Occurs when the parent assembly (what is being built) is lost, eg. due to failure or destructive testing. 
19.  Yield by order - The difference between the planned and actual yield occurring on the order. 
20.  Parent cost adjustment - Occurs when the standard cost of the parent assembly changes during the life of the 

order. 
21.  Component cost adjustment - Occurs when the standard cost of the component part changes during the life of 

the order. 
22.  Closed orders - Indicates that upon closing an order the costs and variances are accumulated for analysis.  
23.  Projected future variances - Allows for the simulation of cost variances on orders that are not yet released to 

work in process as well as those in work in process as reported in the previous feature. 
24.  Variance simulation - Allows for the simulation of cost impact based upon planned changes occurring in any of 

the categories of cost variance reported above.  
25.  Activity based costing - Allows costs to be tracked on a volume of usage basis rather than apportioning overhead 

cost evenly across all resource centres. 
26.  Work breakdown structure support - The basis for project oriented companies to define product, work 

definition, cost control and genealogical relationships. Often a requirement of Defence contracts. 
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QA - QUALITY ASSURANCE 
Measuring quality conformance by comparing the actual with a standard and acting on the difference. Software in this 
category may provide Statistical Process Control interface or be concerned with the documentation and reporting issues 
of quality management. Another important aspect of QA for some companies that of Lot/ Batch tracking is covered by 
the Inventory Control checklist. 
1.  MRB tracking, costing and reporting - The Quality Assurance function is responsible for providing suppliers 

with documentation regarding critical quality specifications.  The Material Review Board (MRB) determines the 
disposition of all materials that do not conform to the specifications.  Essentially, MRB is a graveyard of dead 
assets until disposition can be effected. 

2.  Disposition of MRB encoding:- 
3.  Use-as-is - Okay, no further action required. 
4.  Rework in house. 
5.  Rework in house with automatic bill-back cost tracking. 
6.  Rework 3rd party. 
7.  Rework 3rd party with automatic bill-back cost tracking. 
8.  Return to vendor for rework or replacement. 
9.  Scrap - When supplier is not at fault and rework is not feasible or economical. 
10.  Charge to engineering tracking - When engineering is responsible for rejected material, ability to charge. 
11.  Charge to other department tracking - When another department is responsible for rejected material, ability to 

charge against it. 
12.  Re-identify - When items are received bearing incorrect part numbers or labels. 
13.  Job cost tracking and auto charge back - Ability to charge back MRB encodings to jobs. 
14.  Statistical process control (SPC) interface - Provides a built-in capability or an interface to an SPC package for 

status reporting. Saves duplication of part or lot data entry. 
15.  Draw process control charts from SPC data - Shows specified tolerances and actual measurement data 

collected. 
16.  Predictive error notifications - SPC capability to predict variances from acceptable standards based on historical 

recurring events. 
17.  Number of statistical control data fields - There are various process elements which may be tracked to ensure 

that products conform to specifications.  These elements may have data collected for analytical purposes.  The 
number of fields available for the user to collect and analyse the data reflects the breadth of the software. 

18.  Automatic posting as a by-product of normal transactions - Refers to the collection and processing of this data 
into the user defined fields without duplication of entry. 

19.  Test equipment calibration - The ability to control location and status of test equipment, maintenance schedule 
and calibration. 

20.  Conformance to design standards - The tools needed to conform to the contemporary certifications. 
Conformance refers to all database activities consistent with specification for auditability, traceability, planning, 
control testing and analysis. 

21.  Specific conformance to ISO 9000. 
22.  Specific conformance to BS 7750 Environment. 
23.  Specific conformance to EN 29000 Environment. 
24.  Specific conformance to Other Standards (list). 
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ADC – AUTOMATIC DATA CAPTURE 
Various aspects of bar code and related applications are covered below. 
1.  External interface - Allows data captured or maintained outside of the system to be entered through some 

program provided.  An example would be a company that uses bar code readers to collect shop floor data and wish 
to transfer it to the system. 

2.  Data collection device interface - Allows the use of automated data collection equipment to enter material 
movement data. Type of data collection:- 

3.  Bar code. 
4.  Magnetic recording. 
5.  Optical character. 
6.  Radio frequency (RF). 
7.  Other (list). 
8.  Bar Code Ticket generation - The system can generate tickets or cards that travel with the parts on the shop 

floor.  Their purpose is to provide a convenient place to record shop floor data.  Bar Code Tickets may include:- 
9.  Move tickets - These tickets record the completions of material by operation. 
10.  Setup tickets - These tickets record the completions of setup labour by operation. 
11.  Labour tickets - These tickets record the application of labour by operation. 
12.  Machine tickets - Feedback of machine output and performance, 
13.  Preventive maintenance schedule ticket - An authorisation to bring equipment, tool, etc. down for scheduled 

maintenance and serves as a turnaround document to report downtime hours. 
14.  Indirect labour tickets - These tickets record the applicable indirect labour. 
15.  Bar Code Protocol Path - The ability to "seamlessly" tie to popular bar code hardware without incurring 

additional customisation costs.  Software will be maintained current to hardware updates within 9 months of 
significant hardware upgrades.  Popular bar code hardware includes but is not limited to:  AT&T, Burr Brown, 
Epic, Intermec, Norand, Telxon. 

16.  Bar Code Forms Generation - The ability to selectively choose bar coded on/off for the following: 
17.  Purchase Order. 
18.  Purchase Order Change. 
19.  Purchase Order Quote. 
20.  Return to Vendor. 
21.  Receiver. 
22.  Material Transfer. 
23.  Material Issue. 
24.  Work Order/Routing Operations. 
25.  Time Card, Labour Tickets, Machine, Setup, Wait, Move. 
26.  Rework Work Order. 
27.  Subcontract Work Order. 
28.  Preventative Maintenance Schedule, Labour & Cost documents. 
29.  Sales Order. 
30.  Sales Order Acknowledgment. 
31.  Sales Order Quote. 
32.  Shipper. 
33.  Bill of Lading/Manifests. 
34.  Return Material Authorisations. 
35.  Invoices. 
36.  A/R Statements. 
37.  Mailing Labels. 
38.  User defined forms, documents., transactions. 
39.  Other documents, transactions. 
40.  Integrated with realtime data collection - The ability for the sales order data management function to be 

integrated in a realtime mode with data collection such as bar code, badge reader, OCR, RF, etc. 
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EC – E-COMMERCE 
Various aspects of  electronic commerce are covered below. 
1. EDI supported - The ability for computer systems to communicate via telecommunications providing protocols 

and security for both the vendor's and customer's databases. 
2. Formats supported (list) - eg EDIFACT, ANSI X.12 
3. Electronic Data Interchange System should prevent outsiders from looking at sensitive fields such as cost, price, 

commitments made to competitors, and etc.  In addition, EDI systems perform tasks including:- 
4. EDI - Replenishments by:- 
5. MRP schedules. 
6. Receiving advices. 
7. Acknowledgments.  
8. EDI Sales Order Management handling by:- 
9. Quotes. 
10. Customer purchase orders. 
11. Acknowledgments. 
12. Shipping notices/manifests, order status (progress to committed ship dates). 
13. EDI accounting handling:- 
14. Invoices. 
15. Payment orders. 
16. Pre-/backflushed payment advices.  
17. Supports customer electronic data interchange - The ability to interact with customers electronically.  This may 

include order entry, order acknowledgment, order statusing (customer has access to their order file), and field sales 
order placement, statusing, etc.  Communication may be one or two way oriented.  Specific features include:- 

18. Customer initiated status. 
19. Vendor initiated status - The ability to interact with vendors electronically.  This may include order placement, 

order acknowledgment, order statusing (vendor has access to their order data), and material order releases, 
statusing, etc.  Communication may be one or two way oriented. 

20. Field service initiated status (installed base retrievals for configuration, status, etc.). 
21. Download/upload database where direct electronic communications eliminates the needs for personal contact via 

the telephone. 
22. Flexible customer interface via EDI - The ability for each customer to access their database records only to 

review order status, price book, terms, etc.  Record level security refers to the means to lock out EDI or terminal 
access of records of other customer or other host defined files, fields or records. 

23. Internet enabled - The software is enabled with the necessary interfaces and application design to utilise the 
Internet for trading transactions, customer enquiries etc. 

24. Internet customer interface allowed – Customers are able to access data in the system (with security control) 
25. Internet supplier interface allowed - Suppliers are able to access data in the system (with security control) 
26. Provides Order tracking information – Sales and support personnel are able to enquire on the progress of orders 

via an Internet interface to the system without human intervention. 
27. Allows customers to query order status, on line - Customers are able to enquire on the progress of orders via an 

Internet interface to the system, without human intervention (with security control). 
28. Allows customers to input change requests – Customers are able to modify orders placed eg quantity and due 

date without  human intervention. 
29. Provides for collaborative planning with customers – Tools are provided to ease the collaborative planning 

process with customers utilising the electronic interface/extranet facilities. 
30. Provides for collaborative planning with suppliers- Tools are provided to ease the collaborative planning 

process with suppliers utilising the electronic interface/extranet facilities. 
31. Provides confirmation of order placement – Order placement is confirmed automatically and electronically. 
32. Business to Business selling over the Web – The system is geared to B2B selling including EDI and Internet 

interfaces. 
33. Business to Consumer selling over the Web – The system is geared to B2C selling including web 

shop/cataloguing/shopping basket facilities and Internet interfaces. 
34. Customer service and support - The system is geared to customer service and support applications including on-

line serice requests and support services.  
35. Create, locate and track new service requests – On-line customer service and support. 
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36. Enter service details – Service requirements can be input on-line. 
37. Portal support – The system provides for a variety of portal types including personal portals with access to a 

variety of information sources inside and outside the company. 
38. Product and pricing information – The system provides for on-line access to product and pricing information by 

customers, prospects, sales and support staff. 
39. Configuration and quotes - The system provides for the on-line configuration of products and the generation of 

quotes. 
40. On-line Orders – Orders may be placed on-line via the Internet. 
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APS – ADVANCED PLANNING AND SCHEDULING  
 This section provides an opportunity to review the product’s overall capabilities in respect of AP&S type facilities, 

types of manufacturing supported and the applications scope. 
1. Planning Scope – Whether the product is aimed at supporting: 
2. Strategic - long term planning. 
3. Tactical - medium to short term planning. 
4. Operational - day to day operational planning and control. 
5. Applications scope - This section provides a quick reference to the major applications areas that are covered by 

the AP&S software product. 
6. Demand Management – Covers forecasting and order management including advanced forecasting techniques, 

collaborative forecasting, multi dimensional planning and ways of dealing with common sales patterns and events 
such as promotions, seasonality etc. 

7. Manufacturing Planning and Scheduling – Starting with Demand Management and Resource inputs, 
manufacturing planning and scheduling provides methods for developing both short and long term manufacturing 
plans and schedules. Features may include constraint based scheduling, detailed sequencing rules, finite capacity 
scheduling and Capable to Promise capabilities. 

8. Distribution and Inventory Planning – Based on a definition of the supply chain elements and network, 
distribution and inventory planning provides for planning and optimisation of distribution including a variety of 
inventory allocation and safety stock rules. May include Capable to Deliver, Vendor Managed Inventory and 
various inventory policies. 

9. Transportation – Optimises transportation via resource loading, routing and scheduling including least cost 
optimisation. 

10. Simultaneous constraint based planning and optimisation – The ability to plan the use of all 
resources/constraints at the same time providing for improved results compared to the serial, material focused  
planning approach of traditional MRP. 

11. Synchronises demand to production, material and distribution – The ability to synchronise the flow of 
material through all parts of the supply chain rather than rely on the large queues and buffers that are required with 
a more fragmented and unsophisticated approach. 

12. Cash Flow Projection – The ability to convert the forward plan into a cash flow projection. 
13. Databases maintained within system – Most AP&S systems rely on collaboration with an ERP system. 

Databases/files may be downloaded from the ERP system, be downloaded and also be updated within the AP&S 
system or be unique to the AP&S system. The following items identify the main databases needed to be 
maintained within the AP&S system for its operation. 

14. Work Orders – Stating quantities to made, due dates etc. 
15. Bill of Materials/ Product Structure – May be a standard BoM or a Bill of Resource covering materials and 

other resources. May be structured by manufacturing stages for process firms. 
16. Recipes – For process industry applications, may include Batch BoM and scaling capabilities. 
17. Multi plant Bill of Materials – The ability to define product structures covering a number of different production 

locations. Useful in focused factory applications. 
18. Planning BoMs – An artificial grouping of items to aid master scheduling and material planning. For example, a 

generic product family bill for use in an Assemble to Order or Engineer to Order environment or a % usage by 
colour for planning products with colour options. 

19. Routings – Definition of operation sequences. 
20. Work Centre/ Resources – Definition of the machines, labour, tooling, work centre grouping etc. 
21. Planner Interface – Interface between the planner and the software. 
22. Interactive Planning/loading board – Typically a Gantt chart showing the plan/schedule and its status eg late 

jobs in red. The loading facility allows the planner to load jobs manually as well as having them loaded/scheduled 
automatically by the software. 

23. Human planner override capability – The ability of the planner to override decisions made by the software. 
24. Graphical Interface – The use of bar charts, graphs etc to make the planners job easier. 
25. Problem resolution screens – These screens not only highlight problems but also provide an easy way of 

implementing the planners resolutions to the problems. 
26. Graphical representation of the supply chain – Another planner aid, this time to enable the flow of material, 

problems etc to be highlighted in graphical form against the elements and network of the supply chain. 
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27. User defined planning calendars – The ability to define planning calendars to conform with work days and time 
periods suited to the specific company. 

28. Simulation (changed policies, rules, parameters etc): 
29. Run and save multiple scenarios for comparison. 
30. Compare alternate plans. 
31. Simulation is net change driven – Able to just add changes rather than a total re-run. 
32. Number of simulations that can be stored. 
33. Electronic commerce, internal and external – Incorporates EDI and/or Internet based e-commerce. 
34. Software Architecture: 
35. OLAP – OnLine Analytical Processing. A category of software tools that provides analysis of data stored in a 

database. OLAP tools allow users to analyse different multi dimensional data including time series and trend 
analysis views. 

36. Data Warehouse – A repository of data that has been specifically prepared to support decision-making 
applications. The term generally refers to combining many different databases across an entire enterprise. 

37. Memory resident analysis – Computerised plans are mainly developed via memory resident analysis rather than 
disk intensive computing. 

38. Internet browser front end – Provides for communication via the Internet for a variety of applications eg order 
status monitoring by customers. 

39. Internet enabled collaboration – An Internet enabled framework for collaborative forecasting and planning with 
customers and suppliers. 

40. Workflow driven processes for exception messages – May use workflow to communicate and take action on 
exception messages. 

41. Can operate in stand alone mode, without an ERP interface - This identifies whether the AP&S software is 
dependent on a host ERP system or whether a stand alone option is available operating entirely independently of 
the ERP system. 

42. Demand Management: 
43. User defined sales history periods, different by forecast unit – Provides for flexibility for planning periods by 

product, product family etc. 
44. Statistical forecasting (time series based) – Mathematically calculated forecast using historical sales or demand 

history eg exponential smoothing, focus forecasting. 
45. Statistical forecast handles trend, seasonality, cyclic patterns – Mathematical tools are available to detect and 

apply formulae for trend, seasonality and cyclic history patterns. 
46. Forecast can weight demand depending on how recent – Mathematical tool to place more weight on recent 

history when calculating the forecast. 
47. Forecast can include/exclude events from sales history – A method is available to separate the base demand 

from unusual events. 
48. Able to use POS data for creating base forecast – Tools are available to easily utilise POS sales history as a 

basis for creating the forecast. 
49. Exception reports for forecasts outside expected range – Exception reports based on user defined error ranges 

and types of error – bias, cumulative error etc. 
50. Aggregate forecasts can be disaggregated based on % - Based on a % contribution for each item within a 

group, the system breaks the aggregate forecast down into forecasts for the next level in the hierarchy eg product 
family forecasts being broken down into product item forecasts. 

51. Reconciles forecasts at different levels of aggregation – To ensure consistency of presentation. 
52. Forecast override capability at all levels – To enable forecaster knowledge to be superimposed on mathematical 

calculations. 
53. Collaborative forecasting framework for remote use – To enable both local and remote input to the forecasting 

process by both internal and external planners/forecasters eg customer prepared forecasts and computer generated 
schedules. 

54. Copy and modify sales history for new product introduction – To enable new product forecasts to be built up 
from the experience gained with similar products. 

55. Supercession – Smooth transfer of one product taking over from another. 
56. Substitution – Handling cases where one product/component/raw material is substituted for another if out of 

stock. 
57. Promotion planning: 
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58. Maintains base sales and promotion history separately. 
59. Statistical model identifies past events, calculates % impact. 
60. Copy past promotions – Copy the profiles of previous, relevant promotions. 
61. Special event (eg price rise) planning - Implement forecast adjustments based on the expected impact of special 

events. 
62. Life cycle forecasting using life cycle histories - Maintain life cycle profiles for product families and use these in 

developing forecasts for new products. 
63. Phase in/Phase out (obsolescence planning) - Tools for ramping up and ramping down product forecasts. 
64. Sales configuration support – Provides the necessary software to cater for products configured at order entry 

time such as options and accessories. 
65. Cannibalisation – Provides the ability to used components from a finished or semi finished product to meet a 

urgent customer order. 
66. Causal (external drivers) analysis via multiple linear regression – The ability to build external factors into the 

forecast using multiple linear regression to identify and establish relationships. External factors may include 
leading indicators like the Bureau of Statistics building approvals indicator of use by building materials 
manufacturers. Also could include demographic changes and environmental variables. 

67. Dynamic safety stock based on forecast error - Safety Stock can be updated each forecast period based on latest 
and past forecast errors and service level settings. 

68. Forecast Error performance tracking - Monitor average, bias, cumulative and tracking signal 
(MAD/cumulative error) by product and product family. 

69. View and graph forecast and history in user defined UOM – For flexibility of presentation. 
70. Translate the forecast from one UOM to another - For flexibility of presentation. 
71. Modify forecast via "drag and drop" - Graphical, manual adjustment by the planner. 
72. Enter notes on changes to forecast and history - Annotation of changes and modifications helps in subsequent 

review eg when comparing a number of simulations. 
73. Multi-dimensional planning: - The ability to maintain and present data over a number of dimensions. 
74. Product hierarchy - Product, Product Group, Product Line. 
75. Distribution network - Branch warehouses, Distribution centres, Countries. 
76. Marketing Channel - Direct sales, Resellers, OEM. 
77. Demand plng fully integrated with distrib & manuf plng - Demand planning fully integrated with distribution 

and manufacturing planning throughout the supply chain. 
78. Manufacturing Planning and Scheduling: 
79. Regenerative Schedule - Complete re-calculation of the schedule. 
80. Incremental Schedule – Ability to update the schedule with the impact of the latest changes without a complete 

regeneration. 
81. Resources/ Constraints that can be modelled: 
82. Labour. 
83. Machines. 
84. Tools. 
85. Sub contractors. 
86. Materials. 
87. Shelf life of product. 
88. Warehouse capacity. 
89. Transportation. 
90. Work Centres - Machine/labour combinations. 
91. Multiple plant sourcing. 
92. All of the above, simultaneously. 
93. Modelling capabilities: 
94. Set up time. 
95. Run time. 
96. Wait time – For example, paint drying, glue setting. 
97. Move time – Between work centres. 
98. Multiple time fences - To constrain changes, for stability. 
99. Substitute resources/ materials – Automatic identification of substitute options. 
100. Alternate routings - For use when machines are broken down or overloaded. 
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101. Rate based modelling - For repetitive/ continuous flow operations. 
102. Fixed-duration modelling – Specify a fixed duration for an operation. 
103. Infinite Capacity Planning - To establish resources needed to meet due dates. 
104. Finite Capacity Planning - To establish a feasible plan based on resource availability. 
105. Floating Bottlenecks – The flexibility to be able to manage floating bottlenecks i.e. bottlenecks that may change 

from day to day depending on work load. 
106. By-products – Output as a by-product of the main product being produced. 
107. Co-products - Jointly planned products. 
108. Variable production by part by machine – The ability to model different production rates on a machine 

depending on the part being processed. 
109. Operation overlapping - To reduce time, portions of batches are moved to succeeding operation before the whole 

batch is completely processed at the preceding operation. 
110. Split operations - The ability to model the splitting of batches onto multiple work centres for the same operation, 

to reduce overall lead time and spread the load. 
111. Assigns tooling to operation – Ability to allocate specific tools to specific operations, where tools are a limited 

resource that need to be planned. 
112. Schedule constrained by tooling availability – Lack of tools may prevent work proceeding. 
113. Variable delay to force op to start at start of shift – Ability to synchronise the start of an operation with start of 

shift via a variable delay. 
114. Supports synchronisation of operations – Planning techniques enable operations to be synchronised rather than 

use large buffers/queues between them. 
115. Maintains high utilisation of bottlenecks – The system identifies bottlenecks and uses appropriate techniques 

(eg forward loading) for high utilisation. 
116. Supports sequence dependent scheduling of set ups - eg colour sequence in paint manufacture, pipe width in 

pipe manufacture. To reduce overall set up time. 
117. Supports scheduling of development jobs – Ability to generate the necessary job and resource definition to be 

input to the scheduling process. Development jobs are likely to be one off. 
118. Supports scheduling of maintenance jobs - Ability to generate the necessary job and resource definition to be 

input to the scheduling process. 
119. Rules based approach for sequencing – Ability to define rules that will determine the sequencing of jobs. 
120. User can add unique rules – Ability for the user to add their own unique rules. 
121. Major/ minor set up – Major setup is the equipment set up and related activities needed to manufacture a group 

of items in sequence, exclusive of the set up required for each item in the group. Minor set up is the incremental 
set up activities required when changing from one item to another within the group. 

122. Order pegging (to ensure logical assembly sequencing) – Links orders to resources. 
123. Individual order priorities (for urgent jobs) – Ability to allocate priorities to individual orders to expedite 

processing. 
124. Unconstrained resource – Ability to define resources with no practical limit. 
125. Fully constrained resource – Ability to define constrained resources with finite limits. 
126. Constrained resource within a time fence – Ability to combine a constrained resource with a time fence ie plans 

are not constrained by this resource beyond the time fence. 
127. Available to Promise-Real Time – Available from a forthcoming planned production run. 
128. Capable to Promise – For a potential order, Capable to Promise is the result of checking whether the order can be 

produced and when. 
129. Capable to Promise-Real Time – Calculates Capable to Promise in Real Time mode. 
130. Operations Status (real-time): 
131. Work Order status. 
132. Material usage status. 
133. Potential problems (capacity, quality etc). 
134. Completions. 
135. Pegging through the supply chain to view inventory – Ability to navigate through the supply chain to view the 

inventory position on any item. 
136. Graphical view of schedules – Schedules are presented in graphical form to ease the planners job. 
137. Modify schedule via "drag and drop" – The schedule can be modified by the planner using a mouse to darg and 

drop objects. 
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138. Manufacturing fully integrated with distribution - Manufacturing is fully integrated with distribution and uses 
the same database. 

139. Distribution and Inventory Planning: 
140. Supply Network Definition: 
141. Supplier. 
142. Plant. 
143. Distribution Centre. 
144. Customer Location. 
145. Supply network planning tools: 
146. Linear programming – Mathematical models for solving linear optimisation through minimisation or 

maximisation of a linear function subject to linear constraints. 
147. Heuristics – A form of problem solving in which the results or rules have been determined by experience or 

intuition instead of by optimisation. 
148. Multi plant sourcing logic – The ability to manage and optimise multi plant resources and plans against a 

requirements of supply to various locations. 
149. Optimise truck loads – The ability to optimise truck loads against various objectives such as space, weight, cost. 
150. Prodn sourcing, inventory build, transport balancing – The ability to balance key elements against given 

objectives. 
151. Global supply chain design – Simulation against current and simulated conditions to determine the optimum 

supply chain design. 
152. Rules based order fulfilment: 
153. First come/first served. 
154. Fair share deployment – Equitable allocation of limited stock amongst distribution centres. 
155. Prioritised allocation. 
156. Forecast consumption rules – Rules to determine the process of consuming the forecast with orders for planning 

purposes. 
157. Multiple Planning Time Fences – A Time Fence is a policy for determining where changes to the current plan 

may occur, aimed at achieving an appropriate level of stability. Multiple Time Fences allow for different policies 
within different Time Fences. 

158. Order policy modifiers and rules: 
159. Minimum quantity. 
160. Maximum quantity. 
161. Multiple quantity. 
162. Minimum days supply. 
163. Maximum days supply. 
164. Replenishment frequency by item. 
165. Safety Stock calc. based on f'cast error & customer service – Safety Stock calculation based on forecast error 

(MAD or standard deviation)  multiplied by safety factor (based on customer service level). 
166. Multiple Safety Stock rules varying by item – Ability to have different safety stock rules by item eg fixed 

amount, 10 days of forecast usage. 
167. Time phased Safety Stock levels based on seasonality – Ability to time phase different safety stock rules based 

on an expectation of major seasonal changes in demand. 
168. Able to set customer specific shelf life requirements – To enable the building and distribution of customer 

specific products incorporating shelf life considerations. 
169. Distribution Requirements Planning - DRP determines the need to replenish inventory at branch warehouses. A 

time phased order point approach is often used (similar to MRP logic) whereby the planned orders are driven by 
actual requirements by date. The overall intent of DRP is to schedule inventory replenishments to meet demand at 
branch warehouses within the customer service guidelines and inventory levels specified by management policies. 

170. On line net change based replanning - Ability to update the schedule with the impact of the latest changes 
without a complete regeneration. 

171. Capable to Deliver-Real Time – This extends Capable to Promise to include transportation resources to 
determine Capable to Deliver. 

172. Vendor Managed Inventory - The supplier is responsible for maintaining the customers inventory level. 
173. Customer specified replenishment quantities. 
174. Customer specified replenishment frequencies. 
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175. Supports orderless replenishment. 
176. Tools to monitor collaborative planning performance – Performance monitors to assess how well collaborative 

planning is working eg forecast error trends. 
177. Multi level pegging re. demand components – Ability to trace through plans and schedules to determine the 

source and usage of components. 
178. Able to reserve inventory for specific customer orders. 
179. Able to set max and min inventory levels. 
180. Age based inventory reporting across the supply chain – Important in shelf life dependent environments and 

environments with high levels of obsolescence. 
181. Exception reporting re projected stock out etc – For pro-active response. 
182. Distribution fully integrated with distrib & manuf plng. 
183. Transportation: 
184. Distribution Network Definition: 
185. Warehouses. 
186. Distribution Centres. 
187. Manufacturing Plants. 
188. Suppliers and Contract Manufacturers. 
189. Transport/load parameters: 
190. Cube. 
191. Weight. 
192. Pieces. 
193. Pallets. 
194. Equipment type and size. 
195. Product Mix restrictions. 
196. Carrier Definition: 
197. Truckload. 
198. Less Than Truckload. 
199. Pool-Distributor. 
200. Intermodal – The use of two or more different carrier modes in the through movement of a shipment. 
201. Cross Dock. 
202. Small Package Carrier. 
203. Rail. 
204. Routing & scheduling optimisation – Uses techniques for optimisation of routing and scheduling. 
205. Optimisation of transportation and VMI – Uses techniques for optimisation of transportation and Vendor 

Managed Inventory. 
206. Optimise own and third party resources: 
207. Freight consolidation. 
208. Mode/carrier selection. 
209. Pooling. 
210. Fleet sizing. 
211. Shipment frequency/sizing. 
212. Route design. 
213. Load building. 
214. Capacity utilisation. 
215. Service and Cost measurement. 
216. Maintain and apply rates for multiple transport modes. 
217. Maintain and apply carrier discounts. 
218. Optimise carrier bids and shipping volumes, least cost. 
219. Interface with ERP for freight accounting. 
220. Transportation integrated with order processing, WMS etc - Transportation integrated with order processing, 

WMS (Warehouse Management System) etc. 
221. Reporting and Enquiry 
222. Gantt chart schedule showing the manufacturing plan. 
223. Visual schedule shows late orders - Late orders plus reasons for lateness. 
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224. Visual schedule provides quick access to detail information - Ability to link to more detailed information 
where necessary. 

225. Manufacturing order status in real time - The ability to determine order status eg started, at work centre X, in 
quality control etc. 

226. “Drag and Drop” facility for planner to adjust the visual schedule - Override or manual loading of jobs. 
227. Zoom in Zoom out of the visual schedule - To see the hour by hour or longer term loading on work centres. 
228. Drill down capability - The ability to obtain more detailed information where necessary throughout the system. 
229. Work to (dispatch) list - A detailed list of jobs that have been released to production, typically on a daily or more 

frequent basis. 
230. Ad hoc query capabilities - The ability to perform ad hoc queries on the databases and transactions in the system 

without the need for programming skills. 
231. Due date performance - Report covering the due date performance in meeting customers orders, historical and 

projected. 
232. Resource utilisation performance - Report covering the usage of resources. 
233. Resource efficiency performance - Report covering how well the resources performed against standard. 
234. Cost performance reporting – Detailed reporting of all costs. 
235. View Inventory position - Ability to view the inventory position by item. 
236. View Inventory position by product families - Ability to aggregate inventory by product family. 
237. View Inventory position - multi site - Ability to view the inventory position by item at each location. 
238. Monitor cash flow - Based on the planning model, cash flow may be projected and monitored against targets. 
239. Reasons for delays by order - Analysis of the problems that caused, or are causing delays to customer or work 

orders. 
240. Graphical Analysis of overused resources - Analysis of overused resource usage. 
241. Graphical view of the supply chain network - Provides a planning tool for use by planners and others and a way 

of graphically highlighting the current supply chain situation. 
242. Work In Progress Tracking  - For internal use and as background for handling customer queries. 
243. Electronic work instructions – Able to issue electronic work instructions with each job. 
244. Input/Output to other systems: 
245. Generic input/output interface to ERP – For transfer of data and files as required by the AP&S system. 
246. Pre-configured integration to ERP software - Providing for tight coupling and real time integration as opposed 

to batch file transfers. 
247. Pre-configured integration to WMS software - Providing for tight coupling and real time integration of WMS 

(Warehouse Management System) software as opposed to batch file transfers. 
248. Pre-configured integration to MES software - Providing for tight coupling and real time integration  of MES 

(Manufacturing Execution System) software as opposed to batch file transfers. 
249. Data transferred from ERP system: 
250. Stock on Hand. 
251. Bill of Materials/ Product Structure. 
252. Recipes. 
253. Multi plant Bill of Materials. 
254. Planning BoMs. 
255. Routings. 
256. Work Centres/ Resources. 
257. Customer Orders. 
258. ASCII file interface. 
259. ODBC interface. 
260. Shop Floor Control interface (barcode data collection). 
261. Shop Floor Control interface (RF/ barcode data collection). 
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IM - INVENTORY CONTROL 
Handles functions related to the tracking and management of material.  This would include the monitoring of material 
moved into and out of stockroom locations and the reconciling of the inventory balances. Also may include ABC 
analysis, lot tracking, cycle counting support etc. 
1.  Multiple stocking locations (key) - Items stored in more than one location and identified separately by 

warehouse, bin, etc. Size of the key field for identification. 
2.  Size of on-hand field - The number of positions that can be entered for quantity values. 
3.  On-hand decimal precision (number) - Indicates if the system supports other than whole numbers for stocking 

quantities. Number of decimal places are specified. 
4.  Number of On-Hand Categories - On-hand control areas may be dissociated into various functional elements 

such as inspection, MRB, receiving, quarantine, floor stock, etc.  Lists the number of user defined categories. 
5.  Issue control - Issue control logic is used by the system. 
6.  Manual issue - Function of selectively issuing individual components to orders from a stock location. 
7.  Automatic issue - Sometimes referred to as "backflushing," this feature systematically relieves (system performs 

the issue transaction) inventory of a component upon receipt of the parent assembly to stock or upon release of the 
order 

8.  Group issue - Issuing an entire kit of items to an order via execution of a single transaction.  The system creates 
individual issue transactions for all items on the bill of materials for that order. 

9.  Pre-flush -  Provides systemic inventory control upon releasing of the order. 
10.  Superflush - Provides systemic inventory transaction processing for all levels of the product and can be recorded 

at the time specified by the user. eg. when produced or when transferred to finished goods inventory. 
11.  Bulk issue - Issuing material to a stocking location that would be consumed by the backflushing technique.  The 

system would generally provide a report indicating the quantity of material to move based upon future 
requirements. 

12.  Formula status - Refers to the current status of the formula and overrides the item master status.  Statuses 
include: 

13.  Released 
14.  Inactive 
15.  Unreleased 
16.  Obsolete 
17.  Conditional - In a Lot Tracking Mode, a lot may be conditionally released pending full release after full testing.  

It is frequently used to allow material that is needed in production & has a low probability of rejection to be 
released for production.  However, the Production Lot must stay in conditional release until all conditional 
component lots are fully released. It provides a logical means of tracking "not fully released material" 

18.  Lot range - This refers to releasing/rejecting a range of lots (either fully or partially) as compared to individually 
processing transaction on individual lots. 

19.  Reference - This refers to attaching notes or reference documentation to a lot.  It is similar to referring to 
reference documentation (Specs) for BoM's, but it relates to Lot Heritage. 

20.  Inventory valuation - The ability to value inventory by various options and select the option to affect 
transactions. 

21.  FIFO - First In First Out. 
22.  LIFO - Last In Last Out (not allowed in Australia). 
23.  Average Cost - Average Cost inventory valuation. 
24.  Weighted average - Weighted average inventory valuation. 
25.  Standard Cost - Standard Costinventory valuation. 
26.  Actual Cost - Actual Cost inventory valuation. 
27.  Inventory adjustments - The capability of adjusting inventory balances without the need to issue items to a 

specific order.  This is commonly used to adjust stockroom balances after a physical inventory count. In addition it 
may be used to issue material to an expense account, eg. to the engineering department. 

28.  Negative on-hand allowed - Refers to the system permitting display and retention of negative values usually 
resulting from out of logical order transaction processing. 

29.  Real-time transaction update on General Ledger - The ability to update the General Ledger instantaneously (no 
intermediate holding file) as a normal result of inventory transactions. 

30.  Transaction ledger cards - The ability to view transaction ledger cards real time. 
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31.  Ledger card drill down - Provides the means to present transaction impact by displaying the "before/after" 
financial and operational impact. 

32.  Calculated impact - Displays shortage impact, procurement impact, margin impact, etc. 
33.  Nettable/Non-nettable locations - The ability to place material into locations that are selectively considered 

either available or not available for the purposes of MRP planning. 
34.  Lot control capability - The ability to control material in the system by lot or serial number. 
35.  Lot/serial tracking - The ability to track usage of material by lot or serial number. 
36.  Single & multi level - Refers to the ability to maintain either single or multiple levels of lot control traceability. 
37.  By customer - Refers to the ability to maintain lot traceability by end item shipments. 
38.  By lot number or batch - Refers to the ability to trace by lot number or batch. 
39.  Selectable reporting - Allows the user to obtain exception oriented retrievals. 
40.  Selectable reporting by date - All lots produced on a certain date. 
41.  Selectable reporting by date range - All lots produced within a date range. 
42.  Selectable reporting by batch - All levels affected. 
43.  Lot controlled locations - Limits a location to only be used for one lot of material at a time thereby segregating 

inventory in the system by lot. 
44.  Shelf life tracking - Provides notification of material reaching or exceeding the specified shelf life. 
45.  Lot access - Determines whether the lot can be issued. 
46.  Restricted access  - Flags the logical reason for restriction. 
47.  Non-access - Flags prohibited use of the lot. 
48.  Min-max inventory control - Allows the control of material by specifying minimum and maximum stocking 

levels. 
49.  Safety stock logic - Logic to calculate the quantity of parts that should be in stock at all times to provide a buffer 

for unanticipated demand. 
50.  Safety lead time logic - Safety stock expressed as inflated lead time as a buffer for late deliveries. 
51.  Physical inventory - The process of physically counting and reconciling the actual counts to the counts that are on 

the books. 
52.  Cycle count selection - The system's ability to select items for counting based upon user defined criteria. Cycle 

count report is a report indicating all items that are due for their periodic count. 
53.  Criteria used to trigger - Specifies criteria eg ABC classification, negative on hand inventory balance. 
54.  Full physical inventory - Refers to a subsystem which is designed especially for year-end type physical inventory 

practices. 
55.  Tag printing - The printing of count tickets (tags) associated with items to be counted.  The tags are produced for 

all locations that the item is stored in. 
56.  Tag reconciliation - The process of entering actual counts off the tags, determining any missing tags, and 

adjusting the book quantities to reflect the count data. 
57.  Physical vs book analysis - Comparative analysis 
58.  Audit reporting - The system's ability to produce an audit trail of all transactions related to the count process. 
59.  Usage-to-date accumulation - Tracks total usage quantity of a part. 
60.  Shipped-to-date - The tracking of the total shipped quantity of a part. 
61.  Auto reset to zero (parameter driven)  - Refers to user controlled specification for automatically resetting the 

"to-date" value for new year accumulation. 
62.  On-order outstanding accumulation - The sum of all replenishment orders open for a part. 
63.  Backlog outstanding accumulation - Sum of all independent demand orders for a part. 
64.  Simulated pick - A display that shows impact to existing demands if this order were picked.  If promised 

deliveries will be violated by out of sequence picking, this display will provide a warning.   
65.  Cost of change - Cost of change impact is an advanced feature of simulated pick showing revenue, customer 

service trade-offs, cost of goods sold impact, etc. 
66.  Warehouse management - The ability to establish a variety of warehouses and their respective locations.  

Attributes of warehousing include warehouse master record which lists: 
67.  Name. 
68.  Address. 
69.  Phone. 
70.  FAX. 
71.  Cycle count frequency. 
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72.  Item/warehouse - Cross reference lists which items are authorised at which warehouse(s). Fields may includes: 
73.  On hand. 
74.  Allocated. 
75.  Transfers in process. 
76.  Transfer lead time. 
77.  Safety stock. 
78.  Variety of "to-date" fields  - For cumulating statistics by location and netting/non-netting by location.   
79.  The transfer document - The automatic generation of transfer paperwork based upon shortages or surpluses. 

Warehouse transfers refers to the authorised matrix of allowable transfers without override. 
80.  Multiple warehouses with one order - Provides the option to fill the same order from multiple warehouses while 

the system manages the generation of pick documents and history at the appropriate location. 
81.  Suggested order - The system triggers a replenishment request (requisition) based upon order policy. 
82.  Requisition approval - Suggested order based on requisition approval 
83.  Buyer/ planner automatic PO generation - Suggested order based on buyer/ planner automatic PO generation 
84.  Split % by approved vendor - Suggested order based on split % by approved vendor 
85.  Material moved by delivery to location - Provides the logic to stage inventory to the consumption location. 
86.  Bulk replenishment tracker - Provides the means to electronically notify the warehouse and/or prior work 

centres of inventory replenishment by location. 
87.  Dynamic replenishment - Provides dynamic real-time notification of stock feeder requirement based upon shop 

floor movement reporting (system synchronises material movement in concert with shop floor activity reporting). 
88.  Cross reference tables - There is frequently a need to have parameter driven tables for cross reference including: 
89.  Supersede indicates old product numbers reference. 
90.  Upgrade alternatives - Refers to automatic flagging when primary product is not available within promising 

window. 
91.  Table - Refers to restrictions and flagging of retest message related to lot access. 
92.  Inquiries - Information displayed on the terminal. 
93.  Stock status by item - On hand inventory of specified items. 
94.  Stock status by location - A display of on hand inventory of items stored in a specified location. 
95.  Stock status by lot - A display of on hand inventory of items stored for a specified lot. 
96.  Reports: 
97.  Inventory profit analysis - A display which computes profit margins and sorts by highest margin in descending 

order. 
98.  Customer profit option - Provides the display by profit margin by customer, total margin by customer and flags 

items by customer not meeting the pre-established margin parameters. 
99.  Inventory profit forecast - A display which computes projected gross profit margins for the month based upon 

shipments, existing bookings and residual forecast not yet booked.  
100. Projected inventory at cost - A display which calculates the expected inventory levels, over a user specified time 

horizon, based upon current sales activity and the supply/demand rate.  When inventory exceeds the aggregate 
maximum level, inventory candidates are flagged which will get aggregate level within pre-established 
management desired levels. 

101. Projected inventory turns analysis -  Based upon the current schedule and actual demonstrated productivity, the 
system computes projected inventory turns by part, product, responsibility centre and aggregate. 

102. Projected turns exception report -Generated based upon user specified sensitivity filters, tolerances and time 
frames. 

103. Stock status by item - On hand inventory of specified items. 
104. Stock status by location - On hand inventory of items stored in a specified location. 
105. Cost book - A report on the item master with costs for each part. 
106. ABC analysis - A display of all inventoried items categorised by usage into classifications of A items, B items, 

and C items. 
107. Projected inventory at cost - A display which calculates the expected inventory levels, over a user specified time 

horizon, based upon current sales activity and the supply/demand rate.  When inventory exceeds the aggregate 
maximum level, inventory candidates are flagged which will get aggregate level within pre-established 
management desired levels.  

108. Excess/obsolete - A display of inventory that either exceeds requirements (excess) or where there is no future 
requirement (obsolete). 
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109. Report totals - Indicates if the system provides a summary on appropriate reports.  
110. Daily transaction register - A display of the on line transaction audit trail provided by user specified time periods 

(it is especially helpful for cycle inventory reconciliation). 
111. Monthly transaction register - A display of the on line transaction audit trail provided by user specified time 

periods for prior "months" of history. 
112. Aged Finished Goods Inventory - An aged finished goods inventory report shows the length of time that 

inventory lingers within the distribution channel.  This information may be helpful in determining on which items 
to promote price reductions. 

113. Lot balancing exception - The sum of quantities should balance to equal the quantity issued, scrapped and 
returned to vendor.  If there is an imbalance, this exception report will be generated. 

114. Lot by item - Displays all open lot numbers by item number. 
115. Lot where used - The lot where used shows higher level lot destination of consumption.  
116. Lot indented where used - indented report 
117. Lot end use - Displays which show the multiple level end use impact of lots. 
118. Pick (Material) list - A display indicating which components are needed, in what quantities, and from what 

locations to satisfy an individual order. 
119. Reprint upon request - Pick list reprint upon request. 
120. Special instructions to pick on the pick list. 
121. Consolidated pick list - Accumulation of picking requirements. 
122. Simulated pick - A display that shows impact to existing demands if this order were picked.  If promised 

deliveries will be violated by out of sequence picking, this display will provide a warning.   
123. Cost of change- Advanced feature of simulated pick showing cost of change impact including: 
124. Revenue 
125. Customer service level 
126. Cost of goods sold 
127. Text - Indicates if a text field is available to reference backlog, location etc. 
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AWM – ADVANCED WAREHOUSE MANAGEMENT 
The Inventory Control section provides details of basic functionality related to inventory control and basic warehouse 
management. This listing of features an functions is designed for companies wishing to go further with the automation 
of warehouse operations. 
1. Item size – The system maintains details of the item’s size. 
2. Item weight – The system maintains details of the item’s weight. 
3. Item cube – The system maintains details of the item’s dimensions. 
4. Warehouse zoning– The system maintains details of the appropriate warehouse zone for each item eg cold room, 

dry goods. 
5. Efficient handling of dispersed warehouse networks – Techniques to manage a number of distributed 

warehouses such as DRP, safety stock calculation for the network rather than treating each warehouse separately 
etc. 

6. Inventory Management – Provides standard techniques for managing as opposed to controlling inventory ie 
emphasis on performance indicators, aggregate inventory management etc. 

7. Random location control – Putaway and retrieval from random locations is supported. 
8. Batch/ Lot Control – The system provides for the maintenance of information relating to specific production 

batches/lots for uses quality management procedures and control by status. 
9. Serial Control - The system provides for the maintenance of information relating to the serial numbers of 

individual items for use in quality management procedures and engineering change control. 
10. Expiry dating – Information is maintained on the expiry date of specific batches/lots eg use-by dates of food 

products. 
11. Cycle counting – The system supports this inventory accuracy audit technique including the generation of count 

documents and accuracy reports. 
12. Counting by lot quantities – Facilitates counting by lot quantities (parts grouped by lot) 
13. Counting by serialised items - Facilitates counting by serialised items  
14. Paperless processing of physical inventories – Processing is carried out without the need for physical 

documents. 
15. Replenishment – Techniques are available to initiate the replenishment of inventory such as re-order point 

control, min-max. 
16. LIFO storage – Items may be sequenced for putaway using the Last In First Out principle. 
17. FIFO stock rotation – Items may be sequenced for putaway using the First In First Out principle. 
18. Random storage - Items may be sequenced for putaway based on the available storage.. 
19. On-line status of inventory – Stock on hand, on order, allocated, planning policy settings for the item, inventory 

status are all available on-line. 
20. User defined disposition codes - Repair, rework, replacement or reimbursed material eg not repairable, classify to 

condition code H for scrap claim, claim accepted by the contractor, claim reopened.  
21.   Audit trails of all material movements - Audit trails are maintained of all material movements 
22. Container tracking cycle counting - Facilitates cycle counting within container tracking (tracks transfers 

between warehouses, bin locations or serialised containers and pallets) 
23. System overrides to allow flexibility of product positioning – To override automatic allocation of positions. 
24. Receiving and Putaway – Procedures for accepting and storing items. 
25. Returned material management – Assign reasons for return, analyse by category, assign status to material. 
26. Cross docking – Products flow through inventory locations without being unpacked or warehoused. Allows 

businesses to offer a large range of products without taking inventory ownership. Instead, in-transit inventory can 
be merged on an as-needed basis with owned inventory to reduce costs. 

27. Receiving/ASN – Receiving/Advanced Shipment Notification is supported. 
28. Order Management and Planning – Orders are managed and planned via a time phased order point method. 
29. Order selection – Order Management includes methods for order selection. 
30. Order Consolidation – Order Management includes methods for order consolidation for economics of handling 

and shipping. 
31. Multiple UOM conversion – Items may have a number of different Units of Measure eg as sold, as manufactured 

etc. The system provides for conversion between each UOM. 
32. Picking and Shipping:-  
33. Orders allocated to appropriate warehouse for picking/packing – Allocated as per instructions. 
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34. Optimised picking & put-away – Picking and putaway sequences are based on optimisation of travel around the 
warehouse.  

35. Wave picking – Supports wave picking. Wave picking is a method of selecting and sequencing picking lists to 
minimise the waiting time of the delivered material. Shipping orders may be picked in waves combined by 
common carrier or destination and manufacturing orders in waves relating to work centre. 

36. Supports packing – Computer support provided for the packing process. 
37. Directed put away - Computer support provided for directed putaway 
38. Barcoded picking slips - Computer support provided for barcoded picking slips. 
39.  Batch and discrete picking – Picking can be organised by individual orders or batches of orders. 
40. Full pick - Picking can be organised on a full pick basis (optimised across the whole picking load). 
41. Customer service reporting – Should include a variety of customer service reporting methods such as % 

delivered by the due date, % in-full on-time etc. 
42. Contract warehouse client analysis – Analysis of transactions processed by individual contract client. 
43. Contract warehouse client billing options – The ability to bill contract warehouse clients using a variety of 

methods. 
44. Kitting/component functionality – The ability to assemble kits of items for an order including a group of repair 

parts or the purchase of a kit of items by a customer. 
45. Product assembly from BoMs – Provision for a multi-level BoM to assemble kits/components rather than a one 

level kitting list of items required. 
46. Parts status tracking – Tracks the status of parts through user defined disposition codes. 
47. Load control – Provides the necessary tools to analyse and manage warehouse resources. 
48. Satellite facility control - Provides the necessary tools to analyse and manage satellite facility resources. 
49. Transportation:- 
50. Routing – The ability to establish transport routes for use by the transport scheduling function. 
51. Transport Scheduling – The ability to schedule transport based on the orders to be shipped and the transport 

resources available. 
52. Load balancing – Spreading the work load out over successive time periods to smooth the load on warehouse 

operations staff but ensuring customer service objectives are met. 
53. Interface to Despatch systems – The ability to interface with external despatch systems. 
54. Consignment note preparation – The ability to prepare consignment notes. 
55. Vehicle maintenance scheduling – Planning and executing preventive maintenance schedules for transport and 

other vehicles. Recording and reporting on maintenance carried out. 
56. Vehicle status reporting – Regular and emergency reporting based on transport vehicle status. 
57. Confirms Shipping – Provides for feedback to the system to confirm shipping details. 
58. Shipping document generation – Provides for the generation of shipping documents. 
59. Freight rate database – Maintains a database of current freight rates. 
60. Transport history – Maintains transport archive information. 
61. Vendor scheduling – Provides vendors with schedules rather than individual orders. Usually operates under a 

business agreement between the two parties with agreements on update frequency etc. 
62. Vendor performance analysis – Reports on each vendor against performance factors such as due date 

compliance, quantity variance, quality. 
63. Parameterised task management – Automated task management through the use of parameters. 
64. Import processing/costing  
65. Export Processing 
66. Containerisation – The ability to arrange products to be shipped to fit containers. 
67. e-commerce: – Enables electronic transmission of documents to customers, supplier and partners. 
68. Direct sales – Ability to make direct e-commerce sales eg using catalogues and shopping baskets. 
69. Auto replenishment generation- Re-order point control on-line during e-commerce based direct ordering. 
70. Vendor ordering – Recommends vendor orders automatically during e-commerce replenishment (non 

manufactured items). 
71. Location profiling - Allows multi-location stock levels to be maintained at certain points within the warehouse 

for those product with high turnover.   
72. ”Licence Plate” tracking - Products do not have to be in a unique location to be identified 
73. Workload monitor - Shows all outstanding tasks and estimated completion time 
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74. Labour resource planning and tracking – Based on warehouse loads and capacities, plans labour resources and 
tracks actual against planned. 

75. Task sequencing – The ability to sequence tasks in a  pre-determined, efficient sequence. 
76. Task interleaving – The ability to sequence and interleave all warehouse tasks from a single, comprehensive 

"work pool" which contains all types of tasks. The system sequences and interleaves those tasks based on system 
and management set rules. 

77. QA info – Provides for the capture and tracking of Quality Assurance information. 
78. Optimise storage space – Putaway strategies are able to optimise storage space. 
79. Rules based system – Operational decisions are based on business rules that may change, without 

reprogramming, when conditions change. 
80. Order process – Provides for processing of sales orders. 
81. Produces invoices on demand 
82. Interfaces to A/R (Accounts Receivable) system  
83. Back Order Processing – The system provides for the management and processing of back orders. 
84. Forecasting capabilities – Advanced modelling such as exponential smoothing, focus forecasting, seasonal 

factors are built into the system. 
85. Supports DRP – The system includes the option to replenish using DRP (Distribution Requirements Planning). 

DRP is a time phased order point system based on similar logic to MRP. 
86. Pallet cube design tools – Assists in the assembly of products to be palletised. 
87. Warehouse labour scheduling – Provides specific tools for scheduling warehouse labour. 
88. Labour performance analysis – Analysis of labour against specific business performance targets such as 

customer service %, inventory turnover ratio. 
89.  Labour productivity analysis– Analysis of labour against specific productivity targets such as transactions by 

type processed per day, units of product moved per shift. 
90. Sequences vehicle stops – Shipments for each vehicle are organised by the computer system to fit in with the 

vehicle stops/routes sequence.  
91. Warehouse layout tools – Off-line tools are provided to assist with the planning and updating of the warehouse 

layout. 
92. Supported Devices/Interfaces:- 
93. Supports EDI – Electronic Data Interchange. 
94. Bar code readers 
95. Bar code label printing 
96. Radio Frequency 
97. PC based tethered keyboard wedge scanner 
98. Portable scanner with Internal Container Mark labels 
99. Portable Scanner with portable printer - SCM labels 
100. Portable scanner with pre-printed SCM labels 
101. RF portable scanners (optional portable printers) 
102. Pick-to-light 
103. Mobile put-to-light 
104. EAN 128 application identifiers 
105. SSCC application identifiers 
106. I'faces to automatic devices such as cranes, palletisers, conveyors etc. 
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CRM - CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT 
Information Systems support for a variety of customer related functions such as: contact and phone call management,  
price book, available to promise (realtime), warranty tracking, repair analysis, communications log, order template and 
buying profiles by customer, customer returns management, installed base tracking, service scheduling, repair statistics, 
service reporting. CRM systems log all incoming telephone calls and transactions and manage the transactions from 
initiation through closure.  
1. Product Revision Level - The software revision level on which the checklist data is based. This revision should 

be currently available and installed in Australia. 
2. Multi Company capability - The ability to define a table of linkages of shared or common data. 
3. Inter-company financial transactions - The ability to track inter-company movement and post properly to the 

correct financial. 
4. Multi language - The ability for users of the system to communicate in more than one language (typically 

English). 
5. Local technical support in Australia - Applications software support personnel are resident in Australia. 
6. Local tech support in Asia-Pacific (outside Australia) - Applications software support personnel are resident in 

countries in the Asia Pacific outside Australia. 
7. Local technical support in Europe - Applications software support personnel are resident in Europe. 
8. Local technical support in USA - Applications software support personnel are resident in USA. 
9. Courses offered (on site and local office) 
10. Modification supported by vendor - Indicates if the software vendor is able to support customising of the 

software to meet specific requirements. 
 
SA - SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE 
Applications software packages are built with a wide variety of different languages, tools and database managers and 
exist within various hardware and operating system frameworks. Although not directly obvious to the end user the 
software architecture has a direct impact on the flexibility, ease of use, and ease of maintenance of the overall system. 
1. Hardware/Operating Systems - Host/Server - The main hardware or operating system that is used to process the 

data associated with the system. 
2. Microsoft Windows NT/2000 
3.  IBM AS/400 
4.  UNIX platforms. 
5.  Hardware/Operating Systems - Client - The hardware or operating system that is used for clients (typically 

desktops). 
6.  Microsoft Windows 95/98 
7.  Microsoft Windows NT/2000 
8.  IBM AS/400 
9.  UNIX platforms 
10.  Multi user (system-wide) - Indicates whether the software package can be operated at more than one workstation 

at a time.  This allows more than one application and/or operator to be active simultaneously, inventory control 
and purchasing for instance. 

16. Maximum number of users in update mode - users/workstations that can operate simultaneously. 
17. Database manager (s) - A software program that manages the storage and retrieval of data.  A database oriented 

system is particularly useful as the size of the files and/or the variety of uses of shared data increases.  The 
database manager will be more efficient in this environment than other file handling approaches. 

67. Primary - refers to the primary database manager offered. 
68. Others supported - refers to other supported data base managers. 
69. ODBC (Open Data base Connectivity) 
70. Program language (s) - The main programming languages in which the product is written. 
71. Data import/export to external file format - The ability to interact with other software products, via import/export 

facilities. Products such as: 
72. MS Office 
73. Lotus 
74. ASCII 
75. Other (list) 
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76. Seamless spreadsheet/ word processor integration - Provides seamless integration to popular spreadsheet and 
word processing products. 

77. Report writer (without exiting application) system-wide - A separate module which provides the ability to 
extract and format data contained in the system.  This is useful for displaying or manipulating data in user 
specified ways not provided for by the software vendors' standard reports. 

78. Non-technical ease of use - does not require a data processing orientation - may be used by "most users" 
extensively. 

79. Parameter driven - User-specified selection criteria from a table. 
80. Simulated screen/report layout - Provides the means to layout either a screen or report and test it without exiting 

the module or application. 
81. User defined sorts - User specified sort criteria. 
82. Print user headings on reports. 
83. Suppress headings. 
84. Define control breaks. 
85. Sub-total & total. 
86. Calculate statistical data. 
87. Data Dictionary reporting - System maintained data dictionary which facilitates ease of reporting and logic 

selection. 
88. User defined menus/screens - The ability for each user to define their own library of customised input formats 

and queries. 
89. Screen inputs - The pre-establishing of parameter information which allows data input and navigation to be more 

efficient and user friendly. Facilities: 
90. Defaults - Defaults can reduce repetitive keying of the same data. 
91. Tables - Selection of standard data from tables. 
92. Other (list) 
93. User defined fields. 
94. Number reserved for users - Number of fields allocated for user definition. 
95. Dynamic - refers to non-technical addition without programming modification. 
96. Variety - refers to text, numeric, logic and date mix system-wide. 
97. Imaging Support - The ability to reduce, on an ad hoc basis, normally printed output into stored data for 

immediate on-line visual display. 
98. Drill down queries - The ability to drill dynamically down for further levels of detail. 
 
SC - SYSTEM CONTROL 
By its nature, a Customer Relationship Management System is accessible to many users within the enterprise. 
However, access and access privileges need to be controlled to ensure the system does not become corrupted 
intentionally or unintentionally and also sensitive information needs to be protected.  
1.  Security - This feature is very important as it allows control over access to the data in the system. 
2.  System level - Security administered at the system level allows or disallows entrance into the system as a whole. 
3.  Module level - Security administered at the module level indicates control is at the functional area level, eg. 

contact management or service functions. 
4.  Screen level - Security administered at the screen level permits control of specific functions. 
5.  Record level - Security administered at the record level refers to the ability to lock out access to data on a record 

by record basis. 
6.  Field level - Security administrated at the field level offers the greatest flexibility, as users can be authorised to 

enter or retrieve very specific pieces of data. 
7.  Tailoring parameters (all modules) - Parameters allowing individual preferences to be selected on how a 

environment is planned and controlled.  Such items as planning horizon, and exception reporting tolerance limits 
are examples of these parameters. 

8.  Tailoring screens (all modules) - The ability for users to specify their own custom screens which is invoked at 
the point of application login. 

9.  Mass change (system-wide) - A change that should be affected in all records that contain the changed item. 
10.  Mass delete (system-wide) - A deletion that affects all records that contain the item. 
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11.  Deferred/batch processing support - Batch processing allows repetitive jobs (i.e. reports or processes) to be run 
unattended by issuing simple commands, normally overnight, so that the system is free during the day for other 
activity. 

12.  Text - A feature that allows for formal communication within the system between all associated functions within 
an organisation.  Text is free form and should be able to be attached to various elements in the system. 

13.  Where used - A text where used function may be provided if common text can be added to multiple records. 
14.  On line help - Allows a user quick access to collateral information without physically leaving the application or 

referencing user manuals. 
15.  Field - At the field level, help indicates the possible values that may be entered into a field. 
16.  Function - Function level help provides explanations related to the input or inquiry screen on which the user is 

positioned. 
17.  Operating procedures pop-up - The ability to call user desk instructions, forms or flow procedures from word 

processing to the screen without exiting the application. 
18.  Navigation ease of use - The ability to move to any screen without going through the menu screen. 
19.  Custom function keys - Allows every user to develop their specific library of screens accessed by function keys. 
20.  Navigate without menu call - The ability to go directly to a screen, inside and outside the current module, 

without going through menu calls. 
21.  Remote diagnostic support - Technical remote support capability is easily handled for the user by the vendor. 
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CRM - CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT 
Information Systems support for a variety of customer related functions such as: contact and phone call management,  
price book, available to promise (realtime), warranty tracking, repair analysis, communications log, order template and 
buying profiles by customer, customer returns management, installed base tracking, service scheduling, repair statistics, 
service reporting. CRM systems can log all incoming telephone calls and transactions and manage the transactions 
from initiation through to closure.  
1. Account/contact management – Maintains details of customers, other contacts and groups of contacts including 

the following facilities:- 
2.  Calendar management – Maintain a calendar of appointments with contacts. 
3.  Time management – Maintain details of planned and actual times. 
4.  Sales activity management - Plan and record various sales activities against contacts 
5.  Mail merge – Merge selected contact details with form letters, FAX, e-mail. 
6.  To-do's – Maintain a list of things to-do. 
7. E-mail – The ability to generate e-mails directly from the CRM system. 
8. Correspondence record – Automatic recording of correspondence (e-mail, letters etc). 
9. Organisation charts – Organisation charts can be set up and charts displayed showing the hierarchy. Helps with 

tracking multiple contacts within an account. 
10.  Sales – Enables  various sales functions including:- 
11.  Lead/Opportunity management – Tools provided to assist with the management of opportunities and leads. 
12. Pipeline management – Reports and charts are provided to assist with the analysis of the sales pipeline – 

opportunities, quotes, orders.  
13. Sales territory management - Tools provided to assist with sales territory management. 
14.  Forecasting – Basic forecasting facilities are provided within the CRM system. 
15. Competitive information – The system is organised to capture and maintain information covering competitive 

capabilities and pricing. 
16. Pricing – Detailed pricing information is available in the system for reference, quotations and order entry. 
17. Literature fulfilment – Supporting product literature is available and easily generated to fulfil prospect needs. 
18. Proposal/quote generation – Standard templates and parameters may be used to generate quotations and 

proposals. 
19.  Milestone tracking – Maintains status of prospects and reports against milestones eg suspect, prospect, verbal 

approval, win. 
20. Quote to order conversion – The ability to automatically convert a quote to an order without re-keying, once the 

business is won. 
21. Revenue forecasts – Based on prospect data held within the system. 
22. Team selling – The ability to allocate sales responsibility to a defined team. 
23. Expense Reporting – The system provides for expense reporting. 
24. Industry information – The system maintains information related to specific industries. 
25. Company profiles – The system provides for maintenance of structured company profiles. 
26.  Hyperlinks to additional information – Hyperlinks are used for links to additional internal (intranet) or external 

(extranet) information. 
27. Product Configuration – The system may be used to configure products for a range of purposes. 
28. Pricing for specific configurations – The system can calculate prices for specific configurations. 
29. Promotion material configurations – The system can use a configuration approach when generating promotion 

materials. 
30. Modify existing models – The ability to generate data for new and modified products based on existing models. 
31. Call Centre – The entity responsible for handling voice and possibly other modes of customer contact. 

Standardises the handling of all customer inquiries. 
32. Multi-channel service – An extended customer contact service including: 
33. Fax 
34. E-mail 
35. Internet 
36. Phone 
37. Interactive voice response 
38. Call categorisation - Allows the customer service representative to categorise a call based on user defined 

categories. 
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39. Call routing - Allows the customer service representative to assign the call to a technician for disposition. 
40. Scripting - Allows the customer service representative to provide consistent dialogue and service. 
41. Intelligent call routing – The ability to route calls intelligently based on various user defined criteria . 
42. Call queues – Lists all outstanding calls (sales, support etc) by category. 
43. Call tracking -Tracks all outstanding calls (sales, support etc) by category. 
44. Support for upsell and cross-sell – Information is available to the service rep to convince the prospect to buy a 

more powerful product (upsell) or to a similar level product (cross-sell) where appropriate. 
45. Automated business process workflow - Workflow is the defined series of tasks within an organisation to 

produce a final outcome. Sophisticated workgroup computing applications allow you to define different 
workflows for different types of jobs. At each stage in the workflow, one individual or group is responsible for a 
specific task. Once the task is complete, the workflow software ensures that the individuals responsible for the 
next task are notified and receive the data they need to execute their stage of the process.  

46. Multi-channel support for a complete mobile solution 
47. Marketing: 
48. Market analysis – Analysis of potential markets using coding schemes and field values. 
49. Marketing program analysis – Analysis of the results of marketing programs. 
50. Campaign management - Used by marketers to design single-channel or multichannel marketing campaigns and 

track the effects of those campaigns by customer segment over time. Also used by sales organisations to execute 
sales campaigns, such as achieving a specific market share with a particular product by a certain date.  

51. Event management – Support for managing events eg seminars, exhibitions. 
52. Work flow to identify and reach prospects – Built-in prospecting workflow to manage the process of identifying 

and reaching contacts included in campaigns. 
53. Telemarketing call scripting – Pre-written scripts can be created and saved for use in telemarketing calls. 
54. Database management – Facilities are provided to ease the tasks of database management and list management 

eg generating lists based on categories, field contents etc. 
55. Marketing communications tools – To coordinate marketing campaigns, event and prospecting activity with 

sales and service, working off the same integrated database. 
56. Marketing encyclopedia/ library – Provision for a central repository of marketing materials such as standard 

letters, brochures, demos, case studies, various literature held in Acrobat and MS Office formats etc. Promotional 
literature requests will be fulfilled from this encyclopedia/ library. 

57. Data warehouse capabilities – A data warehouse is a collection of data designed to support management decision 
making. Data warehouses contain a wide variety of data that present a coherent picture of business conditions at a 
single point in time.  

58. Pre-built datamarts for sales, marketing, service - A datamart is a database, or collection of databases, designed 
to help managers make strategic decisions about their business. Whereas a data warehouse combines databases 
across an entire enterprise, data marts are usually smaller and focus on a particular subject or department. 

59. Web based self service – An Internet enabled facility for authorised end users to inquire on and download from 
relevant databases. 

60.  Service: 
61. Service agreements – Maintains information about the service agreements for each customer. 
62. On-line problem resolution - An Internet enabled facility for authorised end users to resolve problems through an 

on-line service centre/knowledge database. 
63. Capture, track & resolve service issues – The system is designed to capture, track & resolve all service issues . 
64. Service request management – The ability for users to log service requests via the system and for these requests 

to be actively managed through to resolution. 
65. Service activity management – A structured approach is in place to manage and report on service activities. 
66. Account management service aspects – Systems are in place that provide the necessary activity and accounting 

information relating to service activities. 
67. Intelligent assignment and dispatch - Systems are in place that provide for automatic assignment and dispatch of 

service requests based on various criteria such as skills set, geography etc. 
68. Spare parts Inventory – The system provides a spare parts inventory capability for use by service personnel and 

supervisors. 
69. Parts usage – Reporting is provided showing parts usage by period, category and item. 
70. Trunk inventory – The system provides for service personnel’s trunk inventory and its regular reconciliation. 
71. Product and component tracking – Tracks product and component locations and service history. 
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72. Knowledge bases of known problems/solutions for reps. – A database of known problems/solutions that can be 
searched by service personnel and/or customers to resolve problems. 

73. Multiple service agreement types – Provides for service agreement variety in terms of period and type of service. 
74. User defined escalation – Service agreements and system capability allows for customers to have their own user 

defined escalation procedures catered for eg if not fixed in one day escalate to area management, if not fixed in 
three days, escalate to country management level. These parameters to be built into the system for reporting 
purposes. 

75. Case and customer history – Provides for recording of major service problems within each customer and general 
customer history for subsequent referral by service personnel and management. 

76. Phone System Interface - Ability to interface/use the telephone system to automate customer service calls. 
77. Warranty tracking - Allows the entering and tracking of customer warranty returns. 
78. Repair analysis - Accumulation of repair data for analysis, usually by part number or model number. 
79. Communications log with tickler capability - Ability to maintain a log of all communications between 

customers and service representatives which also provides a reminder feature to initiate related activities. 
80. Service Scheduling - The ability to track an installed base unit from point of departure from customer site until 

reinstalled at customer site.  Specific service statuses include:- 
81. Preventative maintenance schedule – The system provides for establishing and maintaining preventative 

maintenance schedules. 
82. Repair in process – All items where repair has been initiated but not completed. 
83. Repair dispositioning - Repair complete but not allocated to a dispositioning code. 
84. In-transit from customer 
85. In-transit back to customer 
86. Replacement on order 
87. Customer returns: - Transaction and logic associated with handling of product returns from the customer. 
88. Return material authorisation (RMA) - Provides predetermined destination controls prior to receipt of goods.  

Specific capabilities include: 
89. Exchange tracking – Keeping track of products exchanged for faulty returned products. 
90. Service parts numbers - Keeping track of service parts exchanged for faulty returned products. 
91. Service assignment and scheduling – Provides for scheduling service resources and assigning them to specific 

customers/tasks. 
92. Listing of quality criteria – Provides for listing the quality criteria associated with returns. 
93. Control by number, lot, serial # - As required. 
94. Calculates credit to salesperson commission – When appropriate. 
95. Integration with: 
96. MS Outlook for email, calendaring, contacts, tasks 
97. MS Word for word merge 
98. Excel for graphical reporting 
99.  PowerPoint for presentations 
100. PDA devices, including Palm Pilot 
101. Mobile computing via synchronisation with laptops etc 
102. Inquiries: 
103. On-line data retrieval - Allows the representative to pull up pertinent customer or warranty information during 

the service call. 
104. Customer master by name - This display lists customer related data sorted by customer name. 
105. Customer master by number - This display lists customer related data sorted by customer ID number. 
106. Customer by parameter: - The ability to query customers by fields such as: 
107. Customer by PO# 
108. Customer by postcode 
109. Customer by serial number 
110. Customer by invoice 
111. Customer by sales order 
112. Installed base tracking - Inquiry linking installed base units to customers. 
113. Sales Forecast - On-line view 
114. Reports: 
115. Service reporting - Maintaining resource use statistics such as:- 
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116. Call resolution 
117. Utilisation  
118. Status by order 
119. Service billing 
120. Service staff reporting 
121. Repair statistics - This analysis includes:- 
122. Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF) 
123. Percent of installed base occurrences 
124. Repair frequency by unit by customer 
125. User defined repair logic 
126. Y-T-D repair cost by commodity 
127. Time to repair 
128. Unit down in field 
129. Elapsed time by component 
130. Service rep 
131. Geographical region 
132. OLAP analysis and reporting – OLAP is Short for On Line Analytical Processing, a category of software tools 

that provides analysis of data stored in a database. OLAP tools enable users to analyse different dimensions of 
multi-dimensional data. For example, it provides time series and trend analysis views. The chief component of 
OLAP is the OLAP server, which sits between a client and a database management systems (DBMS). The OLAP 
server understands how data is organised in the database and has special functions for analysing the data.  
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PP- PARTNER PRODUCTS 
The features and functions covered in the checklist relate to the core software product being surveyed. Alternate 
functional solutions to specific areas may be found in associated partner products. Partner products are listed that have 
proven interfaces with the core software product. 
1. Advanced Planning & Scheduling  
2. Advanced Warehouse Management 
3. CAD/CAM 
4. Customer Relationship Management 
5. Distribution Resource & Reqts Planning 
6. E-Commerce 
7. EIS/Business Intelligence 
8. Fixed Assets 
9. Forecasting 
10. Laboratory Information Management 
11. Maintenance Management 
12. Payroll & HRM 
13. Product Data Management 
14. Project Management and Control 
15. Quality Assurance 
16. Reporting Tools 
17. Transportation 
 

END OF GLOSSARY 
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